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Résumé

Cette thèse traite de la fonctionnalisation de surface des résonateurs plasmonique à base de
semi-conducteur III-V en utilisant de l’acide phosphonique pour la spectroscopie vibration-
nelle exaltée permettant d’identifier des quantités infimes de molécules. Le premier chapitre
décrit les fondements théoriques de la spectroscopie vibrationnelle exaltée. En comparant les
propriétés plasmoniques du semi-conducteur dégénéré InAs(Sb):Si et des métaux, ici l’or et le
gallium, on trouve que l’InAs(Sb):Si est particulièrement adapté à la spectroscopie infrarouge
exaltée (SEIRA) et que le gallium est adapté à la spectroscopie Raman exaltée (SERS). Les
deux matériaux plasmoniques alternatifs surpassent théoriquement l’or dans leurs gammes
spectrales respectives. Néanmoins, l’or et son inertie chimique restent intéressants pour
permettre la spectroscopie vibrationnelle exaltée dans différents environnements chimiques.
Dans le deuxième chapitre on démontre que l’InAs(Sb):Si est chimiquement stable dans
l’eau, contrairement au GaSb. Une structure en couches composites de GaSb/InAsSb:Si
a été utilisée pour montrer que la déplétion de l’antimoine et l’incorporation d’oxygène à
l’interface GaSb-eau transforment, en un peu moins de 14 h, 50 nm de GaSb cristallin en
un oxyde de gallium. Cet oxyde de gallium a un indice de réfraction moyen-IR de l’ordre
de n=1,6 ce qui est environ la moitié de la valeur de l’indice de réfraction du GaSb dans
le moyen-IR. Dans le troisième chapitre, on démontre que cette modification de l’indice
de réfraction lors de l’oxydation peut être exploitée pour décaler la résonance plasmonique
localisée des réseaux InAsSb:Si sur des substrats GaSb dans la plage de 5 µm à 20 µm par
formation d’un piédestal. Dans le chapitre 4 est présenté le contrôle de la liaison chimique
des molécules organiques avec la fine couche d’oxyde natif à la surface du semi-conducteur
III-V. L’attachement de ces molécules sur l’oxyde de surface ouvre la voie à des applications
bio-photoniques utilisant des semi-conducteurs améliorés par des résonateurs plasmoniques.
Dans le chapitre 5 est décrit deux stratégies différentes pour combiner des résonateurs plas-
moniques à base de III-V avec des circuits micro-fluidiques. Ces résultats démontrent que des
applications lab-on-the-chip basées sur des semi-conducteurs III-V sont possibles. Enfin, la
possibilité d’intégrer des nanoparticules de Gallium plasmoniques sur des semi-conducteurs
III-V pour combiner les méthodes SEIRA et SERS est présentée au chapitre 6.





Abstract

This thesis deals with the surface functionalization of nanostructured plasmonic III-V se-
miconductors for surface-enhanced vibrational spectroscopy relevant to identify minute
amounts of analyte molecules. The first chapter outlines the theoretical foundations of
surface-enhanced vibrational spectroscopy based on plasmonics. Comparing the plasmonic
properties of the degenerate semiconductor InAs(Sb):Si and of metals, here gold and gal-
lium, it is found that the degenerate semiconductor is especially suited for surface-enhanced
infrared (SEIRA) spectroscopy and that gallium with its plasmonic potential in the UV-VIS
range is apt for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). Both alternative plasmonic
materials theoretically outperform gold in their respective spectral ranges. Nevertheless, gold
and its chemical inertness remain interesting for enabling plasmonic enhanced vibrational
spectroscopy in different chemical environments. The influence of aqueous environments
on the material properties of III-V semiconductors is addressed in the second and in the
third chapter. It is found that InAs(Sb):Si is chemical stable in water, but GaSb is not. A
GaSb/InAsSb:Si compound layer structure was used to demonstrate that the depletion of
antimony and the incorporation of oxygen at the GaSb-water interface transform 50 nm of
crystalline GaSb to a gallium oxide in less than 14 hours. The gallium oxide has a mid-IR
refractive index in the order of n=1.6 and thus less than half of the value of the mid-IR
refractive index of GaSb. This change in refractive index upon oxidation can be exploited to
blue-shift the localized plasmonic resonance of InAsSb:Si gratings on GaSb-substrates in
the range from 5 µm to 20 µm by pedestal formation. In Chapter 4, the controlled chemical
bonding of organic molecules to the approximately 3 nm thin native oxide layer of III-V
semiconductor surfaces by phosphonic acid chemistry is presented. This paves the way for
plasmonic enhanced all-semiconductor mid-IR biophotonic applications. In chapter 5, two
different, but equally successful strategies to combine III-V based plasmonic resonators
with microfluidic circuits are described. These results demonstrate that lab-on-the-chip
applications based on III-V semiconductors are possible. Finally, the possibility to integrate
plasmonic Gallium nanoparticles onto the III-V material platform for a potential combination
of SEIRA and SERS applications is presented in chapter 6.
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General Introduction

This thesis deals with the surface functionalization of nanostructured plasmonic III-V se-
miconductors for surface-enhanced vibrational spectroscopy relevant to identify minute
amounts of analyte molecules. It is worth to point out that the two vibrational spectroscopy
techniques, Infrared- and Raman spectroscopy, are two of the most widely used techniques
for the determination of molecular structure and for the identification of chemical compounds.
Additionally, the sample handling is simple and most of the times non-destructive. Whenever
a vibrational spectrum of an unknown molecule is available, then a comparison with database
spectra and with predications from theory allow potentially a unique identification of the
unknown molecule or at least to obtain a clear idea of dominant molecular groups. In analogy
to the possibility to identify citizens and crime suspects by their fingerprints, it is possible
to identify beneficial and harmful molecules by their molecular fingerprint. It is obvious
that applications are manifold and it is far beyond the scope of this work to discuss the role
of vibrational spectroscopy in such different domains as medical diagnosis, pharmaceutical
processing or space exploration, e.g. to study the chemical composition on the surface of
asteroids. This thesis with focus on functionalizing the surface of highly doped semiconduc-
tors for surface-enhanced vibrational spectroscopy pursues previous works and builds on the
accumulated knowledge of two PhD theses finished in the last years at the University of Mont-
pellier. The first thesis on the topic of III-V semiconductor plasmonics demonstrated that
the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth facilities and the nanostructuration techniques,
available at the University of Montpellier, allow the fabrication of state-of-the art plasmonic
gratings with mid-IR plasmonic resonances [1]. The second thesis continued and extended
the pioneering work by demonstrating that III-V semiconductor based plasmonic array struc-
tures, for polarization dependent excitation of plasmonic resonances, can be fabricated [2].
Additionally, it was demonstrated that state-of-the-art surface-enhanced infrared absorption
spectroscopy is possible by drop-casting molecules onto the surface of III-V plasmonic
semiconductors. To go beyond drop-casting and spin-coating of molecules to the surface of
plasmonic III-V semiconductors, it is necessary to demonstrate that highly-doped semicon-
ductor can be functionalized by organic molecules. To achieve this objective of successful
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surface functionalization, it is important to address the chemical stability of the material
to functionalize in a first step. Currently, the most popular plasmonic material for surface-
enhanced vibrational spectroscopy is gold. Generally, III-V semiconductor plasmonics do not
only allow to compete with gold in terms of mid-IR plasmonic enhancement factors, as shown
in previous theses, but they promise to outperform gold in terms of integrating plasmonic
resonators with optical sources and detectors on a chip. To fully exploit the features of
III-V semiconductor based lab-on-the-chip devices, it is therefore necessary to address the
possibility to combine the III-V semiconductor based plasmonic resonators with microfluidic
circuits. Finally, a challenge in the domain of surface-enhanced vibrational spectroscopy is to
obtain plasmonic resonances to cover broad spectral ranges. So far, most approaches exploit
one plasmonic material and technologically demanding surface patterning, but an alternative
approach could be the combination of different plasmonic materials to obtain plasmonics
resonances from the UV to the mid-IR. In this thesis, the previously mentioned challenges
in the field of surface functionalization and surface-enhanced vibrational spectroscopy are
addressed in six chapters. Chapter 1 states the theoretical foundations of plasmonic enhanced
molecular vibrational spectroscopy and provides a comparison of gold, gallium and highly-
doped semiconductor in terms of plasmonic enhancement factor. Then, the chemical stability
of III-V semiconductors in aqueous environments, pre-requisite for surface-functionalization
studies, is addressed. In chapter 2, the reaction kinetics of GaSb oxidation in water are
elaborated. Next, chapter 3 focuses on an application of GaSb oxidation in water, namely
the pedestal formation of all-semiconductor gratings, which allows to obtain plasmonic
resonances in the spectral range from 5 µm to 20 µm. Chapter 4 presents the controlled
chemical bonding of organic molecules to III-V semiconductor surfaces by phosphonic acid
chemistry. In chapter 5, the focus is on two different, but equally successful strategies to
combine III-V based plasmonic resonators with microfluidic circuits. Finally, the possibility
to integrate plasmonic Gallium nanoparticles onto the III-V material platform for a potential
combination of surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA) and surface-enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS) applications is presented in chapter 6. As parts of this work have been
published as articles in peer-reviewed journals, the choice was made to present a specialized
state-of-the art section in each chapter to contextualize adequately the innovation of the
scientific results.



Chapter 1

Theoretical foundations

The scope of this chapter is to provide the theoretical foundations to explain why plasmo-
nics can be exploited for surface-enhanced vibrational spectroscopy. This first chapter is
structured into four parts. At the beginning, the basic principles and the scope of molecular
vibrational spectroscopy are summarized. Then, the theoretical framework, in particular, the
interaction of light and molecular vibration modes follows. Next, some basic principle of the
subwavelength confinement and local field enhancement of plasmonics with a focus on alter-
native plasmonic materials, such as degenerate semiconductors like Si-doped InAs(Sb) and
Gallium are presented. Finally, the vast field of plasmonic-enhanced vibrational spectroscopy
is introduced.

1.1 Vibrational spectroscopy and molecular fingerprints

This thesis focuses on the potential to improve existing molecular vibrational spectroscopic
techniques by the III-V semiconductor material platform. Therefore, it is of importance to
understand the working principle of vibrational spectroscopy and the scope of molecular
spectroscopy. Two techniques, on the one hand Infrared spectroscopy and on the other
hand Raman spectroscopy, are used to study molecular vibration modes. The underlying
principle is for both techniques the interaction of light and matter, which leads molecules
to undergo a change in vibrational energy upon excitation by incident light. The main
difference between the two techniques is the photon energy, i.e. the wavelength of the light
used to trigger the vibrational change. While the experimental instrumentation for Raman
spectroscopy is adapted for the visible range of light, the instruments used for Infrared
spectroscopy are adapted for the infrared range. Despite working in different spectral
regions, the light sources differ as well in terms of using monochromatic laser sources for
Raman spectroscopy and using broad-band light sources, from 2.5 µm to 50 µm, for Infrared
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spectroscopy. According to a reference book in the domain of vibrational spectroscopy,
the molecular vibrational frequencies, as an intrinsic parameter of the molecule, are nearly
the same for both techniques, but different modes appear differently strong in the spectra
depending on the different excitation mechanism [3]. This difference in vibrational band
intensity is caused by different selection rules and this leads to the conclusion that both
techniques are complementary to determine a molecules vibrational structure.

In Figure 1.1, the different excitation mechanisms used to study molecular vibration
modes by optical spectroscopy are sketched. On the left hand-side of Figure 1.1(a), the
different vibration modes of the molecule νi can be seen. Infrared light of specific photon
energy E = hν can be absorbed by the molecule and lead to an energetically higher vibrational
state. In the sketched diagram, the transition from the fundamental vibrational state ν0 to the
first vibrational state ν1 by absorption of a photon with defined energy is shown:

E = h(ν1 −ν0). (1.1)

This absorption of photons by molecules is exploited in Infrared spectroscopy. Raman
spectroscopy is working with scattered photons. From the diagram on the right hand-side
of Figure 1.1(a), it can be seen that the incident photons (solid upwards directed arrows)
carry much higher energy than the difference in energy between two vibrational levels. The
photons scattered by the molecule (dashed downwards directed arrows) can have the same or
different energy than the incident photons. The difference in photon energy between incident
light hν and scattered light hν

′
allows to determine the differences in the molecules vibration

level ∆Evib as:

hv = hν
′
±∆Evib. (1.2)

If no energy is exchanged in the scattering process, i.e. elastic scattering, then the
incident light is excited to a virtual state and then relaxed to its original vibrational state by
re-emission of light. This scattering is called Rayleigh scattering. If energy is exchanged
in the scattering process, i.e. inelastic scattering (Raman scattering), then the scattered
light can be energetically higher (Anti-Stokes) or lower (Stokes) than the incident light.
Generally, most molecules are in the fundamental mode at room temperature such that the
Stokes process where energy is absorbed from the incident light is much more likely than
the Anti-stokes process. It has to be noted that for both processes, infrared absorption and
Raman scattering, the probability of one photon interacting with one molecule is quite low.
Generally, spectra are the result of many molecules and many photons interacting. It is
a response of an ensemble. To quantify the likelihood of photon-matter interactions, it is
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common to look at the absorption and the scattering cross-section of different molecules as
will be done at the end of this chapter. Here, it is sufficient to note that the infrared absorption
process is generally by several orders of magnitude more likely than the Raman scattering
process.

Figure 1.1 (a) A sketch to illustrate the difference between IR- and Raman spectroscopy.
(b) A graph showing the powder spectra of an organic molecule obtained by IR- and by
Raman spectroscopy. The Raman spectra was obtained for two different incident laser
wavelengths, 532 nm and 633 nm.

After having introduced Infrared and Raman spectroscopy as techniques to address
vibrational level of molecules, it is appropriate to show typical spectra for illustration.
In Figure 1.1(b), the spectral information obtained by both techniques are shown for the
same molecule (which will be introduced in more detail in chapter 4). A sketch of the
chemical composition and structure is added to Figure 1.1(b) for illustrative purposes. The
attenuated total reflective (ATR) infrared (IR) absorption spectra is represented by the black
line and the Raman spectra obtained for an incident light of 633 nm, respectively 532 nm,
are represented by the red and the green line. It is a choice of representation to show the
excitation of vibrational levels as dips for the ATR-IR spectra and as peaks for the Raman
spectra. The most significant difference between the IR and the Raman spectra is that most
peaks/dips are dominant at different wavenumber, such that dependent on the excitation
process complementary spectral information can be gained. Some minor differences in peak
intensities are observed in dependence of the wavelength of the incident light used for the
Raman measurements. Finally, coming to the relevant question of the scope of vibrational
spectroscopy, it is worth to point out that Infrared and Raman spectroscopy are two of
the most widely used techniques for the determination of molecular structure and for the
identification of chemical compounds. Additionally, the sample handling is simple and most
of the times non-destructive [3]. Whenever a vibrational spectrum of an unknown molecule
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is available, then a comparison with database spectra and with predications from theory
allow potentially a unique identification of the unknown molecule or at least to obtain a
clear idea of dominant molecular groups. In analogy to the possibility to identify citizens
and crime suspects by their fingerprints, it is possible to identify beneficial and harmful
molecules by their molecular fingerprint. It is obvious that applications are manifold and it
is far beyond the scope of this work to discuss the role of vibrational spectroscopy in such
different domains as medical diagnosis, pharmaceutical processing or space exploration, e.g.
to study the chemical composition on the surface of asteroids.

1.2 Theoretical framework of molecular vibration modes

In the first section of this introduction chapter, it was stated that molecules have different
vibrational level which can be measured and allow partly the identification of the molecule
by their fingerprint. This does not explain the origin of the vibrational levels and is the
reason why in the following the quantum mechanical origin will be introduced [4]. Probably
the most intuitive approach to understand the origin of vibration modes consists in ball-
and-stick modeling. In Figure 1.2(a), a typical organic molecule called biotin, also called
vitamin B7 is shown in such a model representation. Carbon atoms are represented by
grey spheres, hydrogen by white spheres, oxygen by red spheres, nitrogen by blue spheres
and sulfur by a yellow sphere. The molecular bonds, e.g. between carbon and hydrogen,
detailed in Figure 1.2(b-e) are represented by the sticks connecting the spheres. Even in this
simple ball-and-stick representation a lot of quantum mechanics, such that the void between
atoms combined to molecules is hidden, but the stick representation is not fully compatible
with quantum mechanics and misleading in terms of the probabilistic nature of electron
orbitals. Nevertheless, it is possible to obtain in a semi-classical way an idea of the molecules
vibrational level. When Figure 1.2(b) represents the ground state of the two-hydrogen atoms
bond to carbon, then the asymmetric vibration mode is represented in Figure 1.2(c). It can
be seen that compared to the ground state one hydrogen atom is closer to the carbon atom
and the other hydrogen atom is further away. In time, both hydrogen atoms oscillate around
their ground state bonding length, but they do it asymmetrically such that one hydrogen is
always closer while the other is further apart and vice-versa. In Figure 1.2(d), the bending
mode is represented. Compared to the ground state, the two hydrogen atoms bend-in and
bend-out during the oscillations in time as illustrated by the two black arrows. The symmetric
mode shown in Figure 1.2(e) illustrates the symmetric increase or decrease in bonding length
between the hydrogen atoms and the carbon atom.
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Figure 1.2 (a) This is an illustration of a typical organic molecule, vitamin B7 (Biotin). (b)
The vibrational ground state of a triatomic molecule, (c) its asymmetric vibration mode, (d)
symmetric vibration mode and (e) bending mode. (Jmol was used for sketching).

Despite gaining insight and obtaining an intuition on possible vibrational modes, the ball-
and-stick model does not allow to calculate and quantify vibrational energy modes to allow a
comparison of experimentally determined vibrational spectra and theoretically calculated
spectra. Exact quantum mechanical based analytical solutions for the vibrational level of
complex molecules do not exist, but several approximate methods have been developed for a
priori theoretical predications. In the following, the basic equations following an introductory
book on modern optical spectroscopy are presented [4].

Ĥ = T̂ +V̂ (1.3)

E = ⟨Ψ|Ĥ|Ψ⟩ (1.4)

Vi(t) =
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∑
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(1.5)

Evib =
3N−6

∑
i=1

(ni +1/2)hνi (1.6)

As the first step in quantum mechanical calculations is always the definition of a Hamil-
tonian Ĥ, this operator corresponding to the total energy of a molecule of interest is shown
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in Equation (1.3) as the sum of the operators corresponding to the kinetic T̂ and potential V̂
energy. An energy eigenvalue E corresponding to a solution of the Hamiltonian in the Hilbert
space defined by the eigenvector, i.e. the wavefunctions Ψ of the molecule is introduced
in Equation (1.4). A priori, it is possible to define the potential energy Vi(t) of a vibrating
molecule as in Equation (1.5). It can be seen that the differences in bonding length lb, e.g.
in the case of an asymmetric or a symmetric vibration mode is considered in the first sum.
Differences in bonding angle Φa are considered in the second sum and differences in torsion
angle Θt are considered in the third term. Finally, the Lennard-Jones potential of the fourth
sum accounts for the interaction of a pair of atoms in dependence of their reciprocal distance
ri j. The parameters accounting for the bonding strength of a particular bond, such as kb, ka,
kt , and the parameters Ai, Bi accounting for the interaction potential between two atoms have
to be defined for each a priori calculation. Calculations of the vibrational energy levels of
molecules consisting of 10-100 atom, such as biotin shown in Figure 1.2(a), is beyond the
scope of the work. However, it can be concluded that theoretical calculations are a priori
possible and that the solutions are having the form of Equation (1.6), where the vibrational
eigenvalues Evib depend on the eigenfrequencies νi and the number of atoms N in a molecule.
It should be intuitively clear that molecules consisting of fewer atoms have less normal
modes than molecules consisting of more atoms.

So far, the presented equations neglect the interaction of the molecular vibration states
with incident light. Assuming that a solution for the molecules vibrational levels was found,
then the interaction with incident light can be treated in the framework of perturbation theory.
The operator representing the perturbation Ĥ

′
(x, t) can be defined as the electric field of

the incident light E(t) interacting with the dipole moment of the molecule µ as defined in
Equation (1.7). The molecules dipole moment µ can be defined as the sum of a permanent
dipole moment µ0 and of an induced dipole µind as indicated in Equation (1.8). While the
permanent dipole is independent of the incident electric field E, the induced dipole equals
the product of polarizability α and the incident electric field E.

Ĥ
′
(x, t)≈−E(t) ·µ (1.7)

µ = µ0 +µind = µ0 +αE + ... (1.8)

Finally, Equation (1.7) and Equation (1.8) allow to discuss differences in terms of
selection rules and enhancement factor between Infrared and Raman spectroscopy as sum-
marized in Table 1.1. In a first approximation, a vibrational mode is infrared active if the
vibration can be associated with a change of permanent dipole upon interaction with the
electric field of the incident light, thus (∂ |µ|/∂x)0 ̸= 0. A rigorous mathematical treatment
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Table 1.1 Comparison of vibrational spectroscopy techniques in terms of selection rules and
signal dependences on incident electric field E0.

IR-spectroscopy Raman-spectroscopy

Selection rule (∂ |µ|/∂x)0 ̸= 0 (∂ |α|/∂x)0 ̸= 0
Perturbation Hamiltonian Ĥ

′
(x, t)≈−E(t) ·µ0 Ĥ

′
(x, t)≈−E(t) ·αE(t)

Signal dependence on E0 ∝ |E0|2 ∝ |E0|4

demonstrates that only changes from one vibrational level to the energetically closest vi-
brational level, i.e. m−n =±1 are possible. For a vibrational mode to be Raman active, a
change in the induced dipole of a vibrational mode is necessary. In mathematical language,
this is expressed as (∂ |α|/∂x)0 ̸= 0. Similar to the infrared active modes, only changes to
the energetically closest vibrational level are allowed for Raman active modes. As changes
in permanent dipole moment by one technique and changes in induced dipole moment by
the other technique cause a vibration mode to be active, it becomes obvious why different
peaks/dips in dependence of the used vibrational spectroscopy technique can be seen in
Figure 1.1(b). A so far neglected aspect is the power dependence of the infrared and of the
Raman active modes on the electric field of the incident light E0. From Equation (1.7) and
Equation (1.8), it is obvious that Ĥ

′
(x, t) depends linearly on the incident electric field E0 for

IR-modes, and depends quadratically on E0 for Raman modes. It is less obvious to calculate
the transition rates from one vibrational state to another in dependence of E0, but it can be
shown that the measurement signal, i.e. the measured intensities for such transitions scales
with E0 squared for an IR active mode and depends on the fourth power of E0 for a Raman
active mode [4].

1.3 Alternative plasmonic materials

Considering the low probability of infrared absorption, the even lower probability for Raman
scattering and considering the square, respectively the fourth power dependence of the
measurement signal on E0, it is only logical to increase E0 to increase the probability to
detect signal in a molecular vibrational spectroscopy experiment. One idea is to use optical
lenses to focus the incident light with the purpose to create a hot spot of locally increased E0.
Since the 19th century, it is known that light focusing by a classical microscope is diffraction
limited and the Abbe diffraction limit of

d =
λ

2 ·n · sinθ
(1.9)
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allows to estimate the smallest spot of radius d in dependence of the incident light
wavelength λ , in dependence of the index of refraction n and in dependence of the half-angle
θ . As n · sinθ is a property of the used optical equipment, it is common to substitute the
product by the numerical aperture NA=n · sinθ , which can reach values in the range from 1.5
to 2. Assuming a value of 1.5 for the numerical aperture, then a radius of λ/3 for the smallest
spot is found. The Abbe diffraction limit has an important consequence for vibrational
spectroscopy as the formula clearly indicates that visible light can be focused to smaller spots
compared to infrared light.

Independent of the used technique, an increase of E0 by light focusing is not possible
beyond the Abbe limit, at least with classical microscopes. Fortunately, alternatives have been
proposed and developed since the 19th century. The more than 100 years old theory of Mie
scattering, treats already the aspect of light scattering by subwavelength sized particles, but
the controlled fabrication of subwavelength particles and of subwavelength nanostructures
has been a significant obstacle for many decades. The significant advances in nanotechnology
allowed the development of modern plasmonics with its focus to study subwavelength
confinement of light by the interaction with free-electrons, e.g. in metals. It is the plasmonic
subwavelength confinement which allows to increase locally E0 beyond what is possible with
classical microscopes.

Plasmonics and its focus on the interaction of light with free-charge carriers can be
classified as a subfield of the general field of light interaction with different materials. As
there are no free charge carriers in dielectric materials, there is no point to look for plasmonic
effects originating from these materials. Despite being non plasmonic, dielectric materials
nevertheless interact with light and a way of describing the materials response to light is
expressed in its dielectric functions ε(ω), as well called its permittivity. In the absence of
absorption bands, many dielectrics, e.g. different glasses are only weakly dispersive over
large spectral ranges. Assigning a constant value for the dielectric function of many glasses
in the visible range would not be adequate to explain the rainbow which can be seen when
light is incident onto a triangular prism, but it would be sufficient to explain the transmission
and reflection properties of most glass windows. Assigning a constant value to the dielectric
function of a metal like gold in the entire visible range, would be very inadequate to describe
the materials absorption and reflection properties, in particular its so-called golden glow.
In Equation (1.10), a general expression for the dielectric function of metals ε(ω) is given
[5]. It can be seen that the materials response in dependence of the angular frequency of
incident light ω , consists in a constant frequency independent response ε∞, in an interband
response εinter(ω) and in an intraband response εintra(ω). An explicit expression of the inter-
and intraband contribution is shown in Equation (1.11). The intraband response, i.e. the
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Table 1.2 Parameters for the intraband contribution of the dielectric function presented in
Equation (1.10) and Equation (1.11).

Material ε∞ h̄ωp (eV) h̄γp (eV)

Au (UV-range) 5.513 9.013 0
Gallium (UV-range) 1.000 9.954 1.796
InAs:Si (IR-range) 10.4 0.691 0.0086

Table 1.3 Parameters for the interband contribution of the dielectric function presented in
Equation (1.10) and Equation (1.11).

Material h̄ωL1(eV) h̄ωL2(eV) h̄γL1(eV) h̄γL2(eV) ∆εL1 ∆εL2

Au 3.658 2.833 0.714 0.399 1.857 1.004
Gallium 1.863 2.136 0.912 0.215 30.615 3.440

plasmonic response, is modeled by the Drude formula, where the plasma frequency ωp and
the plasma related damping losses γp account for the interaction of the incident light with
the free-electrons of the metal. The interband response is accounting for electron transitions
from one electronic band to another. These contributions are accounted by Lorentz functions,
where ωLi and γLi are the frequency and the decay length of the i-th Lorentzian, and where
∆εLi is a scaling parameter for each Lorentzian.

ε(ω) = ε∞ + εintra(ω)+ εinter(ω) (1.10)

ε(ω)≈ ε∞ +
ω2

p

ω(ω + iγp
−

NL

∑
n=1

(∆εLiω
2
Li)

(ω(ω +2iγLi)−ω2
Li)

(1.11)

Many studies are dedicated to determine the dielectric function of different materials
experimentally and theoretically. In the following, three different materials, Gallium, Gold
and highly-Si doped InAs are presented. Gallium and highly Si-doped InAs are used for
experiments presented in this thesis and gold serves as a reference plasmonic material. In
Figure 1.3, the calculated dielectric function of the three material in different spectral ranges
are shown. Equation (1.11) was applied and the material parameter are summarized in Table
1.2 and Table 1.3. More information on the parameters for Gallium and Gold can be found in
the literature [5]. For the highly Si-doped InAs, the intraband transitions are neglected and
only the infrared range for wavelength larger than 4.5 µm are shown [6, 7].

In the top-window of Figure 1.3, the real part of the dielectric function is shown. For the
sake of illustration, the value was multiplied by -1 and a logarithmic scale was chosen. It can
be clearly seen that all three materials show the plasmonic response of a decreasing value
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Figure 1.3 Plotted real and imaginary part of the dielectric function ε(ω) of Gallium, Gold
and highly Si-doped InAs. The values for ε(ω) were used to calculate the maxima of field
enhancement Emax at the surface of subwavelength particles upon interaction with incident
light E0.
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of the real part of the dielectric function with increasing wavelength. A notable exception
is the infrared behavior of Gallium. A dashed horizontal line at Re(ε) =−2 and the shown
dashed vertical lines indicating the intersection of the three different dielectric functions with
the horizontal line, demonstrate that this intersection occurs in the UV at λ=0.15 µm for
Gallium, between λ=0.31 µm to λ=0.53 µm for gold and in the mid-IR range at λ=6.33 µm
for Si-doped InAs. It is instructive to compare the imaginary part of the dielectric function
for the three material at their respective intersection point (shown in the middle window of
Figure 1.3). The imaginary part Im[ε] is with values in between 0.54 and 0.62 very similar
for Gallium and InAs:Si at their respective intersection point, i.e. at Re[ε] =−2, but for gold
significantly larger values in the range from 2.64 to 3.90 are obtained due to intraband losses.
Finally, in the bottom window the maximum field enhancement value at the surface of a
subwavelength particle is shown in dependence of the material dielectric function. The used
model and details on the calculations will be provided in the following, but here it is worth to
mention that the maximum enhancement value, i.e. the maximum electric field value Emax

compared to the electric field value of the incident light E0 is realized when Re[ε] =−2 and
the found values are of the same order for Gallium and InAs:Si, but smaller for Gold. The
maximum occurs at different wavelength for the three presented plasmonic material. The
electric field enhancement factor |Emax/E0| for Gallium and InAs:Si is tenfold, so that the
intensity enhancement |Emax/E0|2, relevant in experiments, is hundredfold.

To fully grasp the meaning of the enhancement factor, it is necessary to discuss the
model of subwavelength particles made from different materials with different dielectric
function in more detail. For reason of symmetry, complete analytical solutions for the
scattering behavior of subwavelength particles, i.e. Mie-scattering, are only available for
spherical particles [8]. The unique geometrical parameter for a sphere is its radius R and if
an isotropic environment is assumed, then no direction is distinguished. It is this symmetry
which allows to calculate analytically the scattering properties of subwavelength spheres.
When the quasi-static approximation, i.e. a particle radius much smaller than the wavelength
of the incident wave can be applied R ≪ λ , then the calculations are significantly simplified.
A more detailed discussion can be found in a textbook introducing the field of plasmonics [9].
Equation (1.12) and equation (1.13) are the equations which allow to calculate analytically
the electric field inside Ein and outside Eout of a subwavelength sphere in the quasi-static
approximation. In can be seen from Equation (1.12) that the field inside the sphere depends
on the dielectric function of the particles environment εenv, the dielectric function of the
material which forms the sphere ε(ω) and the electric field component of the incident light
E0. Outside of the sphere (r ≥ R), the electric field depends on the dielectric functions εenv

and ε(ω), then on the polarizabilty of the sphere p and of the radial distance r. The physical
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constant ε0 = 8.85 ·10−12F ·m−1 and the unit vector n allow a vector dependent calculation
of the electric field outside the sphere. In the polarizability of the field, shown in Equation
(1.14), the radius R of the sphere is considered. With the cubic field decay and the vector
dependence of Eout , the highest value for Eout is achieved at the surface and for an orientation
parallel to the incident electric field (n ∥ E0). From Equation (1.14) it follows that the maxima
of p, and thus the maxima of Eout , is realized when the real part of the denominator is zero,
i.e. Re[ε(ω)] =−2 for εenv = 1 (air).

Ein =
3 · εenv

ε(ω)+2 · εenv
E0 (1.12)

Eout = E0 +
3n(n · p)− p

4πε0εenv

1
r3 (1.13)

p = 4πε0εenvR3 ε(ω)− εenv

ε(ω)+2εenv
E0 (1.14)

Additionally to the calculation of the maximum field enhancement at the surface and
in the direction parallel to the incident electric field (shown in Figure 1.3), Equation (1.13)
allows as well to calculate the electric field decay as shown in Figure 1.4. Here, the dielectric
value at the respective resonance wavelength was chosen. It can be seen that the maximum
enhancement value for Re[ε(ω)] = −2 is determined by the corresponding value for the
imaginary part. As the resonance wavelength for the three different material ranges from
0.15 µm to 6.33 µm, the quasi-static approximation R ≪ λ , demands much smaller radii for
the sphere made of Gallium, than for a sphere made of Gold or InAs:Si. For the sake of
comparison, the different sizes of the spheres made from different material are sketched in
Figure 1.4. To allow a comparison between the materials, the electric field decay is plotted in
dependence of the ratio of radial distance r and radius of the sphere R.

The main message of this part is that for isolated spherical particles made from different
plasmonic materials, the maximum of electric field enhancement is strongly localized at the
surface of the particle and the maximum is centered around a resonance wavelength. Different
plasmonic material have their maxima of field enhancement in different wavelength ranges,
such that one can conclude that Gallium nanoparticles are particularly suited for the UV-range,
Gold nanoparticles for the visible range and InAs:Si nanoparticles for the mid-IR range.
The presented quasi-static approximation does not allow to discuss higher-order resonance
modes, the effect of an anisotropic optical environment or the interaction of particles with
nanometric gaps. It is well known that the found enhancement values do not represent an
upper enhancement limit and higher values can be obtained at different wavelength when
more complicated geometries are exploited. In chapter 3, chapter 5 and chapter 6 the electric
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Figure 1.4 Maxima of field enhancement at the surface and subsequent field decay away
from the surface for subwavelength particles made from different plasmonic material.
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field enhancement of more complicated structures will be presented. These results have been
obtained by numerical methods and the analytical formulas presented in this chapter help to
contextualize them. One key aspect of highly-doped semiconductor as plasmonic material
is that the doping level ND allows to tune the plasma frequency ωp ≈

√
ND such that the

maximum of field enhancement can be shifted for a given geometry which cannot be done
for metals such as Gold and Gallium. Coming finally back to the question of improving
vibrational spectroscopic techniques; it should have become clear that the subwavelength
confinement and the locally enhanced electrical fields at the surface of plasmonically resonant
nanostructures can lead to enhanced molecule-light interaction. These hot-spots of lights
allow light focusing below the Abbe diffraction limit and are in the center of attention of
surface-enhanced vibrational spectroscopy.

1.4 Plasmonic enhanced vibrational spectroscopy

Several times the low probability of the infrared absorption process and the Raman scattering
process was already mentioned. It is possible to quantify the likelihood, and the most common
form is to measure the cross-section for different molecules. An incident flux of photons I0

(photons s−1cm−2) is sent to the molecule of interest and the light which has interacted is
collected and an average over all molecular orientations is taken. The proportionality factor
of photons which were scattered Iscat (photons s−1) and of the incident flux of photons is the
scattering cross-section σ expressed in cm2 :

Iscat = σ · I0. (1.15)

Similarly, the infrared absorption cross-section can be defined for an incident photon
flux I0 interacting with the molecule of interest. In a reference book about surface enhanced
vibrational spectroscopy, the author reports typical values for IR- and the Raman cross-
sections [10]. According to the author, a typical value for the IR-absorption cross-section
is in the order of 10−20 cm2 and a typical value for a Raman scattering cross-section is in
the order of 10−29 cm2. Inspired by the representation of the reference book, in Figure 1.5
the negative logarithm of the scattering cross-section is represented (unit less representation
based on cross-section given in cm2). In this diagram, it is obvious that the much larger
value of 29 for the Raman process represents a much lower probability of light-molecule
interaction than the infrared absorption process with its value of 20. The two bars with
the length of 16 are labeled SERS and SEIRA. SERS stands for surface-enhanced Raman
scattering and SEIRA stands for surface-enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy. The
values for SERS and SEIRA are only estimated and have primarily an illustrative purpose
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as they demonstrate that the interaction of light and molecule can be strongly enhanced,
e.g. at the surface of subwavelength plasmonic particles as shown before. As the infrared
absorption process scale with |E0|2 and the Raman process scales with |E0|4, more gain
can be achieved by surface-enhancement effects for Raman spectroscopy. Nevertheless, a
significant gain by surface-enhancing effects is as well expected for Infrared spectroscopy,
such that a parallel technological development of surface-enhancing structures for the two
complementary vibrational spectroscopy techniques allows to achieve higher detectability,
i.e. the possibility to measure fewer molecules with good spectroscopic resolution. The field
of SERS has matured in the past decades and for further information specialized textbooks
are recommended [11]. The field of SEIRA was less intensively studied in the past decades,
but the boom of plasmonics has led as well to several SEIRA studies as summarized in a
recent review [12].

Figure 1.5 This graph compares the cross-section of IR- and Raman process, e.g. the
interaction of light with the molecules vibrational level. Surface-enhanced processes like
surface-enhanced infrared absorbtion (SEIRA) and surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) increase the cross-section and therefore the interaction of light and molecule. Adopted
from [10].
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1.5 Conclusion

This introduction about plasmonic enhanced molecular vibration spectroscopy provides the
theoretical framework to understand the basic principles and the main motivation of this
thesis. It could be shown that IR- and Raman spectroscopy are complementary techniques
to measure the vibrational modes of molecules. When a vibrational mode is Raman active,
then the mode is generally not IR active and vice versa. Identification of molecules by their
vibrational spectra is possible by comparison with vibrational spectra from databases or from
a priori calculations. Plasmonics can contribute to the field of vibrational spectroscopy by
enhancing locally the light-molecule interaction. This plasmonic subwavelength confinement
of light is dependent on the used geometry and on the used plasmonic material. Gallium is
a suitable plasmonic material for the UV-VIS range, gold a suitable material for the VIS-
near IR range and highly Si-doped InAs(Sb) is a suitable plasmonic material for the mid-IR
range from 5-20 µm. As there are two complementary vibrational spectroscopy techniques,
there are as well two surface-enhanced vibrational spectroscopy techniques. Plasmonics
can increase the molecular detection limit by enabling surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) and be enabling surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA) spectroscopy.



Chapter 2

Gallium oxide formation by GaSb
immersion in aqueous environment

The work presented in this chapter has been submitted to the Journal of Semiconductor
Science and Technology (pre-print version). The work was subsequently accepted and pu-
blished [13]. See acknowledgements part for the contributions of others.

Abstract
The oxidation of GaSb in aqueous environments has gained interest by the advent of plasmonic
antimonide-based compound semiconductors for molecular sensing applications. This work focuses
on quantifying the GaSb-water reaction kinetics by studying a model compound system consisting of
a 50 nm thick GaSb layer on a 1000 nm thick highly Si-doped epitaxial grown InAsSb layer. Tracing
of phonon modes by Raman spectroscopy over 14 h of reaction time shows that within 4 hours, the
50 nm of GaSb, opaque for visible light, transforms to a transparent material. Energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy shows that the reaction leads to antimony depletion and oxygen incorporation.
The final product is a gallium oxide. The good conductivity of the highly Si-doped InAsSb and the
absence of conduction states through the oxide is demonstrated by tunneling atomic force microscopy.
Measuring the reflectivity of the compound layer structure from 0.3 µm to 20 µm and fitting the data
by the transfer-matrix method allows us to determine a refractive index value of 1.6 ± 0.1 for the
oxide formed in water. The investigated model system demonstrates that corrosion, i.e. antimony
depletion and oxygen incorporation, transforms the narrow band gap material GaSb into a gallium
oxide transparent in the range from 0.3 to 20 µm.
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2.1 Introduction

Antimonide-based compound semiconductors are promising narrow band gap materials for
fast and low power consuming electronics [14], for mid IR opto electronic applications [15],
for waveguide and optical parametric oscillator fabrication [16, 17], for photovoltaics [18–20]
and for plasmonic applications [21, 22]. Developing a more comprehensive understanding of
GaSb-compounds in aqueous environments is particularly important for biosensing applicati-
ons in the mid-infrared spectral range [23]. In fact, the slow, steady and selective oxidation
of GaSb in water leads to an all-semiconductor mid-IR pedestal configuration consisting
of highly doped InAsSb plasmonic resonators on top of GaSb pedestals embedded in an
amorphous oxide layer [24]. During the GaSb oxidation in water the group V-element Sb is
depleted. A similar preferential dissolution of the group V-element was reported for the III-V
semiconductor GaAs in aqueous environments [25].

On the one hand, there is an interest in better understanding of the hydrolytic instability of
GaSb, on the other hand the galliums oxide formed by the reaction in water is of interest as it
can serve for divers applications, e.g. the preparation of gas sensors, catalysts, phosphors, and
optoelectronic devices [26–28]. The gallium oxide (Ga2O3), known as gallia, is an important
semiconductor with a wide band gap of 4.9 eV, which can serve as a high-conductivity
material for transparent electrodes. Synthesis in aqueous solution leads to polymorph gallia
[27], but the homoepitaxial growth by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy leads to single-phase
thin films of β −Ga2O3, whichs can be Si-doped [29].

The literature on GaSb oxidation distinguishes between the few nanometer thin native
GaSb oxide formed in air and the much thicker oxide layers formed by plasma-, temperature-
or wet-chemical oxidation. The native GaSb oxide is due to a thermodynamic equilibrium
of GaSb and air, which leads to the formation of Ga2O3 and Sb2O3 [30, 31]. In a long-time
oxidation study, the stability of the thin native oxide layer (< 4 nm) was demonstrated [32].
However, the further oxidation of GaSb and Sb2O3 gives rise to elemental Sb, which is
responsible for high surface leakage current [33]. Sulfur passivation can reduce the surface
leakage current [33] and improve device performance [34–36], but the prevention of surface
re-oxidation might only last a short-time (< 1 day) [37].

Top down technological processes depend on controlled and selective etching of antimonide-
based compound semiconductors [38, 39]. As etching consists of oxidation and reduction,
two recent studies investigate the role of H2O2 and H2O as oxidizers for GaSb etching
[40, 41]. Contrary to InAs and InAs0.9Sb0.1 which are chemically stable in water [42], GaSb
oxidizes in aqueous environment. The GaSb oxide formed by immersion of GaSb for two
hours in water contains still significant quantity of Sb2O3 which is thermally unstable and
can lead to unwanted conduction channels [43]. The electro-chemical process of anodic
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oxidation accelerates the process of GaSb oxidation. Therefore oxide layers, several hundreds
of nanometer thick, can be formed in few minutes [44]. Compared to anodic oxidation, the
GaSb oxidation in water is not driven by an external electro-chemical potential, but by an
exothermic reactions of GaSb with water, as demonstrated by density functional theory [45].
Antimony oxides are soluble in water [46] and therefore lead to corrosion. Gallium oxides
are non-soluble in pure water [47].

In this work, we study a model compound system consisting of a 50 nm thick GaSb layer
epitaxially grown on a 1000 nm thick layer of highly Si-doped InAsSb. The reaction of
the GaSb with water over a period of 14 h is investigated by Raman spectroscopy, energy-
dispersive X ray spectroscopy, conductive atomic force microscopy and reflectometry in the
visible and infrared spectral range. Electro-optical parameters of GaSb and InAsSb, [48, 49],
spectral ellipsometrically determined constants of GaSb [50] and its anodically grown oxide
[51, 52], as well as the electro-optical constants of gallium oxides [53–55] and of antimony
oxide [56, 57] allow us to assess the product of GaSb oxidation in water. In particular, we
report a refractive index of n = 1.6 ± 0.1 for the oxide, which is closer to the reported value
of n=1.68 for GaOx [54] than the value reported for anodically grown GaSb oxide (n=2.0).

2.2 Materials and Methods

Solid-source molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) was used to grow 50 nm of GaSb on top
of a 1000 nm thick Si-doped InAs0.9Sb0.1 layer. This two layers were grown on top of a
300 nm non-doped GaSb buffer layer, after the commercial available Te-doped (001) GaSb
substrate was thermally de-oxidized under high vacuum conditions in the MBE-chamber. A
doping level of 5x1019cm3 was determined for the InAs0.9Sb0.1 layer [6]. The highly-doped
InAs0.9Sb0.1-layer acts as a stop layer for the chemical reaction of the GaSb toplayer in
water and as a mid-IR mirror for wavelength above the plasma wavelength at 5.5 µm. The
grown wafer was cleaved into 8 smaller pieces and each sample was immersed for a different
amount of time in beakers filled with distilled water purified by the Purelab Option-Q and
with resistivity of 13.4 MΩ · cm at 23°C. After a specific reaction time, the samples were
removed and blown dry by nitrogen gas. For characterizing the samples, micro-Raman
spectroscopy (Renishaw inVia microscope) was performed with an x50 objective, 532 nm
excitation laser wavelength, 3.4 mW incident power and 1 s acquisition time. Raman peaks
were fitted with Lorentzians using the Fityk software [58]. Scanning electron microscopy
(Fei Inspect S-50) was used to trace changes in the chemical composition by working in the
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy mode with an incident electron-beam energy of 8.0
kV and a magnification of x5000. Information on the surface topography and conductivity
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were obtained by tunneling atomic force microscopy (TUNA) with the NanoMan AFM
(Bruker) equipped with a metal coated tip (PPP-ContPt-50). The reflectivity of the sample
was measured in the visible spectral range by the Sopra GES-5 ellipsometer for an incident
angle of 60° and an aluminum mirror as reference to normalize the reflectivity. In the IR-
spectral range the Vertex 70 Fourier-transform IR (FTIR) spectrometer (Bruker) was used to
measure the reflectivity of the samples for an incident angle of 60° and with a gold mirror as
reference to normalize the spectra.

2.3 Raman spectroscopy to trace material transition of GaSb

The MBE grown layer structure, subdivided into smaller samples and immersed for different
time duration in water filled beakers, was investigated by Raman spectroscopy after drying
by inert lab gas and storage at ambient conditions. In Figure 2.1, the results of the Raman
spectroscopy measurements are shown. The spectral region with significant phonon modes
is shown in (a) and the spectral range with a plasmonic mode and fluorescence is shown in
(b). The spectra were vertically shifted to clarify the identification of spectral features. In
particular, in Figure 2.1(a) clear changes of the active phonon modes can be seen. For the
samples not immersed in water (0 h) or immersed for less than 4 h in water, the most dominant
Raman shift are observable at 236 cm−1 and at 227 cm−1. These peaks nearly disappear in
between 6 h to 8 h of immersion and additional peaks appear. After 6 h of reaction with water,
spectral signatures at 140 cm−1 and at 217 cm−1 can be identified. In Figure 2.1(b), a spectral
signature at 1783 cm−1 appears after 4 h of reaction with water. A broad signature, centered
around 1100 cm−1, can be observed after 6 h, then most strongly after 8 h, but finally it
vanishes again after 14 h. We attribute this broad signature to fluorescence originating from
Sb-oxide states [57]. The photon energy of the fluorescence is near 2.2 eV.

A literature comparison allows to assign the measured Raman peaks to phonon modes of
binary constituents of the layer structure (see Table 1). The phonon peaks that are decreasing
with reaction time are attributed to GaSb and those appearing with reaction time to InAsSb.
The signature at 140 cm−1 is attributed to a disorder-activated longitudinal acoustic (DALA)
phonon of the InAsSb-layer [49]. The peak at 1783 cm−1 is attributed to a phonon–plasmon
coupled mode Ω+ where the plasmon is due to the Si-doping of the InAsSb layer [59]. In the
limit of wavevector k ≈ 0, the frequencies for the phonon–plasmon modes are given by [60]
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Figure 2.1 Raman spectroscopy performed with 532 nm excitation laser wavelength. (a)
Measured phonon modes for GaSb/InAs0.9Sb0.1 compound system immersed for different
amount of time to water (from 0 h to 14 h). (b) Measured fluorescence and plasmon mode of
the compound system. (c) Normalized peak area versus reaction time (immersion time) in
water.
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Table 2.1 Phonon frequencies of binary constituents of the layer structure and the plasmon
frequencies of the highly Si-doped InAsSb.

Compound [49] Mode Shift (cm−1) Mode Shift (cm−1)

InAs [49] TO 217.3 LO 238.8
GaSb [49] TO 227.0 LO 236.0
InAsSb:Si Ω− 217.0 Ω+ 1783.0

where ωp is the plasma frequency, ωLO the LO phonon frequency and ωTO the TO
phonon frequency of the InAsSb layer. As ωp ≫ (ωLO,ωTO) we find that Ω− ≈ ωTO and
Ω+ ≈ ωp. The found value of Ω+ ≈ ωp=1783 cm−1 is in good agreement with the value
of ωp=1818 cm−1 obtained by the Brewster angle method used to determine the plasma
wavelength of the wafer [6].

The peak area for the signatures at Raman shifts of 236 cm−1, at 217 cm−1 and at
1783 cm−1 were determined for all eight samples. In Figure 2.1(c), the evolution of the
normalized peak area ratio is plotted versus the immersion time in water. It can be seen
that the peak intensities attributed to GaSb decreases with immersion time and the modes
attributed to InAsSb:Si increase with time. The intensity increase of the InAsSb modes is
correlated with the disappearance of the GaSb modes. The immersion in water seems to
transform the crystalline GaSb which absorbs strongly visible light (band gap at 0.72 eV)
into a material transparent at 532 nm, thus the InAsSb:Si modes are no longer shielded by
the 50 nm GaSb toplayer. After 6 hours the GaSb peaks reaches a plateau, which indicates
that the material transformation is complete and the material is no longer crystalline GaSb,
but composed of antimony and gallium oxides.

2.4 SEM and EDS measurements

Changes in the chemical composition of the 50 nm GaSb-toplayer were investigated by
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Three samples immersed for different time
duration in water, were chosen for the investigation. Additionally, a reference sample
consisting of 1 µm InAsSb:Si without 50 nm toplayer was characterized.

Figure 2.2 shows the measured EDS spectra after normalization to the reference spectra.
We used the following procedure. First, we took the spectra of a reference sample consisting
of 1 µm of InAsSb:Si epitaxially grown on GaSb. Second, we measured the sample with an
additional 50 nm GaSb toplayer. Two other samples where this toplayer was transformed
after 4 h and 14 h of immersion in water were also measured. Third, we took the natural
logarithm of the spectra of a sample with toplayer normalized to the spectra of the reference
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Figure 2.2 Energy-dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) for the compound system immersed for
different amounts of time in water. The spectra are normalized to the reference spectra of an
InAsSb-layer without 50 nm toplayer.

sample without toplayer. This enabled us to visualize the changes in spectra origination from
changes at the surface, as indicated by arrows and Roman numerals for distinct peaks in
Figure 2.2. The microscopes XPS-database allows to attribute the peaks to core-electron
transition. The spectral signature at 0.52 keV (i) can be assigned to the O(K) transition.
Energetically close is the Sb(M) transition at 0.43 keV. Higher in energy are the Ga(L) line
at 1.1 keV (ii) and the Sb(L) transition at 3.6 keV (iii). As the data treatment is optimized
to reveal changes originating from the 50 nm toplayer, we clearly see in Figure 2.2 that
the main elements found for the GaSb toplayer not immersed in water are antimony and
gallium with a small amount of oxygen. Immersion to water leads to a strong decrease of
the antimony peaks and a strong increase of the oxygen peak. While after 4 h of reaction,
some residues of Sb are part of the toplayer, these residues have vanished after 14 h. The
observed changes in chemical composition are in good agreement with the Raman results
concerning the hypothesis of fluorescence originating from Sb-oxides, which vanish after
14 h of reaction time. We conclude that the immersion of the 50 nm GaSb toplayer in water
has two major consequences in terms of modifying the material: (1) an incorporation of
oxygen and (2) a depletion of antimony, which can be controlled by the time of immersion in
water.
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2.5 Tunneling atomic force microscopy (TUNA)

To further investigate the topological and electrical properties of the gallium oxide layer,
we applied tunneling atomic force microscopy (TUNA) to the sample immersed for 14 h
in water. By exposing half of the oxidized sample for 10 s to HCl : H2O (1:5), the oxide in
contact with the etching solution was removed and the underlying InAsSb:Si was uncovered.
The other half of the surface, not exposed to the acidic solution, was unchanged. The unco-
vered InAsSb:Si surface was then contacted by a gold clamp and atomic force microscopy
measurements were conducted at the interface between the etched and the non-etched region.

Figure 2.3(a) shows the topography and the thickness of the oxide film measured at this
interface. We determine a thickness of 55 nm ± 5 nm. Thus we conclude that the oxidation
process does not significantly modify the thickness of the former crystalline 50 nm thick
GaSb toplayer. By positioning the conductive tip either on the oxide or on the InAsSb-surface,
we could measure electric current versus applied voltage by the electric circuit formed by
the gold clamp, the InAsSb-surface and the tip. For the sake of illustration a sketch is added
to the inset of Figure 2.3(b). To obtain a reference current-voltage I-V curve, we used a
gold surface with the same clamp system and the same tip. To obtain the highest current
variation, the AFM tip was brought to contact with the surface such that ideally an ohmic
contact is formed. The electronics for the TUNA microscope requires to specify the detection
range for low-current measurements. For the gold and the InAsSb-surface, a measurement
range from -1.1 µA to 1.1 µA with current saturation outside of this range was chosen.
On top of Figure 2.3(b), I-V characteristics for the gold reference sample are plotted. The
current increases linearly with voltage, thus a typical ohmic behavior can be observed. On
the bottom of Figure 2.3(b), the I-V results with the same tip and clamping system, but on
the InAsSb-surface are represented. Subsequently, we measured again the gold surface to
check for tip degradation and we repeated the experiment with a second tip. We find that the
gold reference system has about seven times higher conductivity than the highly Si-doped
InAsSb layer. We explain the lower conductivity of the Si-doped InAsSb layer by the native
oxide of the InAsSb surface, which increases the tunneling distance by 1-3 nm, and by the
1000 times higher charge carrier density in gold. Finally, we measured the current when
the tip was positioned on the oxide and the clamp on the InAsSb:Si surface. A flat I-V
curve was measured, i.e. no tunneling current was measured through the oxide layer. We
repeated the experiment in the measurement range from -1.1 nA to 1.1 nA, but no current
could be measured. This results demonstrates that the gallium oxide formed by immersion of
non-doped GaSb in water is electrically insulating.
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Figure 2.3 (a) Atomic force microscopy of the interface of the oxide and uncovered InAsSb
surface. Inset: height profile acquired along line 1 in the main Figure. (b) Tunneling atomic
force microscopy (TUNA) on the gold reference sample and on the GaSb / InAsSb compound
structure. Inset: sketch of the electric circuit formed by clamp contact and AFM-tip.
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2.6 Reflectometry and fitting by transfer-matrix method

Our structure and the controlled thickness of the oxide layer are very suited for a reflectometry
experiment with subsequent fitting by the transfer-matrix method to determine the optical
properties of the Ga-oxide formed in water. To cover a wide spectral range, the VIS- and
the IR-spectral ranges were measured with two different experimental setups (reflectivity
normalized by an Al-mirror in the VIS-range and by a gold-mirror in the IR-range). The
result of this reflection measurement is shown in Figure 2.4(a) for s- and for p-polarized light
with an incident angle of 60 degrees. It can be seen that the reflectance properties change
with increasing immersion time. The strongest modification is observed for ultraviolet light
from 300 nm to 400 nm for s-polarized light; a dip in reflection is observed after the sample
was exposed for more than 4 hours to water. In the IR-range, the modifications due to water
immersion are perceptible as a shift of interference fringes. The onset of the highly reflective
behavior is the plasma edge at 5.6 µm. While the Brewster mode [6], which is excited by
p-polarized light, is nearly unaffected by the immersion process, the shift of a distinct dip in
reflection is observed for s-polarized light in close proximity to the plasma edge.

The spectral regions where the reflectance was most affected by the immersion in water
are shown in Figure 2.4(b). The experimental data points were fitted by solid lines calculated
by the transfer-matrix method [61]. We find a good agreement between the measurement and
the fitting curves. As the transfer-matrix method requires geometrical and optical material
properties to calculate the reflectance of a layer structure, we rely on tabulated values for
GaSb and InAs in the visible range of light. We found that reported n,k-values for GaSb are
suitable to model the material in the visible range (fit range from 300-800 nm), but in the
infrared range (fit range from 2-20 µm) we rely on an analytical expression to describe the
refractive index of GaSb [16]. The highly Si-doped InAsSb can be described by tabulated
n,k-data of InAs in the visible spectral range. In the IR-range the semiconductor behaves like
a metal due to the high doping. Therefore InAsSb can be described by the Drude-model in the
IR-range [45]. Here, we report the value of ωp = 1.05 ·1015rad/s, γp = 1.3 ·1013rad/s and
ε∞ = 10.4 as input parameter to the Drude equation to describe the IR-permittivity of InAsSb.
The good agreement between the measured (black data points) and simulated reflectance
(black line) in the visible range shows that the layer structure before immersion can be
described by tabulated n,k-data (GaSb) for the 50 nm thick GaSb toplayer and tabulated
n,k-data (InAs) for the InAsSb layer. This suggests that good material quality was obtained
by MBE-growth. Fitting the measured reflectance in the infrared range allows to determine
ωp and γp describing the metallic behavior of InAsSb. The absorption losses in the residual
doped-GaSb wafer are accounted in the model by assuming the substrate to be semi-infinite.
After 14 h of immersion the top-layer has become transparent to visible light as expected
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Figure 2.4 (a) Reflectance measurements in the visible and infrared spectral ranges for s- (left
hand-side) and p-polarised (right hand-side) incident light with incidence angle of 60 degree.
(b) Experimental data (points) and fitting curves (solid lines) for GaSb / InAsSb compound
structure before (0 h) and after immersion to water (14 h). The dashed-dotted lines are fitting
curves with different fitting values for the oxides refractive index n to illustrate an error
interval for the best fit parameter.
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from Raman measurements. The obtained fit (red line) of the data (red data points) was
obtained by assigning a value of n = 1.6 to the 50 nm thick oxide layer. In Figure 2.4(b)
the simulated curves for fit parameters of n = 1.5 and 1.8 (dashed dotted lines) are added to
demonstrate an error range for the fit value. The strongest sensitivity on the fit parameter
is observed in the range from 300 nm to 400 nm. This can be explained in terms of an
anti-reflective-coating effect of the oxide toplayer where the λ/4–criterion, λ0/(4 · n), is
fulfilled for an index of refraction of n = 1.6± 0.1 (for incident light λ0 of 300 nm and for a
50 nm toplayer). We conclude this part by comparing the found fit value for the gallium oxide
formed from GaSb in water with similar materials in the spectral range from 0.3 to 20 µm.
The found value of n = 1.6± 0.1 is slightly lower than the reported values for anodically
grown GaSb oxides (n ≈ 2.0), but in good agreement with the refractive index value reported
for Ga2O3 (n=1.68) [54]. The higher refractive index of anodically formed GaSb oxide is
probably due to the presences of antimony oxides, which are depleted by a slow corrosion
process (several hours) when GaSb is immersed in water.

2.7 Discussion of results and proposed band structure

The measurements performed to characterize the oxidation of crystalline GaSb upon immer-
sion in deionized water reveal that the oxidized layer is transparent to light in the visible, is
mainly composed by gallium and oxygen, is non-conductive and has a comparable thickness
as the reagent layer. Good fitting of its optical properties can be achieved by assuming
a constant refractive index of n = 1.6 ± 0.1 from 0.3 µm to 20 µm. We suggest water
splitting, oxygen incorporation and antimony-dissolution as reaction mechanisms, which
transforms GaSb into a gallium oxide when immersed in deionized water. The end product
of this reaction is a Ga-rich wide-band gap oxide. While the band structure of crystalline
InAs1−xSbx/GaSb is well established, there exists a multitude of gallium and antimony
oxides each with different crystal properties and band structures. A priori, we do not know if
the material transition in deionized water leads to a known crystalline Ga-oxide configuration.
Nevertheless, we can compare material properties derived from our study with those in
literature for Ga2O3 [54]. We find good agreement in terms of band gap (here > 4.0 eV)
and refractive index (here n = 1.6 ± 0.1, compared to 1.68-1.74 for literature values). As
the band offset between GaSb and InAsSb prevents the free-carriers in the highly Si-doped
InAsSb (≈ 5 ·1019cm−3) to diffuse into the non-doped GaSb, a similar band offset seems
plausible for the Ga-oxide. Assuming that the electron affinity χ of the oxide formed in
deionized water is close to the electron affinity of GaSb and β −Ga2O3 we summarize our
findings in an energy band diagram. In Figure 2.5(a), the out-of-equilibrium band alignment
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shows the GaSb/InAsSb before immersion in water. The changes in band-gap due to the
depletion of antimony and the incorporation of oxygen are shown in Figure 2.5(b). The
proposed energy band diagram explains the Raman measurement results, i.e. the appearance
of InAsSb phonon modes upon immersion in water, and it explains the insulating behavior of
the Ga-oxide toplayer.

Figure 2.5 (a) Band alignment for GaSb / InAsSb heterostructure before immersion in water.
(b) Proposed band structure to explain the transparency and the insulating behaviour of 50
nm thick toplayer upon GaSb oxidation in water.

2.8 Conclusion

We have shown that crystalline GaSb undergoes a material transition in water. The inves-
tigated model compound system of a 50 nm thick GaSb layer on a 1000 nm thick highly
Si-doped InAsSb layer was grown by molecular beam epitaxy. The InAsSb:Si serves as a
chemical stop layer and a high conductive mid-IR plasmonic layer. We find that 50 nm of
GaSb transforms within 14 h to Sb-depleted Ga oxide. Already after 4 h of reaction time, the
low-band gap material GaSb, opaque to visible light, transforms to a transparent material.
Subsequently, the remaining antimony oxide continues to dissolve into solution such that the
final product is a gallium oxide. The good conductivity of the highly Si-doped InAsSb and
the absence of conduction states through the gallium oxide was demonstrated by tunneling
atomic force microscopy. Measuring the reflectivity of the compound layer structure from 0.3
to 20 µm and fitting the data by the transfer-matrix method allowed to determine a refractive
index value of n = 1.6 ± 0.1 for the oxide formed in water. The investigated model system
demonstrates that corrosion, i.e. antimony depletion and oxygen incorporation, transforms
the narrow band gap material GaSb into a gallium oxide transparent in the range from 0.3 to
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20 µm. This study shows that the III V semiconductor mid-IR plasmonic material platform
based on GaSb can be combined with a gallium oxide surface.



Chapter 3

Pedestal formation through GaSb
oxidation for mid-IR plasmonics

The work presented in this chapter has been published in the Journal of Physics D: Applied
Physics [24]. See acknowledgements part for the contributions of others.

Abstract
Mid-IR localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) have been demonstrated in nano-ribbons of
highly Si-doped InAsSb alloys on GaSb substrates. We show that the slow, steady and selective
oxidation of GaSb in water leads to an all-semiconductor mid-IR pedestal configuration consisting
of highly doped InAsSb plasmonic resonators on top of GaSb pedestals embedded in an amorphous
oxide layer. The homogeneity of the pedestal structure is imaged with an attenuated-total reflection
Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) microscope by measuring around the plasmonic excitation
at the plasma wavelength of 5.5 µm. As the plasmonic properties are influenced by modifications
of the surrounding medium, we show for all-semiconductor gratings with defined doping level and
defined grating geometry, that the GaSb oxidation process allows post-fabrication targeting of mid-IR
plasmonic resonances to cover the mid-IR range from 5 to 20 µm. Additionally, the pedestal formation
reduces the refractive index mismatch between the two interfaces of the plasmonic resonators which
allows to exploit a second plasmonic peak and which favors plasmonic field enhancement at the top
(air-) side of the structure relevant for enhanced molecular vibration spectroscopy.
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3.1 Introduction

The mid-IR range from 5 to 20 µm is rich in molecular spectral signatures which enable
the identification and quantification of unknown substances. The promise of plasmonics is
on the one hand the potential to downscale molecular detection devices by exploiting field
enhancement due to light concentration below the diffraction limit for surface enhanced
infrared spectroscopy [10, 12, 23, 62–65] and on the other hand the possibility to selectively
absorb light for mid-IR detectors [66]. Research in the scientific field of mid-IR plasmonics
stands on the shoulder of those who have pioneered with metal systems. The abundance
of free charge carriers make metals very suitable for plasmonic application in the visible
range of light, but limit their application in the mid-IR range due to increasing damping
losses with increasing wavelength [67]. A recent review [7] discusses different plasmonic
materials for the mid-IR range. In particular, the InAs material is unique for being a low-loss
highly-doped semiconductor (HDSC) with the possibility to cover a tunable range of plasma
wavelength down to 5 µm. From a technological point of view, it is beneficial to work with
the derivative InAs0.9Sb0.1 as it can be grown lattice matched on GaSb substrates and the
electrons remain confined due to the large conduction band offset [22]. This property allows
integrating mid-IR plasmonic features into compound devices like InAs/GaSb super-lattice
photodetectors [68]. Another advantage is that the combination of GaSb and InAsSb allows
selective etching for nanofabrication [38].

While a process to modify the supporting layer of gold nanostructures to improve IR-
sensing applications was reported recently [69], it remained to show that a similar process can
be achieved by an all-semiconductor approach. Instead of creating a pedestal by removing
parts of the high-refractive index substrate by etching methods [69, 70], or by bottom-up
growth techniques [71], we create a pedestal configuration by a local material transition from
crystalline GaSb to amorphous oxide. The resulting pedestal configuration allows to blue-
shift the main localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) and the exploitation of a second
plasmonic peak. We show and discuss that the fabricated all-semiconductor pedestal structure
might find application in the field of surface enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy
(SEIRA), because additionally to the established advantages of (1) CMOS-compatibility
and (2) doping-control to target mid-IR resonances, we can demonstrate a successful (3)
pedestal-formation for resonance-shifting, for enhancement of a second plasmonic peak
and for resonance shape-modification with favors plasmonic field enhancement at the top
(air-) side of the structure relevant for molecular sensing. To obtain pedestals for an all
semiconductor grating structure, we apply the slow, steady and selective oxidation of GaSb
in H2O to modify the refractive index of the environment of plasmonic InAs0.9Sb0.1 grating
structures. Many studies were dedicated to the thermal, anodic and plasma oxidation of
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III-V semiconductor [31]. Early works on anodic oxidation of GaSb [72, 51] and on native
oxide films [30] were pursued [44] and till now the oxidation process of GaSb is studied
experimentally [73] and theoretically [45]. In a recent work, the role of H2O2 and H2O in
GaSb reduction-oxidation reactions was investigated in detail [40]. The authors concluded
that contrary to other III-V material GaSb is oxidized by H2O and that without an additional
etchant H2O2 can inhibit oxidation despite being a strong oxidizer for other III-V materials.
In short, while InAs is stable in H2O [42], GaSb oxidizes in water. Several studies mention
the oxidation process in water, but most focus on the first hours after immersion [43]. In this
work we investigate the oxidation of GaSb up to 81 hours of immersion in water and we map
the homogeneity of this process with an attenuated total reflection microscope.

3.2 Sample fabrication and experimental setup

The structure used in this study was grown on a Te-doped (001) GaSb substrate by solid-
source molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). After thermal de-oxidation, a 300 nm thick non-
intentionally doped GaSb buffer was grown, followed by 100 nm thick Si-doped InAs0.9Sb0.1.
A doping level of 5 · 1019 cm−3 corresponding to a plasma wavelength of 5.5 µm was
determined for the InAs0.9Sb0.1 layer [6]. The gratings were fabricated by UV-lithography
and selective etching with C6H8O7 : H2O2 as described in a previous work [74]. The water
used for GaSb oxidation was purified by the Purelab Option-Q and had a resistivity of
13.4 MΩcm at 23°C. Before immersion into water, the grating geometry was characterized
with a Fei Inspect S-50 scanning electron microscope (SEM) at an electron-beam energy
of 20 kV. Additionally, the gratings were measured with a Nanoscope IV atomic force
microcope (AFM) with a cantilever (PPP-NCH-10, Nanosensors). The gratings were optically
investigated with a Hyperion 3000 IR microscope coupled to a Vertex 70 Fourier-transform
IR (FTIR) spectrometer. The light originating from a globar source was focused onto the
sample with a x15 magnification Cassegrain objective (NA = 0.4) to an imaging area of
100x100 µm2, respectively to an aperture reduced image area of 50x50 µm2. A polarizer in
the beam path enabled polarization dependent detection of the reflection signal with a single
element mercury cadmium telluride detector. As the commercially available GaSb substrate
was Te doped and thus partly absorptive in the investigated frequency range, from 500 to
4000 cm−1, the transmittance of the structure could not be measured. Additional to the single
element detector, the focal plane detector (FPA) of the Hyperion 3000 IR microscope in
combination with its attenuated total reflection (ATR) module was used for measurements.
The 4096 pixel (64x64) FPA is sensitive between 800-4000 cm−1 and the ATR module
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consists of an x20 objective which couples incident light with angles from 10°-24° into a
Ge-waveguide crystal.

3.3 Reflectance measurements and discussion

Two gratings with different ribbon width, but with the same grating period, the same height
and made from the same MBE-grown wafer were investigated in this study. After pre-
characterization, the grating structures were put into a water-filled beaker with the backside
GaSb wafer side in contact with the glass. Subsequently, the sample were dried by nitrogen
gas flow and characterized by FTIR. The grating with the smaller ribbon width was additio-
nally investigated by AFM after each immersion step. This measurement cycle was repeated
to obtain variations in dependence of the immersion time in water. To obtain a reflectance
spectrum, the measured reflectivity was normalized by the reflectivity of a gold mirror which
is reflecting nearly 100% of the incident light in the relevant wavelength range. In Figure
3.1(a), the reflectance of the grating with smaller ribbon width is shown for quasi-normal
incident light polarized perpendicular to the ribbon (see inset for illustration). After each
oxidation step, i.e. immersion in water and subsequent drying with nitrogen gas, the reflection
was measured under ambient conditions. A strong plasmonic feature M1∗ can be seen around
730 cm−1 (13.7 µm) before we started the immersion cycles (0h immersion time). The
oxidation provokes a blue-shift and a strong shape modification of this main plasmonic peak
M1 and the strong enhancement of a second peak M2. In Figure 3.1(b), the reflectance of
a second grating with larger ribbon width is shown (light polarized perpendicular to the
ribbon). The geometrical dimensions could be obtained from SEM measurements (ribbon
width 1050 nm (± 50 nm), grating period of 2 µm). For illustrative purposes we have added
a SEM images of the grating before the oxidation process. Due to the larger ribbon width,
the main resonance before the immersion is with 576 cm−1 (17.4 µm) red-shifted compared
to the grating with smaller ribbon width [74]. The general trend of blue-shifting, shape
modification and the enhancement of a second peak upon GaSb oxidation is similar to the
results obtained for the grating with smaller ribbon width presented in Figure 3.1(a). The
oxidation reaction is slower for the grating with larger ribbons as less of the GaSb surface is
exposed to water during immersion. 3.1 shows that the oxidation process is repeatable and
we focus the discussion in the following on the grating with smaller ribbon width.

Qualitatively the blue-shift can be understood by considering the excitation condition
for localized surface plasmons [65, 75, 9, 76]. In the x-y-plane, see inset in Figure 3.1(a),
only Ex-polarization (perpendicular to the grating) allows to couple incident light to surface
plasmons. The absence of plasmonic features in Ey-polarization (in direction of the gratings)
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Figure 3.1 Reflection measurement on InAs0.9Sb0.1 gratings upon oxidation of the GaSb
substrate in water. The plasma wavelength of the highly-doped Si-doped InAs0.9Sb0.1 is
indicated. (a) The main reflection peak of a grating with smaller ribbon width blue-shift
from 0 h immersion in water to finally 39 h immersion in water. The reflectance spectra
before substrate oxidation and after 39 h of immersion in water (solid lines) are fitted by the
Fano-model (Equation 2). Inset: Sketch of experimental configuration. Ex represents the
electric orientation of polarized-light. (b) The repeatability of the oxidation process, i.e. the
resonance blue-shifting of a grating with larger ribbon width is shown. Inset: SEM images
before immersion.
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underlines the LSPR argument (reflectance not shown). The simplest analytical formula for
LSPR can be derived from Mie theory for spherical metallic particles with diameter smaller
than the wavelength of incident light, where the resonance condition is ε(ω) =−2εenv [75].
Here, εenv and ε(ω) are the dielectric functions of the environment and of the HDSC. Upon
oxidation εenv is reduced and by considering the monotonicity of ε(ω), described by the
Drude model, this leads to blue-shift the plasmonic features. The change from symmetric
to asymmetric line-shape of the main reflectance peak in Figure 3.1 can be discussed in
the framework of geometrical optics as done by Huck et al. [69] and in the framework of
Fano-resonances [77, 78] because both deal with phase shift and interferences. In the context
of the Fano-model, the incident light is considered as a continuum of states (with broad band
width) which interacts with the plasmonic nano-scale system of discrete states (with narrow
band width). The resulting Fano-resonance can be described by

F(Ω) = (Ω+q)2/(Ω2 +1), (3.1)

with Ω = (ω −ωLSPR)/(γLSPR), where ωLSPR is the LSPR-frequency, γLSPR the corre-
sponding spectral width and q the Fano asymmetry parameter. In this work the Fano-model
allows to reduce the complexity of interference phenomena occurring around the plasmonic
InAsSb-ribbons induced by the refractive index modification upon oxidation. The approach
corresponds therefore to an effective medium approach. We use the Fano-model to fit the
measured reflectance by following formula

R(ω) = B0 +B1ω +∑
i

Ai

(
1− (Ωi +qi)

2

(Ω2
i +1)

)
(3.2)

The parameter B0 accounts for a constant background reflectance and B1 for a linear
background reflectance contribution in the shown spectral range of Figure 3.1(a). Ai repre-
sents the amplitude of the Fano-resonance, qi the resonance asymmetry. Ωi determines the
spectral position ωLSPR,i and the resonance width γLSPR,i as defined above. We find that the
reflection before oxidation can be fitted by 5 parameters, i.e. by one resonance and by one
parameter for the constant background reflectance. After 39h immersed in water, we obtain a
good fit of the measured reflectance by 10 parameters accounting for two resonances and a
linear and a constant background contribution. The determined parameters are summarized
in Table 3.1.

The fit parameters indicate that the magnitude of the asymmetry parameter q increases
significantly upon oxidation. While the magnitude is nearly zero before oxidation, q1 is
close to one after oxidation. For the same all-semiconductor material system, another
harmonization of the optical environment was already investigated. For HDSC ribbons
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Table 3.1 Parameters to fit the reflectance shown in Figure 1(a) by Equation 2.

B0 B1 A1 ωLSPR,1 γLSPR,1 q1 A2 ωLSPR,2 γLSPR,2 q2
[cm] [cm−1] [cm−1] [cm−1] [cm−1]

0h 0.35 - 0.35 730 70 -0.05 - - - -
39h 0.5 -0.000195 0.07 1020 80 0.9 0.06 1380 80 -0.5

embedded in a GaSb matrix [79] an asymmetry value near unity was found. We underline
that increasing the matching of refractive index between the top-side and the supporting layer
of the HDSC resonators increases the asymmetry parameter and causes a resonance shape
modification. While q=0 corresponds to resonant suppression of transmission, we find a
reduction of this suppression through GaSb oxidation. We note that the asymmetry parameter
for the second plasmonic resonance after 39h of oxidation is in between zero and unity and
we come back to this point in the FDTD section.

3.4 Pedestal formation

The reflectance measurements indicate clearly a modification of the optical properties of the
plasmonic gratings upon oxidation. To investigate these change in more detail, the grating
from Figure 3.1(a) sample was cleaved and investigated by cross-section SEM after 39h of
immersion in water. Furthermore, we took an IR-image of the oxidized grating structure by
using the FPA of the Hyperion 3000 IR microscope in combination with its ATR module.
We show in Figure 3.2(a) a sketch of the pedestal formation by GaSb oxidation in water
and in Figure 3.2(b) a cross-section SEM image of the grating after 39h immersion in water.
A clear contrast originating from differently backscattered electrons allows distinguishing
oxidized GaSb from non-oxidized GaSb. For the sake of illustration, we have chosen black
to symbolize high backscattering and white to symbolize low backscattering. By energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) the difference in the backscattered electron image
can be attributed to different material composition. The two spectra shown in Figure 3.2(c)
present the electron excited X-rays detected from the indicated regions in Figure 3.2(b).
A database comparison allows to assign the peaks to core-electron transitions. The most
significant feature is the increase of the peak at 0.53 keV. We attribute this increase in intensity
to the incorporation of oxygen into the material. The increase in intensity of the Ga (L) peak
and the decrease in intensity of the Sb (L) indicate a preferential dissolution of the group
V-element, i.e. Antimony. For comparison, in the literature preferential dissolution of the
group V-element by water was reported for GaAs [25].
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Figure 3.2 (a) Sketch of the pedestal formation by GaSb oxidation in water. The dimensions
of the FDTD-unit cell are shown. (b) Backscattering scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of InAs0.9Sb0.1 ribbons on partly oxidized GaSb layer (black = high backscattering,
white = low backscattering) after 39 h of immersion in water. (c) EDS spectra obtained in
the areas indicated in the SEM image. (d) Average height of InAs0.9Sb0.1 gratings and root
mean squared roughness value of oxide layer upon immersion time in water measured by
atomic force microscopy.
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By focusing with the SEM on the HDSC ribbons on top of the structure (not shown) we
were able to determine the geometrical parameters of the InAs0.9Sb0.1 grating structure and
the dimensions of the oxidized area. We used these parameters as input for a finite-difference
time-domain model (see Figure 3.2(a): FDTD unit cell). The AFM was used to determine
the surface topography. In Figure 3.2(d) the evolution of the surface topography is plotted
over immersion time in H2O. A statistical analysis of the area between the ribbons was
performed to determine the root mean square (RMS) value of this area representative of
the oxide roughness. The height of the ribbons was determined as average value of three
ribbons. The error interval represents the measured deviations from this average value. It
can be seen that the oxide roughness (RMS-value) and the average height of the grating
increases with the immersion time. We attribute the increase of height of the nano-ribbons to
a slow oxide dissolution process at a rate of 10 nm in 39 h (0.25 nm/h), which is significantly
slower than the dissolution in electrolyte solutions. It was indeed found [44] that anodically
grown GaSb oxide dissolves in an electrolyte solution of pH 6.1 at a rate of 2.94 nm/h.
Combining the results from the SEM and the AFM measurements, the geometry of a grating
unit cell before the oxidation process is described by following geometrical parameters: a
InAs0.9Sb0.1 HDSC ribbon with width of 700 nm (± 30 nm), height of 107 nm (± 2 nm) and
unit cell length, i.e. grating period of 2000 nm (± 30 nm). After the oxidation process (39 h
immersion in water), an oxide layer with thickness of 440 nm (± 40 nm) and RMS-roughness
of 6 nm was obtained. A small part of the oxide, 10 nm (± 2 nm) was dissolved during
the process. A pedestal of GaSb with a width of 220 nm (± 20 nm) remained under the
InAs0.9Sb0.1 ribbon. The oxidation is more pronounced vertically than horizontally as can be
seen in Figure 3.2(b). Additional to this anisotropy, the interfaces of the oxide and the GaSb
pedestal appear curved in the SEM image which we neglect by describing the pedestal by
one parameter, i.e. the pedestal width.

3.5 FDTD modeling and discussion

The geometrical parameters determined by SEM and AFM measurements were used as input
for a finite-element model which allowed to solve Maxwell’s equation by the finite difference
time domain (FDTD) method using the commercial software FDTD-solution by Lumericals
[80]. For GaSb, we chose a mid-IR refractive index value of n=3.77 as reported recently
[16]. The plasmonic properties of the highly-doped InAs0.9Sb0.1 can be described by the
Drude model. Values of ε∞ = 10.4 , ωp = 1.11 ·1015 rad/s and γ = ·1013 rad/s were obtained
as fitting parameters [74]. Anodically grown native oxides were extensively studied in the
visible and near-infrared range [51], but not for the mid-IR range of interest. We obtain
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good fitting of the measured reflectance spectra by assuming a value of n = 1.6± 0.1 for the
oxide in the entire mid-IR range. The incidence angle due to the used objective is below 15°
and the wave vector contribution by not-normal light incident from air is negligible for the
plasmonic subwavelength confinement in the given geometry. Therefore we have chosen
normal incidence as input parameter for the FDTD simulations to decrease the calculation
time.

The FDTD model allows to calculate the reflectance R and the absorption A of the
nanostructure. In Figure 3.3, the comparison of measured and simulated reflectance are
in good agreement. The simulated reflectance for the oxidized sample is sharper than
the measured one. We attribute this to the fact that our model idealizes the sharpness of
boundaries. The SEM image (Figure 3.2b) reveals variations of the oxide spreading and
considering the 50x50 µm2 imaging area we expect broadening due to averaging effects.
Details on the inhomogeneity effects will be discussed in the ATR-microscopy section. With
the FDTD model we could calculate the absorption of the plasmonic grating (see Figure 3.3)
and three plasmonic modes M1*, M1 and M2 can be distinguished. As the absorption A and
the reflectance R, define the transmission T (=1-A-R) we find that only M1* correspond to
resonant suppression of transmission and only M1* has a symmetric reflection line-shape.
For M1 and M2, the transmission is not resonantly suppressed and both have an asymmetric
reflection line-shape. The difference in suppressed transmission between M1 and M2 explains
the two different q-values for these resonances.

The main advantage of the FDTD model are the simulated near-field profiles of M1*,
M1 and M2 at their respective maximum of absorption. These illustrate the influence of
the oxidation and the influence of the remaining non-oxidized GaSb–pedestal below the
InAs0.9Sb0.1 nanostructure (Figure 3.3). For M1* the E-field is mainly located at the two
corners of the HDSC/GaSb interface. M1 is blue-shifted as large parts of the substrate are
oxidized and only a GaSb pedestal remains. The main field-confinement of this mode is
in the four corners of the HDSC ribbon and there is a strong confinement at the remaining
HDSC/GaSb interface, why we will call it in the following the pedestal mode. The near-field
profile of M2 is defined by E-field confinement in the four corners of the HDSC ribbon and
at the HDSC/oxide interfaces. We will call this mode in the following the oxide mode.

In the pedestal configuration presented by Huck et. al. [69], which was fabricated by
etching and consisted of three different optical materials (1) plasmonic material, (2) substrate
material and (3) air, the height of the pedestal and the induced phase-shift by reflection at
the air-substrate were the most relevant parameter. For our structure we have to consider
the geometrical arrangement of four optically different material. The GaSb pedestal width
and the oxide thickness are critical parameter. The advantage of working with four optically
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Figure 3.3 Measured reflectance and FDTD calculated reflectance, absorption of HDSC
grating and transmission into substrate. Near-field profile and measured reflectance before
and after 39 h of immersion in water. The near-field images show the field-enhancement
|E/E0| and were calculated at the respective absorption maxima of mode M1*, M1 and M2.
For the sake of better comparison, the color scale was limited to values from 0 to 6 in each
image (white indicates an enhancement factor > 6).
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different material is the additional mode, i.e. having a pedestal mode (M1) and an oxide
mode (M2). An interesting observation is that the field-enhancement of the M1-mode and
the M2-mode are more pronounced at the top (air-) side of the structure than for the M1*
mode. This particularity might find application for surface-enhanced infrared reflection
spectroscopy (SEIRA), where the objective is to bring minute quantities of analyte material
to the top-side of plasmonic resonators. The main conclusion from this part is that the
oxide-pedestal interface of the HDSC is responsible for an additional plasmonic peak, that
the plasmonic resonances blue-shift to target frequencies in dependence of the oxidation
progress, i.e. the immersion time, and that the refractive index matching favors plasmonic
field enhancement at the top (air-) side of the structure.

3.6 Homogeneity mapping and discussion

Attenuated total reflection Fourier-transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) microscopy was used
to image the inhomogeneity of the oxidation process. As plasmonic features are strongly
dependent on the oxide-pedestal interface, we address in this section the hypothesis that the
difference between FDTD simulated reflectance and measured reflectance shown in Figure
3.3 can be explained by resonance broadening due to averaging effects of inhomogeneous
oxidation. In Figure 3.4(a) a sketch illustrates that the flat bottom side of the Hyperion
3000 Ge-crystal was brought into contact with the grating surface by exerting a pressure.
The mid-IR refractive index of Ge (nGe=4) is comparable with the refractive index of GaSb
(nGaSb=3.77), but very different than the oxide value (noxide=1.6). The incident light from
the globar source was coupled via an objective into the Ge-crystals top-side and the light was
propagating through the crystal till the flat Ge-bottom interface in contact with the sample.
The incident angle Θin is in between 10° and 24°. The major advantage of this experimental
configuration is the increase of spatial resolution. The wavelength λdependent Rayleigh
criterion of resolution equals 0.61 ·λ/(n · sin(Θin)) and therefore we can spatially resolve
the 2 µm grating period down to the plasma wavelength of 5.5 µm for light incident from
the Germanium crystal (n = nGe). The onset of total reflection is the critical angle (14.5° for
the Germanium-air interface). We used the spectra obtained in total reflection configuration
for the Ge-crystal pending in air as a background spectra to normalize the reflection spectra
measured in contact with the grating. As GaSb is like Ge a high-refractive index material,
the critical angle for this interface is 70.5° and most light incident through the Ge-crystal is
transmitted into the GaSb-substrate. Upon oxidation the refractive index decreases to 1.6 and
the critical angle of the Germanium-oxide interface drops to 23.5°. For an incident angle
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of 24° the light is totally reflected and an evanescent wave emerges at the interface. The
evanescent wave penetrates into the underneath material at a typical depth

dpen =
λ

2 ·π ·n1

√
sinΘ2

in − (n2/n1)2)
, (3.3)

which corresponds to the electric field decreased to e−1 for a given incident angle Θin and
for given refractive index values of the top n1 and bottom n2 layer [81]. In the inset of Figure
3.4(c), the value of 1/dpen is plotted for the HDSC-Ge, air-Ge and the oxide Ge interface in
the mid-IR range for an incident angle of 24°. This explains that we have high reflectance in
the near-IR, but low reflectance for higher wavelengths. In particular, the discussion of the
critical angle points out that the substrate oxidation strongly increases the reflection signal
and enables a much better signal to noise ratio compared to non-oxidized samples.

In Figure 3.4(b), a FPA image is shown. The imaged area in the ATR-microscopy mode
is 32x32 µm2 such that 1 pixel corresponds to a width of 500 nm. The Rayleigh criterion
requires a wavelength of 1.33 µm to spatially resolve 500 nm. The pixel resolution is
sufficient to map the grating period of 2000 nm and the HDSC ribbon width of 700 nm, but
the angular resolution limits to fully exploit the pixel resolution. In particular for wavelength
larger than the plasma wavelength of 5.5 µm the diffraction broadening makes it difficult to
address spatial inhomogeneity. The contrast of Figure 3.4(b) is due to a numerical treatment
of the measured reflectance. At each pixel the reflectance was integrated from 4.55 to
6.55 µm, i.e. around the plasma wavelength of the HDSC, and the background was removed
by subtracting the area defined by the mean reflection and the integration boundaries. The
reflectance within this integration boundaries varies by differently strong convex-curving
as can be seen in Figure 3.4(c). The color scale in Figure 3.4(b) is such that red represents
the strongest curving, blue represents lowest curving and green represents intermediate
curving. It can be clearly seen that the contrast comes from the different reflectance for
wavelength below the plasma wavelength. As diffraction broadening is less pronounced for
these wavelength we can spatially resolve the ribbons.

In Figure 3.4(c), the spectra obtained at the different pixels indicated in Figure 3.4(b) are
shown. From the near-IR to the plasma wavelength the ribbons are spatially still sufficiently
resolved and more reflection signal is detected in between the ribbons than on the ribbons.
We attribute this to the high refractive index of the HDSC in this wavelength range and
to the remaining GaSb pedestal under the ribbons which leads to transmission into the
GaSb substrate. Below the plasma wavelength, the HDSC becomes a low refractive index
material and the inset of Figure 3.4(c) illustrates that at an angle of incidence of 24° an
evanescent waves emerges. The integration area (upper and lower integration boundary)
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Figure 3.4 (a) Sketch of the experimental configuration. (b) Image of integrated and back-
ground subtracted reflectance spectra around plasma wavelength at 5.5 µm obtained in
ATR-configuration for x-polarized light. The inset shows a SEM image of the grating surface.
(c) The spectra for the pixel indicated in (b) are shown. The calculated evanescent decay
length is shown for an incident angle of 24° (inset).
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for the FPA-image are indicated in Figure 3.4(c). It can be seen that due to the decreasing
spatial resolution with increasing wavelength the contrast between spectra obtained at pixels
associated with the ribbons and pixel in between the ribbons decreases. To address the
hypothesis of inhomogeneous oxidation and resonance broadening due to averaging, the
scanning electron microscope top view image in the inset of Figure 3.4(b) has to be compared
with the FPA-image. While the electronic image shows a good homogeneity of the surface and
the gratings, the optical image shows inhomogeneity. Within the 32x32 µm2 measurement
area, we can see 16 ribbons (red) against the background (green). From the cross-section
SEM image shown in Figure 3.2(b), we know that inhomogeneous oxidation (different
oxide height and different pedestal width) exist for some of the ribbons. We therefore
interpret the disruption of the stripe pattern in the left corner of the FPA-image as such an
inhomogeneous oxidation. Despite local variations, the spectra in Figure 3.4(c) reveal that
the overall reflection follows the trend of decreasing reflection with decreasing wavenumber.
This shows that there are no zones without oxidation and just local variations. We conclude
that the proposed FDTD-model is sufficient to model the reflectance properties of the all-
semiconductor mid-IR grating on pedestals, because the measured and simulated reflectance
shown in Figure 3.3 are in good agreement (obtained for a 50x50 µm2 measurement area with
a single element detector). The deviations of FDTD model and measurement, in particular
the resonance broadening, can be explained by an idealization of the boundaries in the model.

3.7 Conclusion

In this work, we could show that the slow, steady and selective oxidation of GaSb in H2O
allows to oxidize the supporting GaSb layer of a plasmonic InAs0.9Sb0.1 grating structures to
create a pedestal configuration. The refractive index asymmetry of the plasmonic resonator’s
optical environment is reduced upon oxidation. This leads to a blue-shifting of the main
resonance and the enhancement of a second plasmonic resonance. The pedestal configuration
additionally causes a stronger field-enhancement at the top (air-) side of the resonator. The
homogeneity of the pedestal structure was imaged with an attenuated-total reflection Fourier
transform infrared microscope by measuring around a plasmonic excitation at the plasma
wavelength of 5.5 µm. We conclude that the chosen FDTD-model is sufficient to explain the
reflectance spectra. The measured local variations of the oxidation process lead to resonance
broadening due to averaging effects which were not considered in our model. Finally, the
controlled substrate oxidation is a post-fabrication technique to target plasmonic resonances
in the mid-IR range from 5 to 20 µm, to enhance a second plasmonic peak and to modify
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the near-field enhancement profile. This has great potential to find application in the field of
surface-enhanced infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy.



Chapter 4

Phosphonic acid chemistry for mid-IR
plasmonics

The work presented in this chapter has been published in the Journal of Applied Surface
Science [82]. See acknowledgements part for the contributions of others.

Abstract
Stable functionalization of semiconductor surfaces is a prerequisite for all-semiconductor mid-IR
biophotonics. This work demonstrates the adsorption of phosphonic acids on oxygen plasma activated
GaSb and InAsSb surfaces. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy shows that oxygen plasma treatment,
used to activate the investigated III-V surfaces, increases the surface oxide layer beyond its native
oxide thickness. Phosphonates with different terminal groups, either ethylene glycol or fluorinate
carbon terminated groups, allow to modify the hydrophobicity of the surfaces and to protect the
surfaces by an anti-fouling cover layer. Infrared spectroscopy indicates partial deprotonation of the
phosphonic acid and thus phosphonate bonding to the surfaces. Adsorption of phosphonates on an
all-semiconductor mid-IR plasmonic grating structure is detected by a shift and by a shape modulation
of the plasmonic resonance peak. Compared with molecule adsorption on flat mirror-like layers a
ten-fold signal enhancement is found. The adsorbed molecules are stable upon baking at 120° C,
ultrasonic cleaning with organic solvents and storage for several weeks at ambient conditions. These
results show that stable functionalization of InAsSb and GaSb surfaces by phosphonate monolayers is
possible. All-semiconductor enhanced plasmonic sensing in the mid-IR was demonstrated.
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4.1 Introduction

Mid-IR biophotonics at the interface of photonics and biomedical science requires light
sources, detectors and transducer elements. InAsSb and GaSb as narrow bandgap III-V mate-
rials are established materials for mid-IR sources and detectors [15]. Transducer elements,
like subwavelength plasmonic gratings, allow surface-enhanced infrared spectroscopy [12].
Instead of CMOS – incompatible transducers based on gold, an all-semiconductor approach
with potential on-chip integration is favorable. It could be shown that gratings made from
highly Si-doped InAsSb grown lattice matched on GaSb allows to excite localized surface
plasmon resonances (LSPR) in the range from 5-15 µm [21]. A major challenge of highly-
doped semiconductor as alternative plasmonic material [67, 7] is the functionalization of the
surface [83]. Thermodynamic stability of the semiconductor surface and stable bonding of
molecules to the semiconductor surface are prerequisites for biomolecular interfaces [84].
The chemistry of the interfaces of GaSb, InAs and the derivative InAsSb are well studied
[31]. At ambient conditions, native oxides form layers in the order of few nanometer on
the surface. In a long-time air oxidation study, it could be shown that a 3 nm thick native
oxide layer appears on GaSb within one day whereas after 3 years this layer increases only
moderately by 1 nm [32]. The hydrolytic stability for InAs in neutral water was reported
[42], but GaSb oxidizes in an aqueous environment [43, 24].

As the optoelectronic properties of GaAs, GaSb and InAs are depending on passivated
surfaces, a promising approach consists in etching the native oxide layer and forming metal-
thiol bonds [85–87]. Despite successful monolayer formation, the III-V surfaces passivated
by thiol bonding are not stable upon reoxidation at ambient conditions [37, 88]. Nevertheless,
it could be demonstrated that the thiols bond on InAs decreases indium and arsenic leaching
under physiological condition [42]. To prevent reoxidation, a potential solution could be
the formation of thicker organic layer e.g. by diazonium chemistry [89, 90]. In this work
we present an alternative approach by working with the native oxide instead of against it.
For GaAs, it could be shown that phosphonic acid ligands not only bind to the surface, but
they give as well a higher monolayer coverage than thiol bond ligands [91]. This confirms
earlier works on GaAs where biomolecule coupling to GaAs via phosphonate bonding was
demonstrated [92]. Another study of phosphonic acid adsorption on GaAs demonstrates that
while a water-free solvent during phosphonic acid adsorption leads to monolayer formation,
a water content > 4% leads to multiple physiosorbed layers [93].

To our knowledge there are no studies on phosphonic acid adsorption on GaSb and
InAsSb surfaces, but the results for phosphonic acid adsorption on GaAs and the existence
of a native oxide layer on these materials motivate a functionalization approach based on
working with the native oxide by phosphonate bonding instead of working against the
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oxidation by thiol bonding. In a review of covalent surface modification of oxide surfaces
[94] the authors write that the reactivity of oxide surfaces depends mainly on the surface
OH-groups. An increase in reactivity can be obtained by activation of these groups by
e.g. etching or plasma treatment. According to the authors of [94], the phosphonic acid
reaction offers the advantage of (1) relative easy synthesis and purification, (2) absence of
homo-condensation and (3) a good hydrolytic stability. In a review dedicated to phosphonate
coupling [95], the term phosphonate signifies the mono-deprotonated RPO2(OH)− and
the fully deprotonated RPO2−

3 form of the phosphonic acid. The authors describe the
coupling of phosphonic acids to oxide surfaces by the formation of ionocovalent P-O-M
bonds by condensation of P OH groups with surface M–OH groups. Up to three P-O-M
bonds are possible and additionally hydrogen bonds between residual P-OH or P=O groups
participate in the anchoring. Monodentate, bridging bidentate, bridging tridentate, chelating
bidentate, chelating tridentate, and additional hydrogen-bonding interactions are possible
bonding configurations [94]. Generally, the conformational order of alkyl phosphonic
acids (PA) increases with chain length and decreases with temperature. For silane and
phosphonate monolayers an increase of transition temperature from an ordered to a disordered
state with increasing chain length was demonstrated [96, 97]. Additionally, it was shown
that the grafting stability of phosphonate monolayers increases for samples treated by an
annealing step at 100°-150°C [91] and it was shown that the monolayers return to an
ordered state after thermal disordering [97]. In this work, we investigate the phosphonic
acid adsorption on InAsSb and GaSb surfaces. Highly mid-IR reflective samples have been
fabricated by molecular beam epitaxy. A subwavelength mid-IR grating from the highly
doped semiconductor material system allows to study plasmonic enhanced detection of
phosphonate adsorption on semiconductor surfaces. The successful surface modification
of these III-V surfaces was demonstrated by two different phosphonate functional groups,
(1) by a hydrophobic fluorinated end group and (2) by an anti-fouling methoxy terminated
ethylene glycol group.

4.2 Materials and Methods

Fabrication of mid-IR reflective layers and plasmonic gratings

The adsorption experiments were performed on two types of surface, InAsSb and GaSb. The
III-V semiconductor layer structures are grown on Te-doped (001) GaSb substrates by solid-
source molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). After thermal de-oxidation of the wafer, a 300 nm
thick non-intentionally doped GaSb buffer was grown, followed by a 1 µm thick Si-doped
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InAs0.9Sb0.1 layer. This is the InAsSb-surface sample that we have investigated. A doping
level of 5 · 1019 cm−3 corresponding to a plasma wavelength of 5.5 µm was determined
for the InAs0.9Sb0.1 layer [6]. The highly Si-doped InAs0.9Sb0.1-layer acts as a mirror-layer
for wavelengths above the plasma wavelength. To investigate adsorption experiments on a
GaSb-surface, a 50 nm GaSb top-layer is added to the 1 µm thick Si-doped InAs0.9Sb0.1 layer,
subsequently named the GaSb-surface sample. For the plasmonic grating, a 100 nm thick
Si-doped InAs0.9Sb0.1 layer was grown on a Te-doped (001) GaSb substrate and holography
was used to define a stripe pattern using AZMIR 701 positive photoresist. Dry etching was
used to obtain InAsSb-ribbons of 100 nm (± 2 nm) height, 325 nm (± 20 nm) width and a
grating period of 450 nm (± 5 nm). Details on the fabrication can be found in previous work
[21, 23].

Chemical products and surface modification

12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,19-Heptadecafluorononadecylphosphonic
acid (Cas N. 625095-76-3) and (6-2-[2-(2-Methoxy-ethoxy)-ethoxy]-ethoxy-hexyl)phosphonic
acid (Cas N. 1049677-18-0) were synthesized by Sikemia. For the sake of simplicity, in
the following, we will call the phosphonic acid with the fluorinated terminate group FDPA
and the phosphonic acid with the methoxy-terminated ethylene glycol group EGPA. Ethanol
(API, > 99 %) and chloroform (Carlo Erba reagents, > 99 %) were used as received. The
wafer with the InAsSb-surface, the wafer with the GaSb-surface, and the plasmonic grating
were cleaved into 10 mm x 10 mm pieces. The adsorption experiment started with dissolving
the FDPA, respectively the EGPA, in 10 ml of ethanol to obtain 1 mM solutions. To rinse
the surfaces from contaminations, the cleaved III-V samples were sonicated for 3 min in
ethanol and then for 3 min in chloroform. Then, we have tested two different experimental
protocols to discuss the role of plasma surface activation and reaction time on the adsorption
of phosphonates. Process I consists in exposing the III-V surfaces for 40 s to O2-plasma at
100 W and 20 mbar (PicoPCCE, Diener electronics) and then to immerse the samples in 10 ml
of the 1 mM solutions for 6 h. Process II consists in a softer O2-plasma treatment (100 W,
0.5 mbar, 10 s) and a longer immersion time of 48 h. After the immersion, all samples were
baked for 12 h in an oven at 120°C (UF260, Memmert) to increase the grafting stability. To
investigate the influence of the plasma and the solvent, we immersed a sample per surface
type (InAsSb, respectively GaSb) after the plasma treatment and before the baking in 10 ml
of pure ethanol, subsequently called dummy process. Finally, all samples were rinsed by
ethanol and sonicated for 3 min in ethanol and for 3 min in chloroform. The grating surfaces
were modified according to process II, where the milder O2-plasma treatment is expected to
guarantee surface activation, but to increase only moderately the amount of surface oxides.
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We compare a dummy treated grating (pure ethanol immersion), a FDPA treated surface
(1 mM FDPA immersion) and an EGPA treated surface (1 mM EGPA immersion). As for the
III-V layer samples, the gratings were rinsed and sonicated after the baking step and before
the subsequent characterization steps.

Characterization techniques

To determine the hydrophobic properties of the surface after the different treatment, water
contact angles were measured 6 h after sonication by the Digidrop Fast/60 model. The
measurements were performed at room temperature under ambient conditions where nominal
2.5 µl of de-ionized water was dispersed from a micro-burette and an image was taken
100 ms after drop deposition. To avoid oxidation of the III V surface through the water
drop, the surfaces were rinsed with ethanol and then with chloroform after the images were
taken. After three month of storage at ambient conditions the contact angle measurements
were repeated to address long-time stability of the molecule adsorption. X-ray photoelectron
(XPS) spectra were measured by the Escalab 250 Thermo Electron system after storing the
samples for 4 weeks at environmental conditions. Samples treated according to process I
were investigated as stronger modification of the samples was expected for this process due
to the harsher oxygen plasma conditions. The spot area of the Al Kα source (1486 eV) was
400 µm and the energy steps of the hemispherical analyzer in the constant analyzer energy
(CAE) mode were 0.1 eV. The pass energy was set at 20.0 eV and the number of scans was
varied for the detailed spectra: In 3d (5 scans), As 3d (30 scans), Sb 3d (5 scans), Ga 3d
(20 scans) and C 1s (20 scans). Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) reflection absorption
spectroscopy was performed with a Hyperion 3000 IR microscope coupled to a Vertex
70 Fourier-transform IR spectrometer. The plasmonic gratings were investigated with the
microscope x15 magnification Cassegrain objective (NA = 0.4) where light originating from
a globar source was focused onto an imaging area of 100x100 µm2. A polarizer in the beam
path enabled polarization dependent detection of the reflection signal with a single element
mercury cadmium telluride detector. The flat surfaces were measured by the ATR module of
the microscope which consists of an x20 objective which couples incident light with angles
from 10°-24° into a Ge-waveguide crystal to a 32x32 µm2 imaging area. Non-polarized light
was used in this configuration. The geometry of the plasmonic grating was characterized
with a Fei Inspect S-50 scanning electron microscope (SEM) at an electron-beam energy of
20 kV.
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4.3 Contact Angle Measurements

In Figure 4.1, the modification process I (40 s plasma, 6 h immersion time) is sketched
and the results of the contact angle measurements on the InAsSb:Si surfaces are shown. It
can be seen that the water drop brought to contact with the FDPA treated surface did only
partly detach from the micro-burette. Such a partial detachment was neither observed for the
other surfaces, nor for the FDPA surface after 3 months of storage. The contact angle was
determined by the θ/2 – method from the image taken 100 ms after drop deposition [98].
After 3 months of storage under ambient conditions the contact angle measurements were
repeated and the results are summarized in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.1 The modification process I (40 s plasma, 6 h immersion time) is sketched and the
contact angle measurements with deionized water were measured after the III-V samples
were baked, sonicated for 3 min in organic solvents, blown dry by inert N2 gas and stored at
ambient conditions for 6 h. After 3 months of storage the measurements were repeated.

The GaSb and the InAsSb surfaces with FDPA are more hydrophobic, i.e. they have
larger contact angles than the dummy surfaces. The only partial detachment of the drop leads
to smaller amount of water on these surfaces and the resulting reduction of imaging contrast
leads to a relative large error interval. In the literature, a contact angle of 101 (± 1) was
reported for Indium-Tin Oxide surfaces treated with a comparable fluorinated phosphonic
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acid [99]. This value is in good agreement with the values we measured on GaSb and InAsSb
surfaces.

Table 4.1 Contact angle measurements of III-V surfaces treated by process I. Values are
reported for surfaces modified by phosphonic acid with hydrophobic (FDPA) and hydrophilic
(EGPA) terminated groups, for surfaces modified by O2-plasma and ethanol treatment
(dummy) and for non-treated reference surfaces immediately after the surface treatment (t0)
and three month later.

FDPA EGPA Dummy Reference

GaSb – surface (t0) 100° (± 10°) 54° (± 2°) 66° (± 2°) -
(t0+ 3 months) 100° (± 2°) 68° (± 2°) 80° (± 2°) 90° (± 2°)
InAsSb – surface (t0) 101° (± 10°) 57° (± 2°) 70° (± 2°) -
(t0+ 3 months) 106° (± 2°) 65° (± 2°) 92° (± 2°) 94° (± 2°)

The surfaces treated with EGPA are less hydrophobic, so smaller contact angles than for
the dummy surfaces were found. In the literature, a contact angle of 63 (± 2) was reported
for surfaces modified with a methodoxy-terminated tri(ethylene glycol) end group, i.e. an
end group comparable to the used EGPA molecules [100]. The authors discuss differences in
contact angle in terms of disorder of the layer and of ether oxygen accessible to the liquid.
We limit our discussion to the observation that 6 h after completing process I, the FDPA
treated surfaces are more hydrophobic than the dummy surfaces and the EGPA surfaces
are more hydrophilic than the dummy surfaces. After 3 months of storage, the contact
angle of the dummy surface and the reference sample are very similar. The contact angle
values are significantly higher than those obtained 6 h after the modification experiment.
We explain this harmonization by an increase of surface contamination due to exposure to
the environment. The surfaces treated by FDPA (resp. EDPA) are, even after 3 months,
more (resp. less) hydrophobic than the dummy and the reference samples. This hints that
the molecular-treatment passivates the surface. We conclude that the phosphonic acids
adsorbed according to process I (1) modify the surface properties, (2) remain adsorbed when
sonicated in ethanol and chloroform and, (3) remain adsorbed when the surface is exposed to
environmental conditions.

Additional to the contact angle measurements, we have performed ellipsometry and
atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements before and after treatment by process I
and process II (not shown). As the ellipsometry technique is sensitive to detect nanoscale
modifications of reflective layer-structures, we used this to confirm that the dummy treatment,
as well as the molecule treatment, modifies the optical response. Especially for the InAsSb-
surfaces, the dummy treatment of process I led to a more pronounced modification than
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process II. By mapping the surface morphology with an atomic force microscope we found
that the dummy treatment is not increasing the roughness of the native oxide layer, contrary
to the molecule deposition (EGPA adsorption) which was increasing the roughness by a
factor of two (from root mean squared roughness of 0.26 nm to 0.55 nm), respectively by a
factor of four (FPDA adsorption). The ellipsometry and the AFM approach did not allow
to distinguish between an additional oxide layer and an additional molecular layer, so we
decided to address the hypothesis of a plasma grown oxide layer by XPS-spectroscopy and
to discuss differences in terms of molecular absorption due to process I or process II by
IR-spectroscopy.

4.4 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

The atomistic changes at the surfaces due to process I were investigated by X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy 4 weeks after the samples were baked, sonicated and stored at ambient
conditions. For each material surface, InAsSb or GaSb, a reference sample which received
no treatment according to process I was characterized together with the FDPA, the EGPA
and the dummy treated samples (see Figure 4.1 for illustration). The analyzer resolution
of the spectrometer is ± 0.2 eV and for the sake of readability, we neglect a detailed error
discussion in the following. In Figure 4.2, the survey scans of the modified InAsSb and
GaSb surfaces are shown. The spectra are dominated by signatures originating from the
III-V elements, but the fluorine F (1s) peak, only present for the surfaces treated by FDPA,
demonstrates clearly the adsorption of the molecule. As the antimony Sb (3d5/2) peak is
overlapping with the oxygen O (1s) peak, we first deconvoluted the Sb (3d3/2) peak and then
we used the fixed ratio between the Sb (3d3/2) and the Sb (3d5/2) peak to deconvolute the
oxygen peak. In Table 4.2 the determined surface element concentrations are summarized.
We find that the dummy process increases the amount of oxygen (compared to the reference
surface). The presence of phosphorous indicates clearly the phosphonic acid adsorption.

More information on the oxidation and the grafting process can be obtained by focusing
on selected spectral regions. In Figure 4.3, the results for the InAsSb-surfaces are shown.
The detailed spectra of Sb (3d), In (3d), C (1s) and As (3d) indicate a clear increase of
surface oxide components and significant spectral signatures of the respectively adsorbed
molecules as will be explained in the following. The peaks were deconvoluted by assuming
Gaussian peaks contrasting from the background. The deconvolution of the Sb (3d3/2)
signature reveals two peaks. The dominant peak centered at 540.5 eV can be attributed to
Sb-O bonding and the weaker peak centered at 537.4 eV to Sb-In bonding. The In 3d spectra
can be deconvoluted by a weak peak at 444.6 eV and a dominant peak at 445.1 eV. In the
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Figure 4.2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy on (a) InAsSb-surfaces and (b) GaSb-surfaces
stored at ambient conditions for 4 weeks after completion of the grafting process.
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Table 4.2 Surface elements concentration in percent for the InAsSb and GaSb surfaces treated
by process I.

FDPA EGPA Dummy Reference

InAsSb – surface In (3d) 7.9 10.5 12.7 17.1
As (3d) 7.4 10.9 11.5 15.4
Sb (3d) 2.6 4.1 4.4 6.2
O (1s) 29.6 50.1 48.2 38.4
C (1s) 26.7 21.9 23.2 22.9
P (2p) 1.1 2.5 - -
F (1s) 24.7 - - -

GaSb – surface Ga (2p) 8.0 12.4 16.9 18.8
Sb (3d) 8.1 10.6 12.2 14.1
O (1s) 38.3 56.3 55.1 45.2
C (1s) 21.9 17.7 15.8 21.9
P (2p) 1.7 3.0 - -
F (1s) 22.0 - - -

Figure 4.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy on InAsSb-surfaces stored at ambient conditions
for 4 weeks after completion of the grafting process. The detailed spectra of Sb (3d), In (3d),
C (1s) and As (3d) indicate a clear increase of surface oxide components and significant
spectral signatures of the respectively adsorbed molecules as explained in the text.
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compound InAs0.9Sb0.1, Indium can form bonds with As, Sb and O. XPS-spectra of InAs
and InSb [86, 37, 41] allow to attribute the peak at 445.1 eV to an In3+ (In2O3) state and the
weaker peak at 444.6 eV to In-As, respectively to In-Sb bonding. The As 3d5/2 spectra could
be deconvoluted by four peaks with maxima at 41.0 eV, 41.7 eV, 44.2 eV and at 45.2 eV. A
comparison with literature values allows to attribute the peaks lowest in binding energy to the
spin-orbit components (∆=0.7 eV) of the InAs bond and to attribute the two peaks at higher
binding energy to oxidation states [101], i.e. a As3+ and a As5+ state. The detailed C (1s)
spectra indicate clearly the presences of the molecules FDPA and EGPA on the surfaces
of the respectively treated samples. While adventitious carbon (C-C at 284.8 eV, C-O-C at
∼286 eV and O-C=O at ∼288.5 eV) could be measured on all samples, a peak at 291.7 eV
corresponding to the (CF2)7 terminate group and a peak at 294.0 eV corresponding to the
CF3 terminus were measured only on the FDPA treated sample [99]. The C 1s spectra of the
surface modified by EGPA can be deconvoluted by two similarly strong peaks centered at
285.5 eV and at 287.1 eV. We attribute the first peak to the alkyl groups of EGPA and to
adventitious carbon and the second peak can be attributed to ether carbon atoms [100].

Figure 4.4 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy on GaSb-surfaces stored at ambient conditions
for 4 weeks after completion of the grafting process. The detailed spectra of Sb 3d, C 1s
and Ga 3d indicate a clear increase of surface oxide components and significant spectral
signatures of the respectively adsorbed molecules as explained in the text.
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In Figure 4.4, the results for the GaSb-surface are shown. The detailed spectra of
Sb (3d), C (1s) and Ga (3d) indicate a clear increase of surface oxide components and
significant spectral signatures of the respectively adsorbed molecules. The deconvolution
of the Sb (3d3/2) signature reveals two peaks. The dominant peak centered at 540.1 eV can
be attributed to Sb-O bonding and the weaker peak centered at 537.5 eV to Sb-Ga bonding
[41]. The Ga (3d) spectra can be deconvoluted by two peaks and we attribute the peak at
20.2 eV to Ga-Sb bonding and the peak at 19.2 eV to Ga-O bonding [41]. The deconvolution
of the C (1s) spectra of the GaSb-surfaces is identical to the spectra obtained on the InAsSb-
surfaces. The deconvolution of the X-ray photoelectron spectra allows to determine peak
area ratios which are summarized in Table 4.3. For the InAsSb surface and the GaSb surface,
we find a significant modification of the peak area ratio for In, As, Sb, Ga and their respective
oxide states for the surfaces treated by process I compared to the reference sample. The
differences in peak area ratio for the surfaces treated by different molecules is negligible and
we conclude that it is very likely that the plasma treatment is causing the significant increase
of the oxide components. The deconvolution of the C (1s) is not only clearly indicating the
presence of FDPA and EGPA on the surfaces of the respectively treated samples, but the
deconvolution allows as well to compare peak area ratios with stoichiometric ratios. The
FDPA molecule with one CF3 terminus and with seven fluorinated carbon atoms (CF2)7

gives a stoichiometric ratio of 0.14 (1/7). The determined peak area ratio of the CF3 peak
to the (CF2)7 peak is 0.19 on the InAsSb-surface (0.15 on the GaSb-surface). This value is
higher than the stoichiometric ratio which indicates that the (CF2)7 chain is partly shielded
by the CF3 terminus, thus a weak ordering of the adsorbed molecules [102]. For the sample
treated with EGPA, we find a peak area ratio of 1.22 between the polyether carbon peak and
the peak attributed to alkyl and adventitious carbon. The value is close to the stoichiometric
ratio of 1.4 (7/5) which hints hindering of adventitious carbon adsorption, thus anti-fouling
properties.

We conclude that process I and in particular the plasma treatment does not only activate
the surface, but increases permanently the amount of oxides on the surface. This increase of
oxide is strongest for Indium, but as well marked for Arsenide, for Gallium, and for Antimony.
The X-ray photoelectron spectra demonstrate clearly the adsorption of the phosphonic acids
with different functional groups on InAsSb and GaSb surfaces.

4.5 Infrared spectroscopy on reflective layer structures

The contact angle measurements and the XPS-spectra demonstrate phosphonate adsorption on
the investigated III-V surfaces modified by process I. Infrared spectra of molecule adsorption
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Table 4.3 Peak area ratios indicating the plasma induced increase of surface oxides and the
presence the FDPA and the EGPA molecule on the surface

FDPA EGPA Dummy Reference

InAsSb – surface Sb (3d) (Sb-In) / (Sb-O) 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.15
In (3d) (In-[As/Sb]) / (In3+)) 0.07 0.07 0.07 1.69
As 3d (As-In) / (As3+) 2.58 2.52 3.03 7.68
C 1s (CF3) / (CF2)7 0.19 - - -

(C-O) / (C-C) - 1.23 - -
InAsSb – surface Sb (3d) (Sb-Ga) / (Sb-O) 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.74

Ga (3d) (Ga-Sb) / (Ga-O) 0.34 0.38 0.42 1.03
C 1s (CF3) / (CF2)7 0.15 - - -

(C-O) / (C-C) - 1.22 - -

on MBE-grown reflective surfaces allow to discuss the bonding configuration and to obtain a
reference IR spectra for molecule adsorption on mid-IR plasmonic gratings fabricated from
the same materials. The highly Si-doped 1 µm thick InAsSb-layer with its plasma wavelength
λplasma at 5.5 µm is a mid-IR mirror as can be seen in Figure 4. The used ATR-microscopy
configuration consists of a non-polarized light cone, described by an incidence angle θin

between 10°-24°, guided through a hemispherical top-surface into a Germanium-waveguide
crystal with a flat bottom surface in contact with the III-V surface by exerting a slight pressure.
As the critical angle for the Ge-air interface is 14°, we used the crystal pending in air to
normalize the reflectance measured for the Ge-crystal brought into contact with the III-V
surface.

The solid line in Figure 4.5 shows the reflectance obtained for the reference InAsSb-
surface and the dashed line shows the reflectance for the reference GaSb-surface. Despite a
constant N2-flow through the spectrometer, we limit the following discussion of IR-spectra
on the atmospheric transmission window between 8 and 13 µm to avoid miss-assignment of
peaks due to atmospheric fluctuations.

The IR-spectra were obtained one week after completion of process I and storage at
ambient conditions. Additionally, IR-spectra were obtained for surfaces modified by the
process II (softer plasma, longer immersion in solution). Two different material surfaces, two
different processes and three different molecular solutions (FDPA, EGPA, dummy) yielded
in total 12 different spectra. To obtain information about molecular vibration modes, we
determined the ratio of the reflectance of a material surface with molecules Rmolecule and
the reflectance of their respective dummy samples RD. By subtracting unity, i.e. by plotting
(Rmolecule −RD)/RD no significant difference in terms of molecular signatures according
to process I and process II were found. Therefore, we take the average value of process I
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Figure 4.5 The solid line shows reflectance of highly-doped semiconductor InAsSb-surface
and the dashed line shows the reflectance of a GaSb-surface. The illustrations sketch the
measurement configuration and the investigated layer structures.

and process II to obtain one spectra per molecule and per material surface (4 spectra). This
data-treatment procedure, i.e. the normalization by the dummy spectra is optimized to reveal
differences coming from the molecule attachment and not to reveal differences originating
from differently strong plasma treatment, e.g. detection of oxide vibration modes. We chose
this approach to demonstrate that despite having an influence on the oxide thickness, the
plasma treatment and the immersion time (6 h or 48 h) has no influence on the molecular
vibration spectra. Regarding the demonstrated increase of oxide XPS-signatures due to
process I, we consider process II to be advantageous as the milder plasma did not lead to
differences in the molecule IR-spectra and the weaker modification of the surface measured
by ellipsometry (not shown) allows to assume that process II leads to a thinner oxide layer
with the same amount of adsorbed molecules. Additionally to the surface spectra, we show
the bulk spectra of the respective molecules that were obtained with the same ATR-setup
by depositing the powder (FDPA), respectively the liquid (EGPA), on a KBr-crystal. The
measurement results are shown in Figure 4.6. One can clearly see that the surface spectral
signatures are much weaker than those of the bulk spectra. To obtain a reference IR-spectra
for comparison with molecule absorption on mid-IR plasmonic gratings consisting of InAsSb
ribbons on GaSb we take the average value of molecule adsorption spectra on InAsSb surfaces
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(colored dashed line) and on GaSb surfaces (colored solid line) as being representative for
the molecule absorption on these III-V surfaces (black solid line).

In Figure 4.6(a) the spectra of the FDPA treated surfaces is compared with its bulk spectra.
It can be seen that the IR-peaks appear much sharper in the bulk spectra than in the surface
spectra. Additionally, it can be seen that a spectral signature at 938 cm−1, clearly visible in
the bulk spectra, is not pronounced in the surface spectra. On the contrary, we can see that
around 1043 cm−1 a broad absorption signature appears in the surface spectra. In a detailed
study about phosphonic acid adsorption on GaAs [93], the authors investigate the role of
the water content in the solvent for phosphonic acid adsorption on this III-V surface. They
found that an anhydrous solution favors the formation of a low-density monolayer. They
assigned the bands between 920-950 cm−1 to P-OH vibration modes and the peaks in between
970-1125 cm−1 to P-O stretching modes in hydrogenophosphonate or phosphonate ions.
Following their line of argumentation, we suggest that the surface spectra shown in Figure
4.6(a) can be interpreted as a Langmuir-type adsorption where molecules are associated
through hydrogen bonding (see non-vanishing P-OH vibration) and ionocovelent bonding
(IR-absorption in between 970-1125 cm−1). The carbon-fluorine vibrations in between
1200-1250 cm−1, representative for the FDPA molecule [103], allow a clear distinction from
the surfaces modified by EGPA shown in Figure 4.6(b). The EGPA spectrum is dominated
by a strong peak around 1107 cm−1 assigned to C-O-C stretching vibrations [100]. As for
the FDPA surface spectra, we can observe a weakening of the P-OH peak and an absorption
feature in the spectral region attributed to hydrogenophosphonate or phosphante ion vibration
modes. The differences between surface and bulk spectra are less marked for EGPA than for
FDPA. While the FDPA bulk spectrum has sharp vibration features, the EGPA bulk spectrum
is broadened. We explain this by the state-of-matter at room temperature: FDPA is a powder
and EGPA is a viscous liquid at room temperature. From the comparison of bulk and surface
spectra, we can observe that (1) the functional groups (C-O-C, respectively C−F2) allow a
clear distinction of the differently treated surfaces, (2) vibration features appear broadened
on the surface and (3) vibration modes in the P-OH range appear weakened, while absorption
in the hydrogenophosphonate or phosphonate ion range is pronounced for the surface spectra.
The absence of water in the solvent during the adsorption process and the sonication step
after baking of the samples at 120° C indicate a low-density phosphonate monolayer.

4.6 Mid-IR plasmonic sensing of phosphonate adsorption

To demonstrate plasmonic enhanced sensing of phosphonate adsorption on III-V surfaces,
we used a grating of InAsSb ribbons on a GaSb substrate. Figure 4.7(a) illustrates the
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Figure 4.6 (a) The spectra of the FDPA treated surface (top) is compared with its bulk powder
spectra (bottom). (b) The spectra of the EGPA treated surface (top) is compared with its bulk
liquid spectra (bottom). In the inset, a representation of the molecule is shown. The vertical
dashed lines indicate spectral positions of interest. The colored dashed lines are the spectra
for either the InAsSb or the GaSb surface. The black solid line is the average value of the
spectra obtained on InAsSb and GaSb surfaces.
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fabrication process of the plasmonic grating. It can be seen that the layer structure before
nanostructuration by photolithography and etching is comparable with the previously studied
flat-layer structures. To guarantee surface activation, but minimize surface oxidation, we
choose the parameters of process II due to its milder plasma treatment for this experiment.

Figure 4.7 (a) A sketch of the grating fabrication process. (b) On top, the reference spectra
of FDPA and EGPA on mirror surfaces are shown. On the bottom, the ratio before/after
treatment is shown for the dummy treated grating (solid red curve), the FDPA treated grating
(green curve) and the EGPA treated grating (blue curve). (c) The reflectance of the grating
before (black solid lines) and after the dummy treatment (red solid line) is shown for light
polarized parallel and perpendicular to the ribbons. In the inset, a scanning electron image
of the surface before treatment is shown. (d) The reflectance of the grating before (black
solid lines), after FDPA treatment (green solid line) and a representation of the molecule are
shown. (e) The reflectance of the grating before (black solid lines) and after EGPA treatment
(blue solid line).

In Figure 4.7(b) the IR-spectra obtained on flat mirror-like surface (top spectra) are
compared with the spectra of mid-IR plasmonic gratings modified by phosphonic acid adsorp-
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tion (bottom spectra). The modulation of the grating reflectance upon surface modification
is shown in Figure 4.7(c-e). Scanning electron images are added in the inset to illustrate
successful grating fabrication. In Figure 4.7(c) the modification of the grating which received
the dummy treatment (O2-plasma, immersion in ethanol and sonication in organic solvents) is
shown. The reflectance measurements were obtained in the FTIR-microscope configuration
with an imaging area of 100x100 µm2 and quasi-normal incident light. Only for incident
light polarized perpendicularly to the grating a plasmonic reflectance peak is observable.
This allows to attribute the strong reflectance peak to a localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR) mode centered at 10 µm. The dummy treatment modifies the plasmonic resonance.
Compared with the reflectance before the treatment (black solid line), the reflectance after
the treatment (red solid line) is red-shifted and a decrease of the reflectance is observable.
This shift is probably due to an increase of the thin surface oxide layer, i.e. an increase
of material with optical index different from air. In Figure 4.7(d) the reflectance of the
grating modified with the FDPA molecule is shown after modification (solid green line) and
before modification (solid black line). Figure 4.7(e) demonstrates that the reflectance of
the grating modified with the EGPA molecule (solid blue line) changes compared to the
reflectance before modification (solid black line). Figure 4.7(b), which summarizes the
reflectance measurement results, allows to discuss the plasmonic peak shape modification by
phosphonate adsorption. On top, the FDPA (green line) and the EGPA (blue line) spectra on
a flat mirror-like surface are shown. On the bottom, the relative variation of reflectance ∆R/R
obtained for light polarized perpendicular to the grating before and after modification reveals
differences depending on the treatment of the grating. The strongest shape modification
is observed for the FDPA treated grating. In the spectral range from 1000-1100 cm−1 a
difference of 3% in terms of ∆R/R is found compared to the grating which has received the
dummy treatment. This variation of 3% has to be compared with the value of 0.3% obtained
by the ratio of FDPA and dummy treated mirror surfaces (spectra on top). We report therefore
a ten-fold signal enhancement. For molecular absorption lines outside of the spectral region
of plasmonic resonance, no enhancement effect is found (see carbon-fluorine vibrations in
between 1200-1250 cm−1). The modification of the grating by EGPA is less pronounced than
the modification by the FDPA treatment. The main difference of ∆R/R in between the EGPA
and the dummy treatment is the shape modification. While the dummy treatment leads to a
dip, the EGPA treatment reveals a zigzag-shape. The physical principle underlying this shape
variation will be discussed in the following, but we want to finish this description part by
underlining that the phosphonate adsorption on the mid-IR plasmonic gratings lead to ∆R/R
signal variation in the percent range, while phosphonate adsorption on flat mirror-like surface
lead to ∆R/R signal variation in the per mille range. The described signal enhancement is due
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to a plasmonic effect and is strongest around the localized surface plasmon resonance, here
from 900-1100 cm−1. The principle of surface-plasmon resonance (SPR) sensors is to excite
a plasmonic resonance with incident light and to detect a shift of a plasmonic resonance peak
upon modifying the optical environment of the resonator by bringing minute quantities of
analyte to its surface [104]. The SPR-sensing principle does not require a spectral overlap of
plasmonic resonance mode and analyte vibration mode, but when these two modes indeed
overlap, then the plasmonic mode leads to surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA)
of the molecules IR-mode [12]. This interaction of radiative plasmonic modes and absor-
bing molecule vibration modes can be described using a weak-coupling model [105, 106].
Gallinet et. al. [107] propose a theoretical model to describe the asymmetric modulation of
the plasmonic resonance due to an overlap of plasmonic resonance and molecule absorption.
The dummy treatment leads most likely to a plasma induced oxide around the plasmonic
resonator and this red-shifts the main plasmonic peak. The observable SPR-shift, i.e. the
∆R/R dip, allows therefore to measure minute quantities of surface oxide. The phosphonate
IR-vibration lines which spectrally overlap with the grating’s LSPR mode lead to a ∆R/R
zigzag-shape of the resonance peak, thus a signal originating from SPR and SEIRA effects.
The coupling of molecular absorption peaks as broad as the plasmonic resonance width
which was investigated in this study has to be compared with spectrally sharp molecular
absorption peaks coupled to spectrally broad plasmonic resonances. Such experiments were
obtained with the same material system [23, 62, 108] where a clear separation of SPR and
SEIRA was demonstrated. These previous works were focusing on physical deposition of
molecules, e.g. by spin coating or drop casting. This work and the focus on a wet-chemical
process to bring molecules to the grating surface demonstrates that highly Si doped InAsSb
can be used as plasmonic enhanced sensor platform to (1) study phosphonates adsorption in
a first step and to (2) study advanced semiconductor-organic surface reactions, e.g. relevant
for pharmaceutical controlling or biomedical science in a next step.

4.7 Conclusion

In this work, we could show phosphonic acids adsorption on oxygen plasma activated GaSb
and InAsSb surfaces. The adsorbed molecules are stable upon baking at 120°C, ultrasonic
cleaning with organic solvents and storage for several weeks at ambient conditions. The
oxygen plasma activation leads to an increase of III-V surface oxides beyond their native
oxide thickness as could be shown by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. We tested the
influence of plasma treatment and immersion time (6 h or 48 h) in phosphonic acid solution,
but could not find significant differences in terms of IR-signature of the adsorbed molecules.
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Two phosphonic acids with different terminal groups, either ethylene glycol or fluorinated
carbon-terminated groups were used in this study and we show that their adsorption allows
to modify the hydrophobicity of the surfaces and to protect the surfaces by an anti-fouling
cover layer. Infrared spectroscopy on IR-mirror structures fabricated by highly doped
III-V semiconductor material indicates partial deprotonation (hydrogenophosphonate or
phosphonate ions vibration modes) of the adsorbed phosphonic acid and thus phosphonate
bonding to the surfaces. Adsorption of phosphonates on an all-semiconductor mid-IR
plasmonic grating structure is detected by a shift and by a shape modulation of the plasmonic
resonance peak. Compared with molecule adsorption on flat mirror-like layers, a ten-fold
signal enhancement is found. These results show that stable functionalization of InAsSb and
GaSb surfaces by phosphonates is possible. All-semiconductor enhanced plasmonic sensing
in the mid-IR was demonstrated.



Chapter 5

All-semiconductor mid-IR plasmonics
for microfluidic spectroscopy

Abstract
In this chapter, the combination of III-V semiconductor-based mid-IR plasmonics and microfluidic
technology is presented. The small volume control by microfluidics has shown great potential to create
point-of-care (POC) medical diagnostic systems to address global health challenges. It is crucial to
add surface-enhanced label-free optical spectroscopy to microfluidics to gain inside into chemical
processes relevant to improve diagnostic systems. Obstacles to overcome in infrared microfluidics are
to find suitable IR-transparent materials and to deal with the IR-absorption modes of typical solvents.
Two experimental configurations to address these challenges are presented. First, the Ge-crystal based
topside configuration which allows plasmonic enhanced sensing of liquids by filling or evacuating a
femtolitre cavity by a microfluidic system. The plasmonic resonances excited in this configuration
are the surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) of the highly Si-doped III-V semiconductor. Second, the
so-called backside configuration which is best suited for plasmonic enhanced measurements under
flow conditions. Infrared light, transmitted through an IR-transparent III-V substrate and incident
onto a nanostructured plasmonic grating, excites localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) modes.
The light, which is partly back-reflected at the grating interface, is another time transmitted through
the substrate and finally collected by a detector. Molecular sensing in the flow regime is possible by
bringing the analyte molecules to the near-field zone of the resonators by a microfluidic circuit on the
resonators topside.
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5.1 Motivation

Microfluidics has matured as a technology to the extent that most aspects of microfluidic
fabrication and the physics of microflow dynamics have become textbook knowledge over
the last decades [109, 110]. The merging of microfluidics and optics, leading to optofluidic
devices, is of fundamental interest to study novel optical phases in the microflow regime [111].
In terms of applications, microfluidic technology is particularly important for developing
diagnostic technologies to address global public health challenges [112]. In the context of
lab-on-the-chip devices, microfluidics enables to down-size existing diagnostic tools for point-
of-care (POC) applications. From the manifold of available diagnostic techniques, label-free
molecular spectroscopy is extremely valuable to distinguish and quantify analyte molecules.
As explained in chapter 1, two slightly different, but complementary, label-free spectroscopy
techniques, namely Raman spectroscopy and infrared absorption spectroscopy exist. In terms
of technological progress concerning the combination of these spectroscopic techniques
with microfluidics, Raman spectroscopy has taken the lead in the last years. One advantage
of integrating Raman spectroscopy with microfluidics is that this technique works in the
visible light range. Not only are visible light transparent material for microfluidic fabrication
widely accessible, but spectroscopy in the visible range benefits as well from advanced
light source and light detector technology. The lower scattering cross-section of the Raman
process, compared to typical infrared absorption cross-section can be partly compensated by
surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). An elegant way to obtain SERS-signal for low
concentration trace analysis consist in mixing analyte molecule and plasmonic particles in a
microdroplet sensor [113, 114]. A step in the direction of a completely integrated Raman-on-
chip device was the integration of fiber optics on a chip [115]. To realize a complete Raman
spectroscopy system on a photonic chip, the approach of exploiting silicon photonic circuits
seems particularly promising as highly advanced silicon manufacturing techniques might
allow relatively cheap mass-production [116].

Despite the technological lead of Raman spectroscopy on a chip, it is nevertheless a very
good idea to develop as well the complementary infrared spectroscopy technique on a chip.
The main reasons are that the laser light in the Raman process can possibly damage the
analyte and that in principle a higher sensitivity is expected for the infrared absorption process
compared to the Raman process as explained in chapter 1. In a recent review dedicated
to the combination of microfluidics and infrared spectroscopy, the authors summarize the
state-of-the art of this field [117]. They write that Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR) competes with Raman spectroscopy on the spectroscopy market, mainly due to the
better selectivity and quantitativeness. When it comes to IR-spectroscopic imaging, the
technique performs worse in terms of spatial resolution than Raman spectroscopic imaging,
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but it performs better in terms of sensitivity. According to the authors, the main challenge for
infrared microfluidics is to find suitable IR-transparent materials for the microfluidic circuits.
For example, the polymer poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) which is a popular material for
microfluidic fabrication, is not IR-compatible as it is not IR-transparent. Using the attenuated
total reflection (ATR) technique allows to circumvent the problem of transmission through not
IR-transparent polymers [118]. Another advantage of the ATR-technique is the high-surface
sensitivity and the avoidance of signal saturation originating from solvent IR-absorption
bands [119]. The possibility to further improve the sensitivity of infrared microfluidic
spectroscopy was demonstrated by combining plasmonic based surface-enhanced infrared
absorption (SEIRA) spectroscopy with a microfluidic sensor [120]. This pioneering SEIRA
on the chip work was exploiting gold plasmonic resonators on an infrared transparent CaF2-
substrate. Most SEIRA systems are based on gold as discussed in a dedicated review about
this subject [12]. A major disadvantage of gold as plasmonic material is its incompatibility
with silicon photonic technology. Contrarily, III-V semiconductors have the advantage of
being compatible with silicon photonic technology and they are widely used for mid-IR
optoelectronic devices such as infrared light sources and infrared detectors [15]. By high
doping levels in the 1019 cm−3 range, III-V semiconductor, in particular InAs and InAsSb, are
ideal mid-IR plasmonic materials [7]. It was shown that highly Si-doped InAsSb outperforms
gold in the mid-IR range in terms of larger density of hot-spots and thus better signal to noise
ratio for plasmonic applications [23]. A theoretical study showed that in the infrared range
the better performance of degenerate semiconductors versus conventional metals in terms of
hot-spot density is a general trend [121]. Not only highly Si-doped III-V semiconductor, but
as well highly Ga-doped ZnO allow the fabrication of plasmonic sensors which can compete
with state-of-the art sensors based on gold [122]. Finally, it is a question of choosing the
right degenerate semiconductor material for the right spectral range. InAs and InAsSb are
particularly suited to provide plasmonic resonances in the molecular fingerprint region from
5 µm to 15 µm [108].

In this work, the successful combination of InAs and InAsSb based plasmonic resonators
and microfluidic technology will be presented. Two different experimental configurations,
namely the Ge-crystal based topside configuration configuration and then the so-called
backside configuration, will be discussed in detail. The results show that III-V semiconductor
mid-IR plasmonics and microfluidics are compatible. Considering the adaptability of III-V
semiconductors for mid-IR optoelectronics, this work is an important contribution for the
development of infrared spectroscopy on a chip.
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5.2 Design and fabrication

The main challenges of infrared microfluidic sensors are IR-absorption modes of the analytes
solvent and the necessity to circumvent IR-nontransparency of standard microfluidic materials
such as poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS). In Figure 5.1(a) the potentially easiest combination
of a III-V semiconductor-based mid-IR plasmonic grating and a microfluidic system is
sketched. On the bottom of the image, a III-V substrate (grey) can be seen. A not to scale
nanostructured grating is illustrated by the stripe pattern on the substrates top side (yellow).
As a PDMS based microfluidic system would not bond to the III-V semiconductor, it is
necessary to evaporate an intermediate bonding layer to the III-V substrate. By shading
the grating during such an evaporation process, it is possible to deposit a few hundred of
nanometer thin SiNx layer to the substrate outside of the grating region (sketched in green).
The microfluidic circuit, defined by standard soft lithography, can be made bond to the SiNx
layer by oxygen plasma activation. Then, a liquid (sketched in blue) can be brought to the
liquid cavity on top of the gratings via an inlet and outlet on the topside of the PDMS layer.
An idea would be to try IR-spectroscopy via the topside of the system. A focusing lens with
incident angle of Θin = 10 sketches this approach. Unfortunately, this design would not allow
to perform plasmonic enhanced IR-spectroscopy in the flow regime, because the PDMS layer
is not IR-transparent. A solution to this problem is sketched in Figure 5.1(b). A drilled hole
into the PDMS toplayer allows to bring an infrared transparent Germanium crystal (sketched
in orange) in close proximity to the grating. The crystals bottom side and the grating form a
cavity which can be filled and emptied via the PDMS based microfluidic system. In Figure
5.1(b), no ceiling between waveguide and the drilled hole in the PDMS layer is shown and
this illustrates that it is an open system which does not allow flow measurements. In Figure
5.1(c), the potentially most suited configuration for an III-V semiconductor based infrared
microfluidic sensor is shown. It is basically the same system as already described in Figure
5.1(a), but here the infrared light is transmitted through the bottom III-V substrate, partly
back reflected at the grating interface, another time transmitted through the III-V substrate
and then collected at the backside.

After discussing three different configurations for III-V semiconductor based microfluidic
sensors, the decision was made to experimentally realize the Ge-crystal topside configuration
sketched in Figure 5.1(b) and the backside configuration sketched in Figure 5.1(c). Both
configurations have advantages and disadvantages. The Ge-crystal topside configuration
is interesting for well-defined liquid volume control and surface plasmon polariton (SPP)
excitation, but it has the disadvantage of not allowing flow-regime measurements. The
backside configuration, on the other hand, allows flow-regime measurements and localized-
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) excitation, but the transmission of IR-light through the
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Figure 5.1 Potential configurations to perform III-V semiconductor-based microfluidic IR-
spectroscopy. (a) Not working configuration based on a PDMS microfluidic circuit bond via
SiNx intermediate layer to a III-V substrate (topside configuration). The limiting factor is the
non IR-transparency through the PDMS layer. (b) A hole punched in the PDMS layer allows
IR-spectroscopy via a Germanium crystal (topside configuration). Femtolitre measurements,
but no flow-regime measurement are possible. (c) Alternatively, IR-microfluidic spectroscopy
in the flow-regime can be performed for light transmitted through an IR transparent III-V
surface (backside configuration).

III-V substrate is expected to lead to reduced signals due to absorption losses. From the
sketch of the proposed designs in Figure 5.1, it is obvious that in terms of microfluidics,
the only difference between the topside and the backside configuration is a hole punched
into the PDMS layer, as the Ge-crystal system is external to the circuit. In the fabrication
process, an additional step, the process of punching a hole after successful PDMS molding,
was therefore added to realize the topside configuration. A standard soft-lithography process
for a PDMS based circuit was applied. A photolithography mask for the circuit was designed
by a CAD-software. Then a SU-8 master was produced on a Silicon wafer. PDMS molding,
subsequent baking and detachment provided a microfluidic circuit of 80 µm height embedded
in a 1 mm thick PDMS layer. Small holes for inlet and outlet tubes were punched into the
circuit and for the topside configuration, an additional hole with 6 mm diameter was punched.
A preliminary test revealed that plasma activation was not leading to a stable connection of
PDMS and III-V substrate. For this reason, it was necessary to evaporate a SiNx layer onto
the III-V substrate to improve the bonding to PDMS.

In Figure 5.2, the combination of III-V plasmonic resonators and PDMS-based microf-
luidics via a SiNx layer is shown . The process flow sketched in Figure 5.2(a) illustrates
that a shadowed zone during the SiNx evaporation step prevented SiNx deposition onto the
grating structure. The detailed steps of the SiNx process consist in preparing the grating by
rinsing in organic solvents (acetone and ethanol) and blowing dry with inert N2-gas. Then,
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Figure 5.2 (a) A sketch to illustrate the shadowmask process used to evaporate a 200 nm
thick SiNx intermediate layer onto the III-V substrate where the grating zone was protected
from SiNx deposition. Subsequent oxygen plasma activation allowed to bind the PDMS
based microfluidic circuit onto the III-V substrate with SiNx layer. (b) Picture of successful
combination of III-V mid-IR plasmonic grating and PDMS based microfluidic system. The
1-cent euro coin illustrates the size of the system.
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the 5 · 5 mm2 grating area in the center of the 15 · 15 mm2 sample was covered partly by a
4 · 4 mm2 piece cleaved from a Germanium wafer, subsequently called the shadow-mask.
The sample with partly covered grating was then placed in a plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) reactor and 200 nm of SiNx was deposited. Afterwards the
shadow-mask was removed. To bind the PDMS based microfluidic circuit to the SiNx on
top of the III-V surface, a 1 minute long oxygen plasma was used to clean and activate the
SiNx and the PDMS, before they were sandwiched together. Finally, the connected device
was placed for 5 min on a 110°C warm hotplate to increase the bonds between the SiNx and
the PDMS. The final circuit with inlet and outlet tubes is shown in Figure 5.2(b). On the top
right of the image the backside configuration, sketched in Figure 5.1(c), can be seen from
above. For the sake of comparison, a 1-cent euro coin and a mid-IR plasmonic grating on
an III-V substrate without microfluidic circuit are shown in the image. For the waveguide
configuration, a hole of 6 mm above the grating allowed to bring a Germanium crystal to the
grating surface (not shown).

In terms of choosing the appropriate III-V substrate, the main difference between the
topside and the backside configuration is that the waveguide configuration is not requiring an
IR-transparent substrate. Two different plasmonic fabrication processes will be presented in
the following. First, the fabrication of III-V plasmonic resonator for the topside configuration
and second the III-V plasmonic resonator for the backside configuration. The substrate
chosen for the waveguide configuration was an IR-nontransparent residual doped GaSb wafer.
The process described in the following is identical to the process described in chapter 3. By
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), the GaSb wafer is thermally deoxidized, overgrown by a
300 nm thick GaSb buffer layer and then finalized by growing a 100 nm thick highly Silicon
doped InAs0.9Sb0.1 layer. This degenerate semiconductor layer is our plasmonic material and
was characterized after successful MBE-growth by infrared reflection spectroscopy in the
Brewster-mode configuration [6]. Optical lithography and selective wet chemical etching
was used to fabricate a nano-pattern from this plasmonic material [74].

Figure 5.3 shows the results of III-V plasmonic grating fabrication for subsequent Ge-
crystal topside experiments. In Figure 5.3(a) the reflection of p-polarized IR-light with
an incident angle of 60° can be seen for the MBE grown Si-doped InAsSb layer on top
of the GaSb-wafer before nano-structuration. The strongest feature in the reflectance over
wavelength plot is the Brewster-dip in reflection at 7.3 µm. The measured reflectance
was compared with a simulation of the layer structure by the transfer-matrix method [61].
Recently reported mid-IR n,k-data was used to describe the GaSb-substrate [16]. The optical
properties of the 100 nm thick InAsSb layer were simulated by the Drude-model [9]. A
good simulation of the measured reflectance was obtained by the following three parameter
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Figure 5.3 (a) Brewster mode measurement, i.e. reflectance measurement, and comparison
with transfer-matrix method simulation to determine the plasmonic resonance around 7.3 µm
for a 100 nm thick InAsSb:Si layer grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a GaSb wafer. (b)
The scanning electron image illustrates the successful grating fabrication from this material.

for the InAsSb layer : ε∞ = 10.4 , ωp = 0.83 · 1015 rad/s and γp = 1.8 · 1013 rad/s . The
successful nanofabrication process can be seen in Figure 5.3(b). The shown scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image allows to distinguish the brighter InAsSb-ribbons from the dark
background (GaSb substrate). The ribbon width was determined to be 800 ± 20 nm and the
grating period was 2000 ± 20 nm. We conclude that it was possible to successfully fabricate
a mid-IR plasmonic nanograting by patterning MBE grown III-V semiconductor.

As residual doped GaSb cannot be used in the backside configuration due to the lack of IR-
transparency, an IR-transparent InAs substrate was chosen as starting material. In principle,
the fabrication process is despite small variations very similar to the already described
process. Within the MBE-growth chamber, a non-intentionally doped InAs-substrate was
thermally deoxidized, a 300 nm InAs buffer layer was overgrown and finally the growth of
a 100 nm highly Si-doped InAs layer terminated the MBE process. Standard photomask
lithography and chemical etching was used for the nanograting fabrication. As the substrate
layer, InAs, and the plasmonic layer, Si-doped InAs, are the same material, no chemical
selectivity could be exploited during the etching process. The etching deepness depends
therefore on the reaction time. Etching time calibration curves guided the choice of etching
time to target a deepness in the range from 100 nm to 200 nm, thus free-standing resonators
made of the highly doped material. To improve the transmittance of the InAs-substrate it was
possible to polish the non-nanostructured InAs backside. Transmittance measurements of
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InAs-substrates in dependents of the substrate thickness were performed to obtain an idea of
transmission loss mechanisms.

Figure 5.4 (a) Brewster mode measurement, i.e. reflectance measurement, and comparison
with transfer-matrix method simulation to determine the plasmonic resonances around 5.7 µm
and 6.7 µm for a 100 nm thick InAs:Si layer grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a InAs
wafer. (b) The transmission spectra of a double-side polished InAs wafer before subsequent
MBE growth in dependence of the substrate thickness illustrates transmission losses due
to residual doping and phonon modes in the spectral range from 15 µm to 25 µm. (c) The
atomic force measurement demonstrates that a grating of 160 nm deepness in between the
ribbons was fabricated from the InAs:Si / InAs substrate. (d) The scanning electron image
confirms the successful grating fabrication.

In Figure 5.4, the experimental results illustrating the successful nanofabrication of
plasmonic gratings based on an IR-transparent InAs substrate are summarized. The Brewster
angle measurements after completed MBE-growth are shown in Figure 5.4(a). Two dips
in reflectance, i.e. two Brewster mode features (one at 5.7 µm and one at 6.7 µm) are
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observable. The appearance of two modes is explained by a doping gradient with higher
Si-incorporation at the InAs:Si –wafer interface than at the InAs:Si-air interface. By the
transfer-matrix method, the reflectance of the layer structure was simulated. Tabulated
n,k-values for the InAs substrate and the Drude model for the InAs:Si layer were chosen.
A good agreement between experimental result and simulation result was obtained by
dividing the 100 nm InAs:Si layer into two parts. First, a 50 nm higher doped layer of
ε∞ = 12.3 , ωp = 1.15 · 1015 rad/s , γp = 2.8 · 1013 rad/s and than a second 50 nm thick
layer with lower doping level described by ε∞ = 12.3 , ωp = 0.98 · 1015 rad/s and γp =

2.5 · 1013 rad/s. For the sake of comparison an un-doped, i.e. only low residual doping,
InAs substrate was characterized by IR-transmission measurements in dependence of the
substrate thickness, which could be reduced by mechanical polishing. The results of these
measurements are shown in Figure 5.4(b). Independent of thickness, the double-side polished
wafers have a transmission window from 5 µm to 10 µm. From 10 µm to 20 µm, the low
concentration of residual free charge carriers causes a decrease in transmitted light. InAs
multi-phonon absorption modes can be seen in the spectra around 25 µm. The losses due to
phonons and residual charge carriers increase with increasing substrate thickness. It can be
concluded that in the range from 5 µm to 20 µm the IR-light transmission is sufficient for a
backside-configuration experiment. As there is no chemical selectivity between highly-doped
InAs layer and non-doped InAs substrate, it was necessary to measure the height of the
nanogratings fabricated by photolithography and wet-chemical etching. An atomic force
microscopy (AFM) measurement was conducted for this purpose and the result is shown in
Figure 5.4(c). A ribbon height of 160 ± 20 nm and a grating periodicity of 1800 ± 20 nm was
determined. A SEM image, shown in Figure 5.4(d), allows to confirm the grating periodicity
and to determine a grating width of 750 ± 20 nm. We conclude that it was possible to
fabricate a mid-IR plasmonic nanostructure on IR-transparent III-V substrate. Finally, it can
be mentioned that the MBE-growth can be further optimized to reduce the surface roughness
and to obtain a more homogeneous doping distribution in the highly-Si doped InAs layer.

5.3 Mid-IR femtolitre sensing in topside configuration

After successful combination of III-V based plasmonic resonators and PDMS based microf-
luidics, the next step is to address the systems adaptability for sensing applications. In a
first step the waveguide system was placed onto the sample stage of a Bruker’s Hyperion
3000 microscope. Then the Germanium crystal based waveguide system from Bruker, which
was already introduced in chapter 3, was brought into contact with the gratings surface via
the hole of 6 mm diameter punched into the PDMS before bonding to the III-V substrate.
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Incident IR-light is in-coupled into the Ge-crystal at incident angles from 14° to 24° such that
when the crystal is pending in air, all light is totally reflected at the Ge-air bottom interface
(as the critical angle for this interface is 14° as described already in chapter 3). By using the
signal obtained from the Ge-waveguide pending in air to normalize the reflectance obtained
when the Ge-crystal was brought into contact with the grating, a clear decrease in reflectance
was observable. This is easily explainable by the evanescent field decay length, which is
much longer than the grating thickness of 100 nm such that light transmission into the III-V
substrate is possible. Using the systems focal plane array (FPA) in combination with the
waveguide crystal, an image for a sensing area of 32x32 µm2 could be obtained by defining
boundaries for reflectance signal integration.

Figure 5.5 Focal plane array image of 32x32 µm2 size, obtained by integrating the reflectance
from 2400 cm−1 to 3800 cm−1, for the Hyperion 3000 Germanium crystal in contact with
the InAsSb:Si / GaSb based grating. The color gradient, representing difference in integrated
signal, indicate a tilt angle between the two surfaces in contact.

In Figure 5.5, such an image for reflectance signal integrated from 2400 cm−1 to
3800 cm−1 is shown. As different intensity is represented by a different color, a clear
gradient of intensity can be observed from the top-left side of the image to the bottom-left
side of the image. In good agreement with previous results this gradient can be explained by
a small tilt angle between waveguide surface and grating surface which led to an air-wedge
[59]. In Figure 5.6, the dispersion of the plasmonic material InAsSb:Si and the dispersion
of ethanol is shown. The n,k-data for the plasmonic material was simulated by the Drude
model and tabulated n,k-data is shown for ethanol [123]. There is only a small dispersion of
Germanium and of GaSb in the range from 5 µm to 15 µm, such that they can be sufficiently
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approximated by a refractive index value of nGe = 4 for Germanium and nGaSb = 3.77 for
GaSb. While there are the nearly dispersion less high refractive index material GaSb and Ge
on one side and the low refractive material air nair = 1 and ethanol netoh ≈ 1.3 on the other
side, the highly Si-doped InAsSb is particular. As can be seen in Figure 5.6 the refractive
index drastically decreases from nInAsSb:Si = 2 at 3 µm to nInAsSb:Si = 0.2 at 8 µm. The
k-values show the exact opposite trend of being close to zero from 3 µm to 6 µm and then to
increase strongly for higher wavelength. It is in the small zone around the plasma frequency
ωp that low-loss surface plasmon polaritons can be excited. We conclude that a small tilting
angle and the grating structure creates a cavity between III-V substrate and Germanium
crystal. This submicron cavity layer is composed of structured mid-IR plasmonic material
and air. By the microfluidic system, the air in the cavity can be replaced by a solvent with
different optical properties such as ethanol. Therefore, the influence of the solvent on the
plasmonic response can be investigated under controlled conditions.

Figure 5.6 Refractive index (n,k) data for ethanol and for the highly Si-doped InAsSb layer.

Instead of the focal plane array detector with its 4096 pixel, the sensing experiment was
performed with the microscopes single-element MCT detector to increase the sensitivity. The
focal plane is at the bottom side of the crystal and by an aperture in the beam path a sensing
area of 32 · 32 µm2 can be chosen. Assuming a perfect alignment of the gratings topside and
the waveguides bottom side, the distance between crystal and substrate equals the grating
height of 100 nm. This volume of 0.1 · 32 · 32 µm3 is the theoretical sensor cavity. The
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FPA-image shown in Figure 5.5 clearly indicates a gradient in reflectance, therefore a tilt
angle and a non-perfect alignment of Germanium and grating. This tilt was not implemented
in a finite-difference time domain (FDTD) model, but an analogous structure was modeled.
When the Ge-crystal is in contact on one side of the surface and partly pending in air above
the structure on the opposite side, then the average distance between the grating and the
waveguide is in between zero and the maximal distance. Having simulated different values
for this distance, a good agreement was found for an average height of 25 nm. The volume
of the sensing zone is therefore 0.125 · 32 · 32 µm3 = 128 f L. Considering that parts of this
volume are filled by the InAsSb:Si gratings, i.e. (8/20) · 0.1 · 32 · 32 µm3 = 41 f L, the final
volume of air or of liquids filled into the cavity is 87 fL.

In Figure 5.7(a) the reflectance response of the empty and the ethanol filled femtolitre
sensor is shown. In both spectra, the absorbance signature of atmospheric CO2-gas around
2350 cm−1, indicating a not perfect purging of the microscope by N2-gas, was detected.
Concerning the empty and ethanol filled cavity, it can be clearly seen that the reflectance
is reduced upon liquid filling and two marked dips are observable around 2800 cm−1. We
attribute this signatures to the CH-stretching modes of ethanol. In both cases, without and
with ethanol, there is a general trend of decreasing reflectance on decreasing wavenumber, i.e.
on increasing wavelength. This trend is interrupted around the plasma wavelength of 7.3 µm
where a marked peak can be seen in the reflectance spectra. The experimental findings can
be compared with the FDTD-simulations shown in Figure 5.7(b). In the model, an angle
of 24° and the same polarization as in in the experiment were chosen. A good agreement
between experimental reflectance and simulated reflectance was obtained. Additional to the
reflectance, the FDTD-model allowed to calculate the transmission into the III-V substrate
and the absorption in the grating layer. The simulated transmission demonstrates that the
peak in the reflectance spectra, around the plasma wavelength of 7.3 µm, corresponds to a
dip in the transmission spectra. The two marked ethanol signatures around 2800 cm−1 are
much clearer visible in the simulated transmission spectra than in the simulated reflectance
spectra, where they appear less sharp than in the measured reflectance spectra. We explain
this loss in sharpness as an simulation artefact because the n,k-data for ethanol, imported into
the software, was fitted in the importation process by a polynomial of potentially insufficient
degree to model the experimental peak sharpness. The theoretical absorption A of light
in the cavity can be easily calculated by the FDTD-model by subtracting the calculated
reflected light R and the calculated transmitted T light from unity (A=1-R-T). By comparing
the calculated absorption with the experimental values for ethanol absorption (database
reference), we find that the ethanol absorption signatures around 2800 cm−1 are identical in
shape in intensity, but the absorption lines close to the plasma wavelength are different.
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Figure 5.7 (a) Reflectance measurement for empty and ethanol filled femtolitre cavity me-
asured in the waveguide configuration. (b) Simulation results in good agreement with
the measured reflectance. Additionally, simulated transmission and absorbance to allow a
comparison with a reference ethanol absorbance spectra (re-scaled).
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Figure 5.8 Near-field simulation for incident light at a wavelength (a) of 4 µm, (b) of 6 µm,
(c) of 8 µm and of (d) of 10 µm.
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A weak coupling for spectrally overlapping plasmonic resonances and molecular resonan-
ces is expected. Therefore, the near-field images for the cavity are shown in Figure 5.8(a-d).
The images were obtained by modeling an empty cavity. At 4 µm and at 6 µm, Figure
5.8(a,b), i.e. below the plasma wavelength, a minor, five-fold, electric field enhancement is
observable within the 25 nm gap between the Ge-crystal and the topside of the gratings. At
8 µm, i.e. around the plasma wavelength, Figure 5.8(c), there is a strong, 14 fold, electric
field enhancement at the top corner of the gratings resonator. Additionally, there is electrical
field enhancement within the grating resonator. At 10 µm, i.e. above the plasma wavelength,
Figure 5.8(d), a hotspot of 14 fold electric field enhancement can be seen. In contrary to the
excitement around 8 µm there is nearly no field-enhancement within the grating.

The wavelength dependent near-field profiles can be interpreted in terms of the refractive
index of the highly Si-doped InAsSb layer shown in Figure 5.6. At 4 µm and 6 µm, the
plasmonic losses are still small as kInAsSb:Si ≈ 0 and nGe > nInAsSb:Si ≈ nair = 1. Therefore,
for the incident anlge between 14° and 24°, an evanescent wave emerges at the Ge-crystals
bottom surface and leads to relative homogeneous light trapping and moderate electric
field enhancement. At 8 µm, nGe > nair > nInAsSb:Si ≈ 0.2 and moderate plasmonic losses
kInAsSb:Si ≈ 1 lead to the excitement of a surface-plasmon polariton (SPP) mode at the air
InAs:Si interface. At 10 µm, the increasing plasmonic losses kInAsSb:Si ≈ 2 repel electric
fields out of the HDSC resonator and high-field enhancement can be archieved within the
gap of waveguide and the topside of the grating. Finally, we note that at 6 µm a rather
homogeneous electric field distribution can be observed. In the plasmonic spectral range, e.g.
at 8 µm, this homogeneity is disrupted and electric field localization at the resonators surfaces
is observable. It is this electric field localization, i.e. local field enhancement, which leads
to modifying the molecules absorption signature in the plasmonic range. The conclusion is
that the Ge-crystal topside configuration allows to measure femtolitre amounts of liquids.
To fully exploit the plasmonic enhancement in this configuration it would be necessary to
bring the analyte to the surface of the resonator, e.g. by surface functionalization strategies
presented in chapter 4. A major disadvantage of the presented configuration, despite the
possibility to fill and evacuate the femtolitre cavity via a microfluidic system, is that flow-
regime measurements are not yet possible due to a missing sealing solution for the waveguide.
On the other hand, an advantage is that different doping level shift the plasma wavelength, i.e.
it would be easily possible to cover a large mid-IR spectral range for femtolitre SPP-sensing
by working with identical gratings made from differently high Si-doped InAsSb layers.
Additional, the pedestal configuration presented in chapter 3 would allow to increase the
measurement signal and to blue-shift localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) peaks.
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5.4 Mid-IR plasmonic enhanced microfluidic sensing in back-
side configuration

The mid-IR plasmonic grating on top of the IR-transparent InAs-substrate, presented in Figure
5.4, has been successfully combined with a PDMS based microfluidic circuit and the systems
adaptability for sensing applications will be discussed in the following. In a first step, the
sample was placed on the sample stage of a Bruker’s Hyperion 3000 microscope such that IR-
light was focused by a x15 magnification Cassegrain objective (NA = 0.4) to an imaging area
of 100x100 µm2 onto the bottom side of the InAs-substrate. The light transmitted through the
substrate, was partly-back reflected at the grating interface, transmitted another time through
the substrate and was finally collected with the same Cassegrain objective. A gold mirror
with approximately 100% mid-IR reflectance was used to normalize the spectra. When the
80 µm thick microfluidic chamber was not filled by liquids, i.e. air-filled, or when the PDMS
bowed down and was in contact with the substrate, then some marked interference effects
were observable in the backside reflectance spectra (not shown). When the microfluidic
cavity was filled with a solvent, e.g. ethanol netoh ≈ 1.35 or water nH2O ≈ 1.30 then there is
nearly no backreflection at the solvent-PDMS interface (nPDMS ≈ 1.45) and no interference
effects where observable.

In Figure 5.9(a), the reflectance for solvents, either ethanol or water, circulating in the
microfluidic sensor are shown. Polarization dependent measurements, i.e. electric field
polarization parallel or perpendicular to the grating, were performed. In the top window, it
can be clearly seen that the reflectance for light polarized perpendicular to the grating R⊥ is
marked by a broad dip in reflectance around 680 cm−1. Additionally, a clear difference in
the spectral response for an ethanol or a water filled microfluidic system can be seen in the
spectral range from 500 - 1500 cm−1. Particularly marked are the two C-O stretching modes
at 1055 cm−1 and at 1102 cm−1. The middle window Figure 5.9(a) shows the reflectance
for light polarized parallel to the grating R∥ and the ethanol molecular signatures appear
independently of the polarization. Contrarily to the R⊥ results, no dip in reflection is observed
around 680 cm−1 for the R∥ spectra. By dividing the R∥ spectra by the R⊥ spectra, shown
in the bottom window, we clearly see a peak maxima at 671 cm−1 (for ethanol) and a peak
maxima at 694 cm−1 (for water). This signature, which appears only for light polarized
perpendicular to the grating, is a localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). By changing
the refractive index of the gratings environment, i.e. by filling of different liquids into the
system, it is possible to measure a spectral shift of the plasmonic response. Additional to the
shift, more spectral information are accessible such as the detection of molecular absorption
modes, e.g. ethanols C-O stretching modes.
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Figure 5.9 (a) Reflectance measurement for ethanol and water filled microfluidic system
in backside configuration. The light polarization was either perpendicular, R⊥, or parallel,
R∥, to the grating. (b) Simulation results in good agreement with the measured reflectance.
Additionally, a reference ethanol absorbance spectrum is added.
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As for the Ge-crystal topside configuration, finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) mo-
deling was performed to gain more insight into the near-field properties of the system. A
model centered at the plasmonic interface was used. Modeling the whole device would
require disproportionate computational power without significant benefit. In the chosen
FDTD model, the light is incident through the InAs substrate, then the light is (1) partly
reflected at the grating interface, thus propagating back through the InAs substrate, and
the light is (2) partly transmitted through the grating layer, thus propagating through the
measurement chamber. The boundary conditions were optimized for the modelized zone
around the gratings. Concretely, perfect absorbing layers on the InAs-substrate side and the
measurement chamber side were chosen to avoid interferences from layers outside of the
model zone. This model is not accounting for all absorption losses in the InAs-substrate
(as only marginal losses for light propagating through 10 µm of InAs were considered in
the model), not does the model account for reflection and transmission at the backside-air
interface.

In the experiment, the incident light is focused by optics to the InAs-substrate, where
it is partly reflected and partly transmitted. Only the transmitted light propagates within
the InAs-substrate and is then back-reflected at the grating interface. This back-reflected
light propagates another time through the substrate and is then partly transmitted through the
air-InAs-substrate interface whereupon it is collected by the optics of the microscope. To
consider the transmission and reflection at the air-InAs interface, the back-reflection from
the FDTD-simulation was corrected by an analytical expression. Assuming that there is a
constant reflectance from the air-InAs interface which can be estimated with the Fresnel
equation R = |(nair −nInAs)/(nair +nInAs)|2 ≈ 0.3 (for normal incident light), then there is
the transmitted light through this interface which is with T ≈ 0.7 a fraction of the incident
light and which corresponds to the propagating light incident through the InAs-substrate
used in the FDTD-model. The back-reflected light in the FDTD model propagates through
InAs, therefore it has to be transmitted at the InAs-air interface to be finally collected. The
reflectance value from the FDTD model has to be multiplied twice with T, such that the
simulated reflectance R = 0.3+ 0.72 ·RFDT D corresponds to the experimental reflectance.
The light transmission through the InAs-subtrate shown in Figure 5.4(b) clearly demonstrates
that optical losses become relevant in the range from 10-20 µm. So far, we are neglecting
these losses, but they could be considered by multiplying the simulated values by a loss term.
As the reflection at the air-InAs layer are losses for sensing applications, an idea would be to
increase the transmission into the InAs-substrate by adding an ant-reflective coating.

Finally, Figure 5.9(b) summarizes the results of the comparison between experimental
results and simulation results. In the top window, the experimental spectra for the ethanol
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Figure 5.10 (a) Near-field simulation for incident light at a wavelength of 10 µm for light
polarization parallel to the grating, (b) perpendicular to the grating. (c) Near-field simulation
for incident light at a wavelength of 15 µm for light polarization parallel, respectively (d)
perpendicular to the grating.
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filled microfluidic system in dependence of the light polarization is shown. An ethanol
database reference spectra presented in the middle window allows to identify absorption
modes originating from molecular absorption modes. In the bottom window, the simulation
results are shown. As described above, the FDTD calculated reflectance neglects the air-
InAs interface and we used the above described analytic expression to account for the
neglected interface. It can be seen that the model is adequately describing the reflectance
as the plasmonic dip, the LSPR mode, only appears for light polarized perpendicular to
the grating and the molecular absorption peaks can be seen independent of the chosen
polarization. Similarly, to the FDTD-model of the Ge-crystal topside configuration, the
molecular absorption peaks are much sharper in experiment than in the simulation. This is
explained by the polynomial fitting, thus the broadening, of the ethanol n,k-data imported
into the software.

The main advantage of the FDTD-model is the possibility to calculate the near-field
images shown in Figure 5.10. It can be clearly seen, that for wavelength outside of the
plasmonic resonance range, e.g. at 10 µm, Figure 5.10(a,b), there is no significant electric
field enhancement. The same is true when the wavelength matches the plasmonic resonance,
e.g. for light incident at 15 µm, but the electric field is parallel to the excitation polarization,
Figure 5.10(c). Only when the wavelength of the incident light matches the plasmonic
resonance wavelength and when the light is polarized perpendicular to the gratings, then
there is a ten-fold electric field enhancement at the surface of the resonantors as shown in
Figure 5.10(d).

We conclude that the backside configuration allows to exploit surface-enhanced in-
frared absorption (SEIRA) spectroscopy in the flow-regime by relying completely on all-
semiconductor plasmonic resonators combined with PDMS based microfluidics.

5.5 Perspectives and Conclusion

After having demonstrated the compatibility of III-V semiconductor mid-IR plasmonics
with PDMS based microfluidics and after having studied the impact of solvants on the
plasmonic response, the next step is to exploit the plasmonic near-field enhancement effect
for sensing applications. In this thesis, it could be demonstrated in chapter 2 and chapter
3 that GaSb oxidizes in water, such that the InAs-substrate is advantageous for future
experiments in terms of IR-transparency and in terms of chemical stability. It has to be
noted that PDMS is compatible with most polar solvents like ethanol or water, but polymer
swelling or PDMS dissolution can be significant for other solvents [124]. In the pursuit
of the surface functionalization experiments of chapter 4, it is a promising idea to form a
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phosphonate monolayer on top of the plasmonic resonators within the microfluidic system.
The backside sensing configuration would allow to study such a functionalization process in
the flow regime and plasmonically enhanced.

In conclusion, in this chapter, the combination of III-V semiconductor based mid-IR
plasmonics and microfluidic technology was demonstrated. Typical obstacles in the field of
IR microfluidics, like the identification of suitable IR-transparent materials and IR-absorption
modes of solvents, have been addressed. Two experimental configurations were presented.
First, the so-called waveguide configuration which allowed plasmonic enhanced sensing of
liquids by filling or evacuating a femtolitre cavity by a microfluidic system. The plasmonic
resonances excited in this configuration are the surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) of the
highly Si-doped III-V semiconductor. Second, the so-called backside configuration, which
is best suited for plasmonic enhanced measurements under flow conditions. Infrared light,
transmitted through an IR-transparent III-V substrate and incident onto a nanostructured
plasmonic grating, excites localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) modes. The light,
which is partly back-reflected at the grating interface, is another time transmitted through
the substrate and finally collected by a detector. Molecular sensing in the flow regime is
possible in this configuration as demonstrated by solvent sensing in the near-field zone of the
resonators. This work demonstrates that surface-enhanced label-free infrared spectroscopy
can be combined with microfluidics by an all-semiconductor approach. In principle a
combination with existing silicon photonic technology would be possible such that there
is the potential to make a contribution to improve point-of-care (POC) medical diagnostic
systems to address global health challenges.



Chapter 6

Integration of plasmonic Gallium
nanoparticles for SEIRA/SERS platform

Abstract
In this chapter, the integration of UV-VIS plasmonic gallium nanoparticles (Ga NP) to the surface
of a representative III-V semiconductor, namely GaAs, is demonstrated. The process of Ga NP
integration exploits thermal evaporation of Gallium. After evaporation, a few nanometer thin native
Gallium oxide forms upon exposure to air. By scanning electron microscopy, it can be shown that
nanoparticles of different size and of different density are obtainable on fused quartz substrates
and on GaAs substrates. By spectral ellipsometric measurements, plasmonic resonances from the
ultraviolet to the near infrared were found. Experimentally, the GaNP on the GaAs (001)-surface lead
to excitement of the forbidden GaAs TO mode due to near-field scattering at 532 nm. Theoretically,
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) modeling allow to study near-field scattering of particles and
to determine near-field enhancement values in the order from three- to four-fold enhancement in
dependence of the particle size and in dependence of the particles substrate. Finally, the successful
surface functionalization by organic molecules based on phosphonic acid adsorption is demonstrated
by the formation of a water repelling monolayer coating and by a red-shift of the systems plasmonic
response. The Raman signal of phosphonate monolayers is too weak to be detected, but physisorbtion
leading to molecular agglomerations on the surface can be used to investigate the surface-enhanced
Raman scattering (SERS) of the Gallium nanoparticle system. In a nutshell, this chapter demonstrates
that UV-VIS plasmonic Gallium nanoparticles can be integrated on III-V semiconductor substrates
and that phosphonic acid chemistry can be used to functionalize the particle’s surface.
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6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters the suitability of highly Si-doped III-V semiconductors for plasmonic
enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy was demonstrated. While the noble metal Au is
mainly used for the visible range of light, it is in the ultraviolet (UV) range that the metals Al,
Ga, In, Sn, Tl, Pb and Bi have their plasmonic potential [5]. It seems quite likely that different
plasmonic material find their niche when they demonstrate that they outperform the plasmonic
gold standard for specific applications. The potential of highly-doped semiconductor to
replace gold as mid-IR material is the compatibility with Silicon technology and thus the
possibility to be integrated on a Si-chip. The combination of an all-semiconductor plasmonic
platform with a plasmonic material for the ultraviolet, such as Gallium, would allow to cover
a much broader wavelength range for plasmonic applications.

In this chapter, it will be demonstrated, in a first step, that plasmonic Gallium nano-
particles (Ga NP) can be integrated on a III-V semiconductor substrate, here GaAs, and
in a second step that the plasmonic Ga NP on the surface lead to near-field scattering and
near-field enhancement at the III-V substrate interface. The context of nanoparticle scat-
tering on surfaces is that they can improve light out-coupling (e.g. for LED), or that they
can enhance light trapping (e.g. for light detectors)[125, 126]. Having demonstrated that
phosphonic acid chemistry allows stable chemical bonding of organic molecules to III-V
semiconductor surfaces in chapter 4, in this chapter the successful application of the chemical
protocol to bond organic molecules to the Gallium oxide shell of the Ga NP will be presented.
In particular the successful surface functionalization with phosphoric acids is of interest,
beyond the plasmonic community, as it shows that organic molecules can functionalize
the emerging wide-band gap material Ga2O3 [28]. As plasmonics allows sub-wavelength
confinement of light, thus large local electromagnetic enhancement, molecule spectroscopists
use plasmonics for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) and surface-enhanced
infrared absorption (SEIRA) as explained in chapter 1. The challenge in integrating the
different surface-enhancing techniques on one platform is that each technique demands
plasmonic resonances at different wavelength. Working with one plasmonic material, e.g.
gold, has the consequence that the required broad range of resonances can only be achieved
by geometry tuning, i.e. resonators with dimensions from the nanometer to the micrometer
range [127]. An alternative idea to obtain a broad range of resonance is the combination
of different plasmonic materials on one platform. It could be shown that highly Si-doped
III-V semiconductor with free charge carrier densities 1000 times lower than in gold provide
mid-IR plasmonic resonances when adequately nanostructurized [21, 108]. To integrate
this mid-IR plasmonic platform with visible plasmonics, it would be possible to form gold
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nanoparticles (Au NP) on its surface by thermal annealing [128]. Alternatively, Gallium
nanoparticles (Ga NP) could be deposited to cover the UV and visible range.

Compared to other plasmonic metal nanoparticle systems, Gallium has the particularity
of a low melting point which is with 30°C close to room temperature. When it comes
to the fabrication by thermal annealing it shares typical features with other metals such
as coalescence towards bigger particle with increasing evaporation time [129]. Upon air
exposure a thin 0.5–3 nm Gallim oxide layer forms. After oxide formation the system
is structurally and chemically stable for many months or years [130]. The low melting
point requires attention as solid and liquid Gallium have different dielectric functions [130].
In a detailed study of two-phase coexistence in Ga nanoparticles it could be shown that
the nanoscaling leads to liquid/solid phase coexistence observed over broad temperature
and pressure ranges [131]. Parallel to the fundamental studies about Gallium plasmonics,
several researches were exploring the potential of this material system for molecular sensing
applications, in particular for surface-enhanced Raman scattering [10, 11]. By drop-casting
of the standard Raman dye cresyl fast violet (CFV) a SERS signal enhancement factor of 80
was found [132]. By spin-coating of 5 nm thin crystal violet dye films on Ga NP covered
sapphire substrates, UV local enhancement factors comparable to those routinely achieved
with gold or silver NPs in the vis-range (> 107) were reported [133]. In the visible range, at
532 nm and 633 nm, the Ga NP lead to SERS signal enhancement factors in the order from
2.7 to 30 as demonstrated by measuring graphene Raman modes [134]. To further enhance
Raman signals by Gallium plasmonics it could be possible to exploit colloidal Ga NP, e.g.
prepared from thermal annealing [135], because small inter-particle gaps are beneficial for
SERS, as could be shown for gold and silver clusters [136]. When it comes to chemisorption
of organic molecules to Ga NP for immosensing applications it was demonstrated that the
first step of thiol bonding to the Ga NP allowed in a second step antibody bonding to the Ga
NP [137]. In the literature several covalent surface modification strategies are discussed and
while thiol bonding is generally adequate for functionalization of gold, other coupling agents
are known to form stronger bonds with oxide surfaces [94]. In particular phosphonic acids are
suitable to form iono-covalent bonds with oxide surfaces [95]. It can be concluded that the
reported Gallium oxide shell of Gallium nanoparticles, the reported plasmonic enhancement
factors of the Gallium plasmonics system and the potential to combine UV-visible plasmonics
with an all-semiconductor mid-IR plasmonic system are the driving forces for the study
presented in this chapter.
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6.2 Materials and Methods

Three substrates were prepared for Ga NP deposition by solvent rinsing. The first substrate
was an optical fused quartz substrate (Vitreosil 077) and the second and third substrate a
cleaved residual p-doped GaAs (001)-wafer. A vertical Edwards E306 system operating
in high vacuum conditions (base pressure of 2 · 10−7 mbar) was used for Gallium evapo-
ration (Goodfellow 99.9999% purity). Joule heating created a Gallium flux incident onto
the substrates which caused the Gallium nanoparticle formation on the surface. To obtain
different particle distributions, the evaporation time was varied for the different substrates.
After successful Ga NP formation, the morphology of the particles was investigated by the
FEI XL30-SFEG scanning electron microscope (SEM), operating with a 10 keV electron
beam where the secondary electrons were collected and analysed with an Everhart-Thornley
detector. Spectroscopic ellipsometry was performed with a Jobin Yvon UVISEL system
equipped with a Xe lamp (1.5 - 4.5 eV energy range), a 0º modulator and a 45º analyser for an
incident angle of 70º to the normal of the sample surface. Microscopic Raman spectroscopy
(Renishaw inVia microscope) was performed with an x100 objective for 532 nm and 633 nm
excitation laser light. The finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations were realized
by the commercial software FDTD Solutions by Lumerical [80]. For the monolayer functi-
onalization with phosphonic acids, 12,12,13,13,14,14,15,15,16,16,17,17,18,18,19,19,19-
Heptadecafluorononadecylphosphonic acid (Cas N. 625095-76-3) was synthesized by Si-
kemia. For the sake of simplicity, in the following, we will call the phosphonic acid with
the fluorinated terminate group FDPA. The self-assembly of phosphonate monolayers was
obtained by immersing the substrates for 24 h into 10 ml of 0.1 mM FDPA dissolved in
ethanol. After the immersion, the substrates were baked for 12 h in an oven at 120°C to
increase the grafting stability. Potentially physisorbed molecules were removed by solvent
rinsing after the baking step.

6.3 Characterization of fabricated Ga NP structures

The Gallium nanoparticle assemblies formed by a flux of thermally evaporated Gallium
incident onto different substrates were investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
In Figure 6.1(a) the image of successful Ga NP formation on the fused quartz substrate is
shown. Figure 6.1(b) and Figure 6.1(c) show images of two different GaAs substrates which
were exposed for a different amount of time to the Gallium flux. A shorter evaporation
time led to a denser particle distribution of smaller particles as shown in Figure 6.1(b).
The magnification factor and the SEM image area is with 1.21x0.72 µm2 the same for the
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images of Figure 6.1(a-c). The histograms shown in Figure 6.1(d-f) were obtained using the
Gwyddion software [138]. It can be seen that most of the particles on the quartz substrate
have a diameter around 40 nm. For the GaAs substrates, the shorter evaporation time resulted
in a particle distribution with a concentration of 30 nm diameter particles. The longer
evaporation time led to larger particles with concentration maxima of particles around 90 nm
diameter and around 130 nm diameter.

In Figure 6.2, a tilt angle scanning electron microscope image illustrates that the particles
are not perfectly spherical on the substrate. A sketch of a single Gallium nanoparticle is
added to the image. The geometrical parameters to describe a single particle are its radius r,
the angle α and its native oxide thickness. For the later modeling of the particles, an angle
α of 45°, thus a contact angle of 135° is found. This value corresponds to contact angles
reported for Ga NP growth on rigid substrates such as sapphire [131]. We conclude that
GaAs-substrates are suited for Ga NP deposition as different particle density can be easily
deposited on these III-V surfaces by thermal evaporation of Gallium.

Figure 6.1 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of Gallium nanoparticles deposited
on (a) fused quartz, (b) GaAs-substrate with similar evaporation time as for the fused quartz
substrate and (c) on GaAs with longer Gallium evaporation time. Histogram with typical
size distribution for the three different substrates. Histogram (e) corresponds to image (a),
histogram (f) to image (b) and histogram (g) to image (c).

Additional to the SEM characterization, ellipsometry measurements before and after
Ga NP formation were performed. A sketch of the measurement configuration and the
measurement results are shown in Figure 6.3. The imaginary part of the pseudodielectric
function ⟨εi⟩ which can be directly calculated from the ellipsometric measurements para-
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Figure 6.2 The tilt angle SEM image shows that the particles have a contact angle of
approximately 135° (α = 45). For illustration a sketch with parameters such as the angle α

and the radius r is added.

Figure 6.3 Measured imaginary part of the pseudodielectric function ⟨εi⟩ for different Gallium
nanoparticle (Ga NP) distribution on different substrates. A sketch of the ellipsometric
measurement configuration is added for illustrative purposes.
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meters is shown versus the wavelength of the incident light [137]. The advantage of ⟨εi⟩
over other ellipsometric parameter is that this parameter accounts for the properties of the
whole system and allows to monitor the plasmonic resonances of the Ga NP in dependence
of their size and distribution. The first observation concerning Figure 6.3 is that the untreated
GaAs-substrate and the untreated fused quartz substrate have a quite distinct ellipsometric
spectral response. While for the fused quartz substrate ⟨εi⟩ is rather flat, with a slight and
broad increase in the UV region, for the GaAs-substrate two marked peaks around 3 eV
can be seen and ⟨εi⟩ is monotonically increasing from 2.0 eV to 4.5 eV. This differences
between fused quartz and GaAs is explained by their different bandstructure. While fused
quartz is a wide bandgap material with a large transparency window in the visible range,
GaAs has a bandgap at 1.4 eV and is thus absorbing light in the investigated spectral range.
The observed peaks for GaAs correspond to electron transitions from valence band states to
higher conduction band states. A clear modification of the ellipsometric response is observed
after Ga NP deposition. The modified fused quartz substrate can be best described by a broad
⟨εi⟩ peak centered at 472 nm. As the thermal evaporation led to a non-ordered Ga NP system
with a broad distribution of different particle sizes, the broad ⟨εi⟩ peak can be explained
as a broad plasmonic resonance resulting from interacting particles with size-dependent
localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR). The SEM images of the Ga NP on the GaAs
substrates demonstrate two different particle distributions. The ellipsometry measurements
show clearly that the denser distribution of smaller particles, which is comparable with the
particle distribution on the fused quartz substrate, has as plasmonic response centered at
439 nm. The GaAs substrate with larger Ga NP has a significantly red-shifted plasmonic
response centered at 688 nm. This shift for larger particles is explainable by the higher-order
plasmonic LSPR modes in larger particles. It can be concluded that Ga NP can be integrated
onto III-V semiconductor surfaces and that plasmonic resonances from 400-700 nm can be
obtained in dependence of the particles size and of the particle distribution by varying the Ga
NP growth parameter.

6.4 Excitation of the Raman forbidden GaAs TO-mode

After successful growth of Ga NP on GaAs, a representative III-V surface, a Raman
spectroscopy experiment was performed to address changes originating from the plasmo-
nic resonators on the surface. From the two available GaAs substrates with Ga NP, the
substrate with the larger particle distribution was chosen. As a references sample served a
GaAs substrate without Ga NP. A sketch of the experimental Raman configuration and the
measurement results for 532 nm excitation laser light (60 s, 280 µW) are shown in Figure
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6.4. In the top window, it can be seen that the TO-GaAs mode is Raman forbidden and the
LO-GaAs mode is the dominant peak for the 001-GaAs reference substrate. This result are
in good agreement with the literature [139, 140]. In the bottom window the spectrum for
the substrate with Ga NP is shown. Here, the Raman-forbidden TO-GaAs mode is equally
intense as the LO-mode. Additionally a broad resonance around 715 cm−1 can be seen in the
spectrum. In accordance with reported Raman signatures of thin Ga2O3 films, we attribute
this peak to the oxide shell of the Ga NP [141]. The demonstrated excitement of the Raman
forbidden TO-mode, after Ga NP deposition, can be explained by the particles near-field
light scattering, i.e. electric field components parallel and perpendicular to the vector normal
to the interface. To underline this argument, in the following simulations of the near-field
scattering behavior of Ga NP will be presented.

Figure 6.4 Raman spectra, normalized by the maximum intensity value for a bare GaAs
substrate (top window) and for a GaAs substrate with Gallium nanoparticles on the surface
(bottom window). The experimental configuration for the Raman experiment is sketched.

For a given geometry and given values of the materials dielectric function, the finite
difference time domain (FDTD) method allows to simulate the near-field scattering of
nanoparticles upon excitation by normal incident light. To simulate Ga NP which allow a
comparison with the experimental results, Gallium nanoparticles of different diameter on
GaAs-substrates and a Ga NP on a fused quartz substrate were simulated. The near-field
images in Figure 6.5(a-d) illustrate the simulated configuration. The images show 2D-cross-
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section through the center of 3D-particles. The represented plane is parallel to the electric
field polarization E and parallel to the propagation vector k of the light incident from the top
(air-) side. As an output for the calculation, the normalized electric field was chosen E/Ein

(=
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E2
x +E2

y +E2
z /Ein).

Figure 6.5 Finite difference time domain (FDTD) near field images simulated for incident
light with wavelength of 532 nm. The shown plane is a cross-section through the particles
center. The radiation patterns correspond to this plane. Simulation results (a) for a 40 nm
diameter Ga NP on a fused quartz substrate, (b) for a 40 nm diameter Ga NP on GaAs, (c)
for a 90 nm diameter Ga NP on GaAs, (d) for a 130 nm diameter Ga NP on GaAs.

For all simulations a contact angle of 135° between Ga NP and substrate was implemented,
thus a distorted sphere on a substrate. To guide the eye, we added a circle and a line, indicating
the Ga NP and the air-substrate interface, to the images. The rainbow color range represents
the electric field enhancement |E/Ein| in close proximity of the particle. As the dielectric
function of Gallium is depending on the solid or liquid phase, we specify that we chose the
reported values of the Gallium solid phase in our model [5]. All near-field images were
obtained by simulating incident light with a wavelength of 532 nm. Figure 6.5(a) shows
the near-field profile of a Ga NP with 40 nm diameter on a fused quartz substrate. It can be
seen that there is more than a three-fold electric field enhancement in close proximity to the
particles surface. The enhancement is decaying with increasing distance from the surface. In
Figure 6.5(b) the simulation results for a Ga NP with 40 nm diameter on a GaAs substrate is
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shown. Compared to the Ga NP of similar size on the fused quartz substrate the near-field
enhancement is decreased for the Ga NP on the GaAs substrate. A 90 nm diameter large
Ga NP on a GaAs substrate, Figure 6.5(c), reveals at least a three-fold field enhancement
at is surface. Increasing the Ga NP diameter further to 130 nm, shown in Figure 6.5(d), is
leading to an even stronger field-enhancement in the order of being a four-fold enhancement.
We conclude that at 532 nm incident light, only moderate field enhancement factors in the
order of three- to four-fold are expected for individual Ga NP with geometrical dimensions
comparable to those fabricated by thermal Gallium evaporation on fused quartz and GaAs
substrates. The shown simulations are neglecting inter-particle interactions and in particular
dimer plasmonic modes where much higher field enhancement factors are expected in the
gaps between the particles [5]. Nevertheless, we deduce from the modelling that a slight
SERS effect is expected for incident green light due to the presence of Ga NP. Additionally,
it was possible to calculate the electric field distribution parallel and perpendicular to the
surface. The simulation show that the Ga NP lead indeed to electric field components
normal to the surface, thus electric field contributions allowing excitation of GaAs TO-modes.
This simulations confirm the argument that the Ga NP lead to the excitation of the Raman
forbidden TO-GaAs mode in the chosen experimental configuration.

6.5 Surface functionalization

This part of the chapter focuses on the successful surface functionalization of the investigated
Ga NP. As it was shown by near-field calculations that the Ga NP particles lead to three-
to four-fold field enhancement upon excitation at 532 nm, the objective is to study surface-
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) for monolayers of phosphonates bond to the surface of
the particles. For this part of the study, the fused quartz substrate was chosen over the GaAs
substrate as there was a higher density of potentially resonant particles. As the chemical
protocol used for this study was already introduced and discussed in chapter 4, it is possible
to come directly to the results. Before surface modification by phosphonic acids dissolved
in ethanol, no differences in water contact angle for a fused quartz reference substrate
without Ga NP and for a substrate with Ga NP were observable as can be seen in Figure 6.6.
We explain this observation by the Gallium oxide shell of the particles which is similarly
hydrophilic than the SiO2 surface of the fused quartz substrate. No particular hydrophobicity
appears due to the nano-structuration of the surface by the Ga NP. After immersion of the
substrates in 10 ml of 0.1 mM of FDPA dissolved in ethanol, baking at 120°C over night,
and organic solvent rinsing to remove physisorbed molecules, a nearly unchanged contact
angle for the substrate without Ga NP is found. For the substrate with Ga NP, the FDPA
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treatment lead to a significant increase in the water drop contact angle. This observation can
be explained by the chemisorption of the hydrophobic molecule FDPA to the Gallium oxide
shell of the Ga NP.

Figure 6.6 Water contact angle measurements before and after surface functionalization with
a hydrophobic molecule. Only the substrate with Gallium nanoparticle became hydrophobic.
This hints chemisorption of the hydrophobic molecule.

The ellipsometry results obtained before and after the molecular functionalization are
shown in Figure 6.7. It can be clearly seen that the plasmonic response is red-shifted after
the FDPA adsorption. This is in good agreement with reported plasmonic red-shifting upon
monolayer formation [137]. As the substrates were rinsed with solvents after the baking
step and considering the absence of homocondensation of the studied molecule, it can be
concluded that chemisorbed phosphonate monolayer were formed in the functionalization
step.

Additional to the water contact angle measurements and the ellipsometry measurements,
Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed on the Ga NP sample with adsorbed
molecules. A sketch of the experimental configuration and the measurements results are
shown in Figure 6.8. The spectra were obtained by 532 nm excitation laser wavelength, 120 s
illumination time at 280 µW incident power. Despite experimental evidence of the molecular
presence on the surface by the other techniques, no significant Raman signal indicating the
molecular presence was detected (top window of Figure 6.8). A plausible explanation is that
the adsorbed molecular quantity was below the detection limit. Therefore, it was decided to
deposit more molecules to the surface. Immersion of the Ga NP substrate for 24 h in higher
concentrated molecular solution (10 ml of 1 mM FDPA in ethanol) and avoiding rinsing
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Figure 6.7 Ellipsometry measurements before and after functionalization of the Ga NP reveal
a plasmonic red-shift, thus molecule adsorption.

after the baking in an oven at 120°C, led to physisobed agglomeration of FDPA molecules
on the surface. In the middle window of Figure 6.8, the Raman spectrum for molecular
agglomerations on the surface is shown. Here, typical signature for the FDPA molecule are
found. To assign spectral signatures to molecular vibrations modes, two reference spectra
obtained for FDPA powder at 532 nm and at 633 nm excitation wavelength are shown in
the bottom window of Figure 6.8. The comparison of the reference powder spectra and the
Raman spectrum for the molecular agglomerations reveal that different vibrational modes
are differently strong excited. Additionally, despite many sharp peaks typical for FDPA, the
broad spectral signature at 715 cm−1 attributed to the oxide shell of the Ga NP can still be
seen in the spectrum [141]. It can be concluded that the spectra for the FDPA agglomerations
on the Ga NP represents is probably influenced by the plasmonic response of the Ga NP.
Assuming that the performed simulations, neglecting the Gallium oxide shell, are realistic,
then the three-fold enhancement value allows to estimate a maximum signal enhancement
factor in the order of 34 = 81 (as explained in chapter 1). It is plausible that the spectrum of
the FDPA agglomerations on the Ga NP surface, shown in the middle window of Figure 6.8,
represents a surface-enhanced Raman scattering spectrum of the molecule. Nevertheless, the
interesting results in the context of this thesis is the absence of the Raman signature in the case
of a monolayer. It seems that despite surface-enhancing effects of the gallium nanoparticles,
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Figure 6.8 Raman spectra, normalized by the maximum intensity are shown. In the top
window, the Raman spectrum of the FDPA monolayer on Ga NP is represented. The middle
window, displays the Raman spectrum for molecular agglomerations on the surface. In the
bottom window, the Raman powder spectra of the molecule serves as reference to identify
spectral lines corresponding to the FDPA molecule. The sketches on the right side illustrate
the different amount of FDPA molecules on the surface used for each spectrum shown on the
left.
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that the Raman cross-section of the studied molecules is too low and therefore not possible
to be detected for low concentrations. This non-detectability of the molecular monolayer
is contrasted by the detection of a comparable phosphonate monolayer on plasmonic III-V
semiconductor surfaces presented in chapter 4.

6.6 Perspectives and conclusion

An important conclusion from the comparison of monolayers and agglomerations of mo-
lecules on the surface in terms of Raman signatures is that more molecules were leading
to measurable signal. For an advanced study on the SERS effect of the Ga NP integrated
to III-V semiconductor surfaces it could be an interesting idea to measure Raman signals
in dependence of deposited molecules. Though, as drop-casting with increasing analyte
concentration [132], as well as spin-coating of molecules [133], was already performed in
the past, in my opinion there is no strong interest in studying the SERS effect in variation
of FDPA amount on the surface. I see more potential in performing experiments with the
objective to bind a fluorophore monolayer to the Ga NPs. In my opinion the demonstration
of SERS with a fluorophore monolayer bond to the Ga NP, by exploiting phosphonic acids as
coupling agent, would be an important step to go beyond the demonstrated SERS effect on
drop- and spin-coated fluorophores. By changing the analyte molecule from the hydrophobic
FDPA to a dye molecules, it can be expected that the resonant Raman effect would allow
to overcome the encountered difficulty of detecting enough signal for adsorbed monolayers
[142].

In conclusion, in this chapter the integration of UV-VIS plasmonic gallium nanoparticles
with a representative III-V semiconductor, namely GaAs was demonstrated. The process
of Ga NP integration exploits thermal evaporation of Gallium. After evaporation, a few
nanometer thin native Gallium oxide forms upon exposure to air. By scanning electron
microscopy, it was shown that nanoparticles of different size and different density can be
obtained on fused quartz substrates and on GaAs substrates. By spectral ellipsometric
measurements, plasmonic resonances from the ultraviolet to the near infrared were found.
Experimentally, it was shown that the GaNP on the GaAs(001) surface lead to excitement
of the forbidden GaAs TO mode due to near-field scattering at 532 nm. Theoretically,
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) modeling allows to study near-field scattering of
particles and to determine near-field enhancement values in the order from three- to four-fold
enhancement in dependence of the particle size and in dependence of the particles substrate.
Finally, the successful surface functionalization by organic molecules based on phosphonic
acid adsorption was demonstrated by the formation of a water repelling monolayer coating
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and by a red-shift of the systems plasmonic response. The Raman signal of phosphonate
monolayer was too weak to be detected, so physisorbtion leading to molecular agglomerations
on the surface was used to investigate the surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) of
the Gallium nanoparticle system. This work demonstrates that UV-VIS plasmonic Gallium
nanoparticles can be integrated on III-V semiconductor substrates and that phosphonic acid
chemistry can be used to functionalize the particle’s surface.





General Conclusion and Perspectives

The evidences provided in the previous chapters clearly demonstrate that surface functionali-
zation of nanostructured plasmonic III-V semiconductors is possible. This result prove that
surface-enhanced vibrational spectroscopy relevant to identify minute amounts of analyte
molecules is possible by the plasmonic III-V semiconductor material platform. Several other
important results were highlighted as well in this thesis. For example, the oxidation of GaSb
in water, a weak point for molecular sensing applications under physiological conditions,
allowed us to make a relevant study on the formation of Ga2O3. This wide band gap gal-
lium oxide is particularly interesting for ultraviolet photonic applications. Additionally, the
exploitation of GaSb oxidation enabled us to produce InAsSb:Si gratings on top of GaSb
pedestals embedded in an oxide layer. It is the pedestal formation which allows to obtain
plasmonic resonances in the range from 5 µm to 20 µm and therefore to cover the whole
spectral range of a molecules vibrational fingerprint region. Then, other important results
were obtained by studying different designs for microfluidic circuits. On the one hand,
volumes in the femto-litre range were reached and on the other hand, micro-flow systems
have been fabricated. This allows the better control of delivering analyte molecules to the
surface of all-semiconductor plasmonic resonators. Finally, the incorporation of Gallium
nanoparticles on the surface of a III-V semiconductor, here GaAs, has been demonstrated.
Although, in this thesis, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy has not yet been demon-
strated on a molecular monolayer, the results were positive for aggregates of molecules.
The principle of combining several spectroscopic techniques on the same platform seems
therefore quite conceivable. This thesis initiates several research avenues for the IES to
explore. First, other coupling agents such as thiols or silanes can be tested to see which of
them will be most relevant in a biosensor application context. Second, resonator geometries
exploiting gap plasmons or the lightening rod effect could be realized to reach much higher
sensitivities. Finally, the combination of three different plasmonic spectroscopy techniques,
namely surface plasmon resonance (SPR), SEIRA and SERS can be combined on the same
platform to obtain additional information on the studied molecules and to push the limits of
detection for the identification of minute amounts of molecules.
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Appendix A

Résumé substantiel en français

Cette thèse traite de la fonctionnalisation de surface des semi-conducteurs III-V nanostruc-
turés pour la plasmonique appliquée à la spectroscopie vibrationnelle exaltée, ce qui per-
mettrait d’identifier des quantités infimes de molécules d’analyte. Avant de résumer les
résultats, il convient de souligner que les deux technique de la spectroscopie vibrationnelle,
la spectroscopie infrarouge et la spectroscopie Raman, sont deux des techniques les plus
largement utilisées pour la détermination de la structure moléculaire et pour l’identification
de composés chimiques. De plus, la manipulation de l’échantillon est simple et la plupart du
temps non destructive. Chaque fois qu’un spectre vibrationnel d’une molécule inconnue est
disponible, une comparaison avec les bases de données des spectres combinées aux prédicti-
ons théoriques permet potentiellement une identification unique de la molécule inconnue
ou au moins d’obtenir une idée claire des groupes moléculaires dominants. Par analogie
à la possibilité d’identifier les citoyens et les suspects par leurs empreintes digitales, il est
possible d’identifier les molécules bénéfiques et nuisibles par leurs empreintes moléculaires.
Il est évident que les applications sont multiples et apparaissent dans des domaines aussi
différents que le diagnostic médical, le traitement pharmaceutique ou l’exploration spatiale,
par exemple étudier la composition chimique à la surface des astéroïdes. Cependant, ce
travail n’abordera pas le rôle de la spectroscopie vibrationnelle dans ces domaines, mais
se concentre à la fonctionnalisation de surface des semi-conducteurs III-V nanostructurés
pour la plasmonique appliquée à la spectroscopie vibrationnelle exaltée, ce qui permettrait
d’identifier des quantités de molécules d’analyte encore plus infimes qu’avec la spectroscopie
non-exaltée.

C’est l’environnement académique de l’Université de Montpellier et en particulier celui
de l’Institut d’Electronique et des Systèmes (IES) qui a permis les recherches présentées
dans cette thèse. Il faut souligner que ce travail n’aurait pas été possible sans financement
public. Outre le CNRS et l’Université de Montpellier, l’Agence Nationale de la Recherche
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est reconnue pour avoir financé des projets (ANR 11-EQPX-0016, ANR-14-CE26-0015) qui
ont permis de soutenir les recherches réalisées au cours de cette thèse. Tout aussi important
a été le financement européen reçu. La bourse Marie Sklodowska-Curie (H2020-MSCA-
ITNETN-641899) a non seulement permis d’effectuer des recherches académiques, mais
a également permis de bénéficier du réseau européen PROMIS (Postgraduate research on
Dilute Metamorphic nanostructures and Metamaterials in Semiconductor Photonics) qui est
un consortium de 24 partenaires. Cette thèse a bénéficié de séjours de recherche à l’Université
de Nottingham, au Tyndall National Institute de Cork, à l’Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
et à la société SiKÉMIA de Montpellier.

Dans ce résumé, il sera présenté les principaux résultats chapitre par chapitre. Le premier
chapitre fournit le cadre théorique pour comprendre les principes de base et la motivation
principale de cette thèse. Il a pu être montré que la spectroscopie IR et Raman sont des
techniques complémentaires pour mesurer les modes vibrationnels des molécules. Quand un
mode vibrationnel est actif pour la spectroscopie IR, alors le mode Raman n’est généralement
pas actif et inversement. L’identification des molécules par leurs spectres vibrationnels
est possible par comparaison avec les bases de données des spectres vibrationnels ou des
calculs. La plasmonique peut contribuer à l’amélioration de la spectroscopie vibrationnelle
en renforçant localement l’interaction lumière-molécule. Ce confinement sub-longueur
d’onde dépend de la géométrie utilisée et du matériau plasmonique utilisé. Par exemple, le
gallium est un matériau approprié pour la gamme ultraviolette et visible, l’or pour la gamme
visible-proche infrarouge et l’InAs(Sb) fortement dopé au Si est approprié pour la gamme
infrarouge couvrant les longueurs d’onde de 5-20 µm. À l’instar des deux techniques de
spectroscopie vibrationnelle citées précédemment, il existe également deux techniques de
spectroscopie vibrationnelle amplifiées par des phénomènes plasmoniques de surface. La
plasmonique peut augmenter la limite de détection moléculaire en permettant l’exaltation
de la diffusion Raman à la surface (SERS) et de l’exaltation de l’absorption dans infrarouge
(SEIRA).

Le deuxième chapitre explique la problématique rencontrée sur l’oxydation du GaSb. En
effet, l’utilisation de semiconducteurs à base d’antimoine pour des applications à la détection
moléculaire nécessite de comprendre ce phénomène qui apparait lorsque le capteur sera en
présence d’un environnement aqueux. Le travail présenté se concentre sur la quantification
de la cinétique de la réaction GaSb-eau en étudiant un système de composé modèle constitué
d’une couche de 50 nm d’épaisseur de GaSb épitaxiée sur une couche d’InAsSb de 1000 nm
d’épaisseur elle-même épitaxiée sur un substrat de GaSb. Le traçage des modes phononiques
par spectroscopie Raman durant 14 h de réaction de la surface en milieu aqueux montre
qu’après 4 heures, les 50 nm de GaSb, qui sont normalement opaques pour la lumière visible,
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se transforment en un matériau transparent. La spectroscopie de rayons X à dispersion
d’énergie montre que la réaction conduit à une déplétion de l’antimoine et à une incorporation
d’oxygène ce qui conduit à la formation d’un oxyde de gallium. La bonne conductivité de
l’InAsSb fortement dopé au Si et l’absence d’états de conduction à travers l’oxyde sont
démontrées par microscopie à force atomique à effet tunnel. Les mesures de réflectivité
de cette structure dans la gamme de longueur d’ondes 300 nm à 20 µm et l’ajustement des
données par la méthode des matrices de transfert nous a permis de déterminer une valeur
d’indice de réfraction de 1,6 ± 0,1 pour l’oxyde formé dans l’eau. Le système modèle
étudié démontre que la corrosion, c’est-à-dire la déplétion en antimoine et l’incorporation
d’oxygène, transforme le semiconducteur GaSb qui est transparent au-dessus de 1,7 µm en
un oxyde de gallium transparent dans la gamme de 0,3 à 20 µm.

Le troisième chapitre démontre que l’oxydation lente, régulière et sélective de GaSb
dans l’eau conduit à la formation d’un piédestal semi-conducteur composé du résonateurs
plasmonique d’InAsSb fortement dopé sur une base en GaSb noyée dans une couche d’oxyde
amorphe. L’homogénéité de la structure du piédestal est imagée avec un microscope infra-
rouge à transformée de Fourier utilisant un montage en réflexion totale atténuée (ATR-FTIR)
autour de la fréquence plasma (5,5 µm) de la couche d’InAsSb. Comme les propriétés plasmo-
niques sont influencées par les modifications du milieu environnant, nous montrons que pour
les réseaux semi-conducteurs avec un niveau de dopage défini et une géométrie de réseau
définie, le processus d’oxydation GaSb permet de modifier, après fabrication, les résonances
plasmoniques moyen-IR du résonateur. Celles-ci se décalent vers le bleu et permettent de
mieux couvrir la zone spectrale de l’empreinte vibrationnelle des molécules. De plus, la
formation de piédestal réduit la différence d’indice de réfraction entre les deux interfaces des
résonateurs plasmoniques ce qui permet d’exploiter un second pic plasmonique favorisant
l’amplification du champ plasmonique côté air, ce qui est pertinent pour les applications de
spectroscopie de vibration moléculaire exaltée.

Dans le quatrième chapitre, une fonctionnalisation stable des surfaces semi-conductrices
en tant que prérequis pour la biophotonique semi-conductrice est discutée. Le travail présenté
démontre l’adsorption d’acides phosphoniques sur des surfaces GaSb et InAsSb activées par
plasma oxygène. La spectroscopie photoélectronique par rayons X permet de montrer que le
traitement au plasma d’oxygène, utilisé pour activer les surfaces III-V étudiées, augmente la
couche d’oxyde de surface au-delà de son épaisseur d’oxyde natif. Les phosphonates avec
différents groupes terminaux, soit des groupes à terminaison éthylène glycol ou fluorine
carbone, permettent de modifier l’hydrophobicité des surfaces et de protéger les surfaces par
une couche de recouvrement anti-encrassement. La spectroscopie infrarouge indique une
déprotonation partielle de l’acide phosphonique et donc une liaison phosphonate à la surface.
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L’adsorption de phosphonates sur une structure à réseau plasmonique semi-conducteur est
détectée par un décalage et par une modulation de la forme du pic de résonance plasmonique.
Une augmentation du signal d’un facteur 10 est détectée en comparaison à l’adsorption
de molécules sur des couches de type miroir plan. Les molécules adsorbées sont stables
après cuisson à 120°C, nettoyage par ultrasons avec des solvants organiques et stockage
pendant plusieurs semaines sous atmosphère non contrôlée. Ces résultats montrent qu’une
fonctionnalisation stable des surfaces InAsSb et GaSb par des monocouches de phosphonate
est possible. De plus, la détection de cette couche à l’aide d’un réseau plasmonique tout
semi-conducteur dans la gamme du moyen-IR a été démontrée.

Dans le cinquième chapitre, nous présentons la combinaison de la plasmonique moyen-IR
à semi-conducteur III-V avec la technologie micro-fluidique. La micro-fluidique permet
de contrôler un faible volume de fluide ouvrant potentiellement la création de systèmes
de diagnostic médical sur le lieu d’intervention (Point Of Care) pour répondre aux défis
mondiaux de santé. Pour améliorer les systèmes de diagnostic, il est crucial d’ajouter au
circuit micro-fluidique de la spectroscopie optique utilisant les effets plasmoniques pour
pénétrer à l’intérieur des processus chimiques. Les obstacles à surmonter dans la micro-
fluidique infrarouge sont de trouver des matériaux transparents dans l’IR appropriés et de
traiter les modes d’absorption IR des solvants typiquement utilisés. Deux configurations
expérimentales pour répondre à ces défis sont présentées. Tout d’abord, la configuration
« par le haut » qui utilise des cristaux de Ge permettant la détection en remplissant ou en
évacuant une cavité de femto-litre à l’aide d’un système micro-fluidique. Les résonances
plasmoniques excitées dans cette configuration sont les polaritons de plasmon de surface
(SPP) du semi-conducteur III-V fortement dopé au Si. Deuxièmement, la configuration dite
« par le bas » qui convient le mieux pour des mesures plasmoniques dans des conditions
d’écoulement. La lumière infrarouge, transmise à travers un substrat III-V transparent aux
IR et incidente sur un réseau plasmonique nanostructuré, excite les modes de résonance
plasmonique de surface localisés (LSPR). La lumière, partiellement réfléchie à l’interface
du réseau, est transmise à travers le substrat et finalement recueillie par un détecteur. La
détection moléculaire dans le régime d’écoulement est possible en amenant les molécules
d’analyte dans la zone de champ proche des résonateurs via un circuit micro-fluidique.

Dans le sixième et dernier chapitre, l’intégration de nanoparticules de gallium plasmoni-
que (Ga NP) actives dans l’ultraviolet et le visible à la surface d’un semi-conducteur III-V, à
savoir du GaAs, est démontrée. Le processus d’intégration de Ga NP exploite l’évaporation
thermique du gallium. Après l’évaporation, un oxyde de gallium natif mince de quelques
nanomètres se forme lors de l’exposition à l’air. Par microscopie électronique à balayage,
on peut observer que des nanoparticules de taille différente et de densité différente peuvent
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être obtenues en fonction des paramètres de dépôts. Des mesures à l’aide d’un ellipsométre
ont permis de mesurer des résonances plasmoniques de l’ultraviolet au proche infrarouge.
Expérimentalement, le Ga NP sur la surface GaAs (001) conduit à l’excitation du mode
interdit TO du GaAs en raison de la diffusion en champ proche à 532 nm. Théoriquement,
la modélisation par une méthode de calcul de différences finies dans le domaine temporel
(FDTD) permet d’étudier la diffusion en champ proche des particules et de déterminer des
valeurs d’exaltation du champ proche de l’ordre de trois à quatre fois supérieur en fonction de
la taille des particules et en fonction du substrat des particules. Enfin, la fonctionnalisation de
surface réussie par des molécules organiques basées sur l’adsorption de l’acide phosphonique
est démontrée par la formation d’une monocouche hydrophobe et par un décalage vers le
rouge de la réponse plasmonique du système. Le signal Raman de la monocouche de phosp-
honate étant trop faible pour être détecté, il est possible d’utiliser la formation d’agglomérats
moléculaires grâce à la physisorption pour étudier le SERS des nanoparticules de Gallium.
Pour résumé, ce chapitre démontre que les nanoparticules de Gallium plasmonique actives
dans l’ultraviolet et le visible peuvent être intégrées sur des substrats semi-conducteurs III-V
et que la chimie de l’acide phosphonique peut être utilisée pour fonctionnaliser la surface de
la particule.

En conclusion, ce travail de thèse a mis en évidence plusieurs résultats importants. Tout
d’abord, il est tout à fait possible de fonctionnaliser la surface de résonateur plasmonique
composés de semi-conducteurs III-V, InAsSb:Si, rendant tout à fait pertinente l’approche la-
boratoire sur puce envisagée. Les points faibles comme l’oxydation du GaSb mis en évidence
lors des processus de fonctionnalisation, nous ont permis de faire une étude pertinente sur
cette oxyde si particulier qui peut donner du Ga2O3, un contact transparent particulièrement
intéressant pour les applications photoniques ultraviolettes. L’exploitation de l’oxydation
du GaSb nous a aussi permis de réaliser des piédestaux InAsSb:Si sur GaSb et oxyde de
Gallium. Les résonances de plasmons localisés attachés à ces résonateurs ont la particularité
de pouvoir couvrir la totalité de la zone spectrale de l’empreinte vibrationnelle des molécules.
Ensuite, des géométries pertinentes de circuits micro-fluidiques ont été étudiées. Des volumes
dans la gamme des femto-litres ont été atteints. Cela nous permettra de mieux contrôler
les analytes délivrés à la surface des résonateurs plasmoniques tout semi-conducteur. Enfin,
l’incorporation de nanoparticules de Gallium à la surface d’un semi-conducteur III-V, ici
GaAs, a été démontrée. Même si les résultats de spectroscopie Raman exaltée n’ont pas
encore été mis en évidence sur monocouche moléculaire, ils sont positifs pour des agrégats
de molécules. Le principe de combinaison de plusieurs techniques spectroscopiques sur une
même plateforme est donc tout à fait envisageable.
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Ce travail de thèse a initié à l’IES plusieurs voies de recherche à explorer. Tout d’abord,
d’autres agents de couplage comme les thiols ou les silanes devront être testés pour voir lequel
d’entre eux sera le plus pertinent dans un contexte applicatif de biocapteur. Les géométries de
résonateurs plasmoniques simples ont été testés mais les géométries exploitants les effets de
pointe ou de « gap plasmon » devraient permettre d’atteindre des sensibilités bien supérieures.
Enfin, la combinaison des trois techniques de spectroscopie plasmonique, de résonances de
plasmon de surface (SPR), de SEIRA et de SERS devront être testées sur la même plateforme
pour obtenir des informations complémentaires sur les molécules étudiées et repousser les
limites de détection mais aussi d’identification des molécules.
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